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PREFACE 
?his book was conceived and designed for the anall o r  beginning oral 
history pmgram, staffed largely by volunteers or  part-tlm employees. It 
is an instructional and operating rtlanual in the sense that careful maders 
should be able t o  learn all of the basic om1 history steps f'run it. It 
also is a workbook because various exercises have been included t o  enable 
the novice t o  perform ard test certain skills. Throughout the text there 
are sample f m  illustrating how t o  do the paprwork that accanpanles 
oral history interviewing am3 processing. These form may be mvlsed or 
adapted t o  suit the pro@;ram wishing t o  use them. There is an appendix of 
usef'ul mference Information. 
While the book is thus suitable for self-instruction, readers should 
understand that oral  history carmot be learned l e t  alone mastered by rely- 
ing exclusively on it. Carerul lnstructiorl and supervision by experienced 
persons is also necessary, particularly In the area of interviewing t e c k  
nlque. M o m r ,  each step In oral history m q u b s  mch mre pmctice 
than the simple exercises provide. T~arners .should rehearse their  tech- 
nique repeatedly ard arrange for persanal c d t a t i m  and M e w  on 
every step, especially lntervlewing. With this caveat In mind readers 
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rosy follow the various steps and exercises p r ~ g i ~ s s i v e l ~ ,  and also W 
find this book useful as a reference tool for subsequent questions and 
problems. 
& authors assembled major portions of this book fo r  an ora l  his- 
tory training workshop for  librarians, sponsored by the I l l ino i s  State  
Library. They drew upon several years of personal and collaborative ex- 
perience i n  mmaglng the Oral Hlstory Offlce a t  Sangamon State University 
and building i ts collection of tapes and memom. Cullm Davis, who 
directs the office, is Professor of Hlstory a t  Sangamon State. Kathryn 
Back has worked as  an editor and transcriptionist and presently is &search 
Assistant. Kay MacLean has been an editor and Graduate Assistant and is 
now Faculty Assistant responsible for  interviewing and editing in a special 
project supported by the I l l inois  Bicentennial Camnission. 
Early drafts of the text received valuable criticism fram Syrna Men- 
delsohn ard Harold ~ P P  of %r4pmOn State University. Barbara Scheibling 
designed the low and other illustrations, and h c m u l t e d  an pro- 
duction. Typing and Proofre- m performed by Waneta m t t ,  Paula 
Bergschneider and Sheila Sears. 
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I. UNDERSTANDING ORAL HISTORY 
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&a1 history, which is nothin(.; mo~e nor less  than a branch of 
his tor ical  research, is the offspring of history's most ancient technique 
and i t s  mst modern technology. Its technique is the collection of 
eyewitness accounts t o  history; the ancient Greek historians did t h i s  
more than 2,000 years ago. Its technology, the c q a c t  tape recorder, 
is  as mdern as the space age. 
This paradoxical marriage of ancient technique and modern technology 
is generally credited t o  Allan Nevins and h i s  crusade i n  proposing (1938), 
then launching (1948) the mvement .' It is fitting, however, t o  achow- 
ledge precursors i n  such a l l ied  f ie lds  as anthropology and folklore, and 
even t o  recognize ea r l i e r  practitioners i n  the f i e l d  of history. One 
unheralded pioneer was Jonas Bergren, an I l l i no i s  farmer who at the turn 
of the century mde a recording device modeled a f t e r  the Edison "tallcLng 
machine" and interviewed survivors of the Swedish utopian settlement 
of Bishop H i l l .  In 1904 he recorded a 94 year old inanlgrant1s account 
l ~ e v i n s  founded the Oral History Research Office at Columbia 
University in 1948. Since then the movement has mushroomed, with 
hundreds of ora l  history program underway i n  every s t a t e  and around 
the world. ColLrmbia s t i l l  leads the f i e ld ,  however, followed by major 
programs i n  selected universities and at presidential l ib rar ies .  Consult 
the Bibliography (Appendix C) fo r  additional information. 
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of ?Ls 1845 voyage t o  America.2 W i l e  ! . ? r p n ' s  re ioi lve obscurity and 
lack of influence disqualify him f'rom tht? Litle of o r a l  his tory 's  founding 
father, he nevertheless deserves recogn; t ion  as a prophet who was a half- 
century ahead of the field.  
Paradoxes 
Oral history has other paradoxes beside ancient technique and 
advanced technology. Its mode is  as sir,iple as human conversation but 
also as complex as the fields of sound engineering, 4 i t in .g  and informatior 
retrieval combined. It can be as econamical as a two dol la r  spool of 
recording tape and as expensive i n  processing costs as $250 f o r  every 
hour of interview. Interviews may require only hours o r  even minutes to  
finish, but it may take y e m  t o  convert that tape in to  a bound t p e s c r i ~ t a  
Oral history can take substantial credit for some bestsel l ing and prize- 
winning books, but must also shoulder a measure of responsibil i ty for  
adding both t r i v i a  and error t o  the world 's storehouse of h i s to r i ca l  
data. A t  its best, it demonstrates e thical  s t m m s  tha t  warrant envy 
fmn the historical profession; at i ts  worst, as i n  T ( i c M  Nixon's secret 
White House recording set-up, it exhibits f r i g h t e m  potent ial  for  
Ylolathg individual privacy and c i v i l  l iber t ies .  A s  a b o w n g  enter- 
p ~ i s e ,  it has its share of both f a s t - t w  c w l a t a f l ~  and conscientious 
practitioners. It is an activity t i a t  draws upon the most sophisticated 
s k i l l s  of ~ ro fes s i0Ml  historians but also be mdepf--en p r o d u c t ~ v e ~  
by weekend a m t e r n .  
H i l l ,  
House, 
-For a Prlef accoun 
Il l inois:  A Utopia 
, 19691, PP. 109, 181 
; work 
(Stoc see 0 1 ~  kholm : 
m Isak 
LT Pu 
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Taping and Typinp, 
A s  a branch of llistorical rt.:;earc+11, o ra l  k l l  story 1of;ically d iv l  dcs 
i n to  (1) the collection of data, (2)  Its processing into priniied form, 
and ( 3 )  i ts dissemination and use. Viewed i n  t h i s  sense of both input 
and output, it follows a natural progression f r o m  the prelirdnary contacts 
and research t o  the final typing and cataloginq. From the practicing 
his tor ian 's  standpoint, there is  l i t t l e  use o r  jus t i f icat ion i n  simply 
collecting without disseminating. A case can be made, however, f o r  
those persons and ins t i tut ions  tht  suffer budget and personnel l imitations 
t o  engage solely i n  collecting orzd history interviews. There are two 
reasons for  th i s .  FFrst, o ra l  history represents the  preservation of 
otherwise perishable h i s tor ica l  data. Its r a w  mterial is the human 
memary, which of course'survives only as long as its possessor l ives ,  and 
often deterlorates even sooner. Merely preserving t h i s  fhgl le  h is tor ica l  
comnodity can be a wor thwhi l e  endeavor. Second, there is always the 
opportunity fo r  dissemination once the job of collecting and preserving 
has been done. 
But it remains a fact  tha t  individuals and organizations tha t  
concentrate exclusively on collection and preservation of o ra l  history 
are unlikely t o  enjoy the sat isfact ion of having t h e b  labors used ar 
appreciated by the scholarly guild and the general public. Notwith- 
standing the pmclamtions of Marshall Mchhan and other prophets of 
the  electronic era, we continue t o  l i v e  i n  the age of the printed word, 
which means that raw aral history tapes w i l l  wther dust. A t  Columbia 
University's Oral History Research Office, patron requests for t ranscr ipts  
~por tedly  exceed those fur tapes by a r a t i o  of 1,000:l. The serious 
o ra l  his tor ian rmst confhnt  this stark fact  and sooner an. later assume 
the b m e n  of transcribing. 
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People ' s His tory 
Originally ora l  history was prmof,ed a s  a means of supplementim.: 
the voluminous written record of celetll aities and important; per::on:;. 
This focus on e l i t e s  has shifted radic ,dly  i n  recent years; rmny young 
programs deliberately concentrate on interviewing cornnon everyday 
people. This is due partly t o  the dynamic growth of the movement; 
there a re  many more ora l  historians than there are admirals and cabinet 
ITleIdIers t o  interview. It also r e f l ec t s  a broader s h i f t  i n  the h i s tor ica l  
profession, paralleling the r i s e  of rad ica l  historians,  *om e l i t i s t  
t o  people's history. As the en t i re  guild has displayed a heightened 
interest  i n  factory hands, migrant workers and ghetto dwellers, so 
have o ra l  historians i n  particular.  A t h i rd  reason is  tha t  o ra l  
Nstorlans have come t o  appreciate tha t  while t h e i r  contributions Under 
the original  idea may be usef'ul, they are indispensable t o  the  more 
modern appoach. A t  best  o ra l  history w i l l  modestly supplement o r  
enrich the massive written record concerning famous people, but it 
often represents al l  we can acquire about the l ives  of ordinary persons* 
Coal miners and country schoolteachers are l ike ly  t o  leave few if W 
let te rs  o r  diar ies ,  and often the i r  only recognition i n  newspapers is 
the v i t a l  s t a t i s t i c s  of bir th ,  m i a g e  and death. I n  a r e l a t i ve  sense, 
then, 0- history Pranises imnensely m o r e  t o  the  subject of soc ia l  
history than it does t o  our knowledge of the  American presidency. 'Ibis 
egaLitarian bias is a conspicuous feature of the  o r a l  his tory m e m e n t  
t* 3 though established Pr'Qgrams continue t h e i r  concentration 
on leaders i n  the public and private spheres. ' 
We Treadmill of P = S ~  T* 
we haunted by ~ ~ ~ u a r y  page. Every death 
' the 01 
represents the loss of 
thus a 1 absol 
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diminution of society's collective historical memory. The veteran 
interviewer comes t o  accept this, but never altogether escapes remorse 
for failing t o  interview scmeone "while there was s t i l l  time. 'I O r a l  
history's one weapon i n  this losing bat t le  with time is its distinctive 
sequence of steps. It is unique among his tmical  research techniques 
i n  that its fFrst step-interviewing on tape-is also its most important 
and urgent step. Without a taped interview yau have nothing; with it 
your collecting job is  basically finished. Fran then on every successive 
stage of processing w i l l  enhance prospects far wider d i s s ~ t i o n .  
Tnus r o w  transcripts are an improvement over raw tapes, and i n  turn, 
edited transcripts are an improvement over the rough version. Each 
step in the ccmplex ard time-consuming business of processing is an 
Impmvement and an aid t o  greater public use. For s a w  organizations 
with limited budgets and some interviews of marginal value, the law of 
diminishing returns may intervene a t  some point and argue against any 
further processing. A thoughtflrlly organized act ivi ty w i l l  be able t o  
rrake the best of this s t a t e  of affairs  and offer its unfinished memobs 
t o  an interested public in same usable form. 
Oral History or Hearsay? 
A n  obvious consequence of oral  history's exclusive rellance upon 
the memories of living persons is the fact  that its scope is W t e d  
t o  those lifespans. For practical purposes, therefore, its contribution 
is largely confined t o  our his torical  knowledge of the 20th century. 
Aqything a narratar reports about the l ives of ancestors or  the events 
of their  times is oral  hearsay, not ora l  histcsy. This is not t o  say 
that such material is worthless but t o  face a fact about its veracity 
and t o  acknwledge that it is not an eyewitness account and thus not 
oral his  tary . 
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Oral History or Heresy? 
O f  what value as  authentic and credible his torical  data are an 
elderly person's recollection of the distant past? O r a l  history has 
been challenged and dismissed frequently on th i s  point. True, human 
mmory is a fragile historical source; it is subject t o  lapses, errors ,  
fabrications and distortions. Anyone who uncritically accepts an o ra l  
history memoir as historical truth is  destined t o  misunderstand the 
past. The hundreds of thousands of transcript pages that  constitute this 
nation's oral  history storehouse contain a generous share of t r i v i a ,  
errors and l ies .  But t o  acknowlerlge th i s  sobering condition is  not t o  
deny the value of oral  history. It is well t o  remember that :  
1. A l l  primary historical s m e s  are subject t o  factual error ,  so 
in a t  least an absolute sense oral  history is no less  rel iable than 
newspapers, personal correspondence and presidential messages. The 
conscientious researcher adopts a skeptical view toward all data, 
including oral  history. 
2. Oral history makes no claim of exclusivity. On the contrary, 
practitioners view their  work as  supplementing and enriching the written 
record. I n  cases where a taped memoir is  the only source available, a s  
with rnany interviews of ordimry persons, o ra l  historians acbowledge 
that the record is  necessarily incanplete. 
3. Proficient interviewers often can s teer  a narrator closer t o  
the truth by approaching the same topic frm several l ines of inquiry. 
4 Many oral history projects involve dozens of narrators recountinl 
the same event or experience- By s i f t ing  these different versions, a 
resear n reconstruct 
the standard L C ~ L S  of historical evlaen,,.. 
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5. Whatever i ts  errors, an oral  history memoir remains the 
closest thing t o  pure, unadulterated human memory. How sameone recal ls  
the past can provide revealing insights even i f  the story is of doubtfhl 
veracity. In  such instances, the memoir becomes another kind of his tor ical  
source that  sophisticated researchers can put t o  good use. 
6.  Mnally , there are instances in which oral  history has proven 
more rel iable  and accurate than standard printed o r  manuscript sources. 
I h r h - g  a trial involving prosecution of Indians who had occupied Wounded 
Knee, expert witnesses argued effectively that Indian recollections of 
their  sovereignty over that  land were mare credible than government 
documents claiming jurisdiction. Human memory, fragi le  and biased as 
it can be, also is an extraordinary faculty. 
O r a l  history, then, is not heresy. When conscientiously gathered, 
carefully processed and c r i t ica l ly  examined, it contributes modestly t o  
the quantity and uniquely t o  the quality of w h a t  we know about the 
recent past. 
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EXERCISE ONE: THE USE5 OF ORAL HI:;TORY 
(A) Select one of the following books for  an analysis of the published 
use of oral  history interviews. 
Paul Bullock, 
(NY, 1969) 
Watts: The Aftermath. An Inside View of the Qletto 
Jams MacGregor Burns, Roosevelt : Soldier of Freedom (NY, 1970) 
Felix Frankf'wter, Felix Fmnkfwter Reminisces (NY, 1960) 
Joseph P. Lash, Eleanar and Franklin (NY, 1971) 
Merle Mlller, P l a i n  Speaklrg: An Oral Bioqaphy of Hamy S. Tnanan 
(Ny, 1974) 
W i l l i a m  L. Montell, lhe Saga of Coe Ridge: A Study i n  Oral History 
(Knoxville , Tennessee, 1970 ) 
Theodore Rosengarten, A l l  God's Dangers: ?he Life of Nate Shaw 
(NY, 1974) 
Studs Terkel, Hard Times: An Oral History of the Great Depression 
(NY, 1970) 
Eliot Wigginton (ed. 1, The Foxfire Boak (NY, 1972) 
T. Harry William, Huey Long 969 
Peter Joseph, Good Times: h(2;Hiadory  of America i n  the 
Nineteen Sixties (NY, 1974) 
(B) Answer the following questlone : 
1. What approximate progmtlon of the total information in the 
book was frm oral hietory saulces? 
2. bsmibe the fm i n  Which the oral history w t e r i a l  is  pre- 
sented i n  the bodc (e.g., ffaubatmtid excerpts included," 
I18hort ~ o m m t s  quoted," "an entire m i r  intact  ," e tc  . ) . 
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EXERCISE ONE ( contd . ) 
3. Does the author say or imply aqqthing nbout o ra l  history i n  
canparison with other kinds of his tor ical  research and data? 
If so, what is his assessment? 
4. In a qualitative sense what does the oral  history m t e r i a l  
contribute t o  the book (e.g., " i l lus t ra t ive  anecdotes only," 
"chiefly descriptions of other persons ," etc.  )? 
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It.CO.LLECTING ORAL HISTORY 
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The best known and mst glmorous phase of oral history is collecting 
and preserving tape-recorded interviews. In the public mind it probably 
is ~ g a r d e d  as the total i ty of oral history, thou& i n  reality it constitutes 
but the first two steps 5r1 a canplex eight step pmcess. It is the most 
glamorous because it entails meting all kinds of interesting people, it 
involves the handling of electronic equiplnent, and it gives the practi- 
tioner a sense of unearthing unique new historical information. 
The excitement and appeal of this phase should not disguise its heavy 
demands and exacting standards. Collecting oral history requires profi- 
ciency i n  such specialized skills as historical research, equipment opera- 
tion and interviewing; it also demands sensitivity, alertness and empathy 
on the part of interviewers. Contrary t o  popular impression getting ready 
and interviewing can be tedious and t i r ing work, and sanetimes they can 
wen be unproductive. Veteran oral historians have had their  share of un- 
successfbl projects, and a bad interview w i l l  always re& a bad interview. 
O f  sane consolation (as well as anxiety) is the fact that collecting, 
if not the total i ty,  is the - sine z n o n  -of oral history. Without a taped 
interview you can never have a transmlpt or a bound oral history memoir. 
Collecting is the crucial first stage of oral history and therefore It 
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deserves careful attention and extensive practice by the novice. 
The following pages take you through the various preliminaries 
and then instruct you on intemriewing. 
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STEP ONE: GETTING READY 
Careful planning and preparation are key elements in successfLrl oral  
history interviewing. In most f m  of research you can re-examine your 
sources t o  correct a mistake or f i l l  a gap, but with oral history ycu or- 
dinarily have only one opportunity. Few narrators have the patience t o  
cover the same ground due to faul ty  preparation ar negligence by an i n t e ~  
viewer. Since the oralhlstoflan depends on the goodwill and cooperation 
of narrators, it is imperative that  &/she be well pmpared fur the initial 
and all .subsequent sessions. Certain basic peliminaries are cammn t o  
all internnews. 
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Selecting the Subject 
Oral I cornes i n  various forms. Tne most c m n  is  a simple 
~aphicar p ~ v J  ect in which your objective is t o  gather as mch inf'onna- 
n about a narrator's l i f e  as possible. This is likely t o  be an exten- 
sive p w o a  mmoir, mming for many taping sessions and resulting in  a 
transcript of several hunclred pages. Tie biographical memob stands by 
itself as a singular contribution to  history. 
Sametimes oral historians select a topic rather than one person for  
their subject . In this case you w i l l  interview many persons about one 
topic, possibly limiting the interview in each case t o  that episode alone. 
An example would be a pmject on mayors or Italian-Americans i n  your can- 
IIMnitY. One disaclvmtage of this focused approach i s  the Ukelihood that 
yau. interviews will be one-dimensional rather than camprehensive. 
Similar to the above is the ptwject that points to  a particular his- 
torical - event by intervlewlng sane of its participants or observers. 
example, you might select a project on the home front in  your comnunil 
during World W a r  11. 
For 
v 
Most oral history pmgmns pursue each or these approaches. The 1 
~0-t thing is to choose your projects carefilly according t o  the diz 
tinctive needs, resources and opportunities of your own program. 
Select- the Narratm 
Develop a card f l le  of prospective narrators. Start the f i l e  by 
as- Mends, neighbors and colleagues for  s w s t i o m ,  addressing 
civic and other local gmup metings, approaching elderly citizen 
associations (e . contac' 
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Once your interviewing act ivi t ies  become generally known i n  the c m t y ,  
you w i l l  probably receive a steady flow of unsolicited nominations t o  add 
t o  your card f i l e .  It does not take long for  a prospects f i l e  t o  grow 
into a frustrating backlist. The f i l e  should contain such informtion as 
the name, address and telephone number of the prospect, the nam and 
relationship (if any) of the person suggesting this prospect, plus avail- 
able information or hunches on the llkely subject and scope of an interview 
Select a prospective narrator according t o  your program's priori t ies  
as well as your own sense of h i s h e r  potential as a subject. In sm 
cases interviewers pay heed t o  the actuarial tables ard contact the i r  
oldest prospects first. A more typical approach is to select a particular 
theme or  topic (e.g., "Elmtown during the Great Depression") and contact 
persons who reportedly can contribute valuable recollections about it . 
While it is dangerous t o  base your selection too heavily on prelimi- 
nary pro and con ?didate's potential, there are 
?ral personal 1. One is  your tentative estimate sevt 
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hisher m r y ;  i s  it extensive, detailed and reliable? Also, does 
--- 
the 
ble nar 
R -  off. 
the c t  appear to be interested in the past? To put it another wz 
does he/she eNoy talking about old times? Another criterion is the 
's self-confidence and sense of personal worth. h-wone who 
be1 hisher own l i f e t k  and career is not likely t o  be a good 
Pra or  oral history. 
Valud ratms caw from all walks of l i f e ,  occupations and 
haemunb .  - -- -en the best ones, hawever, have held same job or  occupied 
mselves in  sane way that made them attentive observers of the passing 
scene &u%end.er~, policemen, reporters, mailmen and active citizens 
-ily fall in this category, but beware excluding others whose 
attentiveness is the product of personal nature rather than occupation* 
Tnftial Contact 
or write the prospect, informing h m e r  of your work and 
Ln intern-. If he/she consents, you should gather basic 
T 
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biographical information to assist with preliminary research, inform 
him/her fully about all legal and ethical matters, and schedule an 
exploratory, get-acquainted meeting. Maintain written notes or a log 
(see sample previous page) of all contacts with the narrator, and keep 
copies of all correspondence. This is also a good time to fill out an 
Interview Data Sheet (see following smple). 
MTA SlEZf 
meetion ir to be c q l e t e d  by the fntmi-. 
B ~ T E  ~ / I I / O X  B ~ W P U C E  fito' k ; t t , k m ,  $ o l l u I w C C  n.mnmm 3-e. Rumps RUE 3~1-444 I 
-(S) sd RAG OP I M Z W I W ( S ) & Y / ~ ~  7/%0 7/11) 
'lhe Pre- Meeting 
EstabllsNng a good -king relationship with the narratar will  
trust and enthusiasm for the ven' FeUndnary meeting 
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m are c 
-4. .I&*, 
~trnuld explore dl of the possible nrcas of inquiry. You also m a ~ l  want 
t y  the equip& you w i l l  be usin<, az well as a s-le transcript. 
the narrator at this and subsequent sessions that oral history 
I.I iellberately informal and conversational, and that he/she 
S ~ U ~ L U  nub m~t,~~ipate tap- as one might look forward nervously t o  a 
IT >adcast or television appearance. Ask t o  borrow personal 
mterials (scrapbooks, photograph albums, newspaper clippings, diaries, 
personal w t o s )  that can aid you in your ba~kgro~16 research. A word 
of caution: it is disturbingly easy for this preUminary meeting t o  
turn into a premature, urncorded interview. Prevqnt this by keeping 
the appoinlmmt brief and asking the narrator to postpone reminiscences 
until the next meting. 
'he Legal Release 
This Plrst meeting i s  the ideal t i n e  to  obtain the narrator's 
signature on a legal release assigning Uterary and property rights 
of the tape and transcript to  the sponsoring institution. Without a 
s-d release, it is not safe t o  make the frmits of your i n t e r V i w  
labor available to researchers, because you do not have the legal rWt 
to share another person's recollections. 
Most desirable is an unconditional release, but same narratms W 
Insist on imposing certain restrictions on the use of the* recollectionse 
Cumon form of restricticm is to  stipulate that a memir may not be 
cited or quoted without permission f'ran the narrator or h i s k  heirs. 
hother is to  keep the mmIr closed for a period of time, often flve 
Ye- or until the narrator1 s death. 
OccasbnaJ-lv a narrator w i l l  balk, expressing distrust of the 
" -. 
ln the spicior tives ( 
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your part. With patience and a trustitq: relationship you c,m t i sua l ly  
overcune these fears . Faint out t.lmt- f l i t . ~ ~ n \  ?:t\:r\nr\~':\t. 1OIW w 1 l l :\MIIV\C 1 :\I . c 8  
learning about the rm*mto'rV s lift? . A1,::o 1h3t.t- t,l n t  t,Iw p~v::\x\t?t:s l 'tv- 
ccmercial  use of an oral history memoir a re  remote, and that  actually 
your office w i l l  be spending rather than making money on the project 
(estimated cost of processing: $8 per page of cchnpleted typescript o r  
(Sample Unconditional Release) 
1 I 
. Fbr and in comlderation of the partlclpation by T,-CtuUh, N~~%V;LL( %>lr 
in arry pmgrms involving the aissemlnation of tape recorced rremirs ana 
On3il. history rater ial  for publieation, copyright, and other uses, I henby 
release all right, t i t l e ,  o r  Paterest In 2nd t o  a l l  of q r  tape-recoxded 
U~emDi r s  to  Tr; -6.d~ M,\CV;'*I ic,;C)v ard declare that they ray 'be used with- 
out any restriction whatsoever ard'lray be c o p m t e d  and published by the 
which may also 2ssig.l said cop- ard publication 
research schoLars. 
In addition to the rtghts ard authority given to you under the pre- 
pamgraph, I hereby a u t b i z e  you to edit, publish, s e l l  and/or 
llccnsc the use of IQI Oral Miistory wlr In other rriz-?er whlch the 
* considers to be d e s m l e  and I naive any CULT t o  any pay- ch may be received as a consequence thereof by the Scr' .rlp . 
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(Sample Conditional Release ) 
I hereby release all rim, title, or i n t e s t  In and t d  all or m 
part of my tape-recorded m i ?  to TG, - cpwk\., NSlov.,rd cac;rtl., ~UbJect 
ta te foll~wfng stipulations: 
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$200 per hour of interview). Flnaliy yoir can ;dint out that the m a t a r  
w i l l  have an opportunity t o  review and correct the transcript before it 
is ready for  f ina l  printing and public use. 
Research 
Before interviewing you should learn as much as possible about the 
narrator's l i f e  experiences and also the history of the period, c m t y ,  
profession, etc., t o  be covered. The magnitude of such background research 
varies widely, depending on the amount of available data- Crml histories 
with famous persons can requjre months and even years of reseamh into 
manuscript collections, p b  l i c  documents, newspapers, writings, and 
other conventional historical sources. With ordinary citizens there 
often is very l i t t l e  material t o  cover. Even in the l a t t e r  case, however, 
you should became familiar with the history of the narrator's home town, 
occupation and social milieu. Such howledge will be indispensable in 
formulating precise questions like, "Haw did you react t o  the nrmared 
fai lure of the Elmtown State Bank i n  1932?" ?he personal scrapbooks and 
other memorabilia that you borrowed w i l l  be very useful for  this phase 
of the preliminaries. Local l ibraries  ard histmica1 society collections 
can also provide helpful infannation. One warming: in the c a u s e  of 
research preparation, avoid the temptation t o  conceive of yourself as 
such an expert that you tend t o  second guess the narrator or pose leading 
questions. Use the infomation you acquii-e t o  ask open, not closed, 
questions . 
'Ihe Interview Outline 
With your research and other preparations completed, it is the to 
draft an outllne (see sample on next page) of the subjects you intend to 
cover Ld the .s in a precise questtan fcxmat, 
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create an unnatural interviewing atmosphere. It also might close yow 
1 
-- 
0 d . L  4 
L G - 4 -  
- 
Rdnd to fresh questioning avenues that invariably arise in the course 
- -- 
C 
of WeW interview. It is a good idea to serd the m t o r  a COPY of 
your outline in advance of the Mrst interview, so that he/she w i l l  be 
P r e m  for the scope of subjects to  be covered. 
Final Preparations 
because this my cause you to  ask s t i f f ,  foamal questions that  will 
Re~eatedlv aractjce with yow r 
rn ou can 
t an t  il operate : 
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order t o  avoid unsett l ing the narrat, )r wJ : ki any signs of inccmpetence, 
t o  enable you to  concentrate on the rlyriad other tasks involved in 
interviewing, and t o  minimize the r i s k  of damaging a tape recording. 
Check t o  make cer ta in  that  your recorder and microphone are in 
proper working order. It is best t c  rely on e l ec t r i ca l  current f o r  
all interviewing, but i f  you must use ba t te r ies  make sure tha t  they 
are fresh. E3ring several spare tapes with you t o  each recoxding session. 
Pack an extension cord so that  you will be free t o  Licerview in a 
canfortable and suitable place. Take at leas t  two pens, the  Interviewer's 
Notes and Word Lis t  (see page 32 ) , any personal ~ , ~ l e n t o s  you may have 
borrowed, and your copy of the  interview outline. 
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STEP TWO: INTERVIEWING 
Effective oral  history internewing is a skill that sane people pos- 
sess naturdlly, others must acquire am3 still others seem incapable of 
learning. Tne proficient oral  historian employs interviewing methods 
that are not unique t o  h i s h e r  craf t  but are comnon t o  such other f ie lds  
as journalism and cmunications , anthropology and folklore. .The only 
difference is subject matter, not technique. Meover, that technique 
is basic t o  human discourse; it is the conversation of a curious, attentive 
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md anpathic ustener. That is why the best oral historians have a natural 
and unconplicated interviewing style. mey exhibit interest In the subject, 
they are patient, G I ~ ~ Y  &ten carefully and thoughtfhlly, and they fcamr 
late  questions that are concise, simple and stmlgj~tforward. 
Since not everyone possesses a natural gift fm the craf t  there are 
same precepts and @delines that can help the novlce develop a good inter- 
v i a  style. It is inportant to understand that your sole objective i s  
t o  eYcit  information from the narratar, not to correct, debate o r  educate. 
Ideally you should strive t o  create an atmosphere i n  which the narrator 
feels camfortable stretchhg h i s h e r  memory. That is  why it is lmporta-t 
t o  establish a personal relationship in advance of your flrst i n t e r v i a  
session. m e  in srrall talk before attempting t o  probe hisher l i fe-  
?Ns PE- is a good opportunity t o  gather basic biographical infor- 
mation for your Interview Data Sheet (see page 21). 
One Person a t  a Time 
Somtimes it is tempting or almost unavoidable t o  interview mare than 
of h a t  
ng with 
$1- ".." 
t ip le  r 
one person. A husband or wife my be sit ti^ 
, you and o c c a s i o ~  
5nt-t with a cament or correction. Whi, 3U6h additional infomation 
nd@t be useful, the practice rar-r-awrs i  at best 
~WW'OUS and a t  worst disastrous. Ihe interviewer is  likely t o  lose 
control over what is happening and also miss opportunities t o  probe 
Pursue passing references. Pbreover, your transcriptionist w i l l  have a 
a m c u l t  time, and the fjnal product may m c l o s e u  rresmble a 
family -nt than a personal menoir.  AS^ C ~ ~ ~ ~ O I I S  t o  sit quietly 
If they nust be Fmesent; their  turn may cane late 
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?he Setting 
A narrator is likely t o  feel  most canfortable in familiar sur- 
mundings, such as a hume or office. This is the ideal interviewing 
location provlded you can eliminate or a t  least mMmize such distractions 
as telephone interruptions and intrusions by a third party. One popular 
arrangwent is t o  sit a t  a desk cxr table, which is comfortable without 
encouraging the drowsiness that may ~ s u l t  frmn lounging i n  an easy chair. 
Beware of squeaky rockers and chairs on casters. Try t o  s i tuate  yourself 
at a 90° angle fiom the narrator, so that you can look himher i n  the eye 
and also glance a t  your recorder, which res ts  close t o  you on the table. 
The recorder should not be hidden, but neither should it be so conspicuous 
as t o  d is tmct  the narrator. Cushion the tape recorder and micmphone 
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us ting ' the mia 
with a sofa pillow, sweater or  aom ottlerB soft  m t e r i a l  t o  reduce vibra- 
tiot ;t ndcrophones m nadern equipment easily pick up voices f'ran 
severu reet away, and you should avoid the intMdatm g e s t m  of 
mphone d e r  your subject's nose. You may need t o  use 
+ha extension cord you packed ear l ier  t o  reach an e lec t r ica l  out le t .  
your equipment before beginning, and also introduce each inter- 
viewin& session with a simple statanent such as, "This is an o ra l  history 
interview with Mrs. Mwy Brown i n  her home on July 1$, 1975. m e  inter-  
viewer is Virginia helps." You may even want t o  precede the interview 
with a brief recording of your small ta lk ( this  c m  be erased l a t e r )  which 
you can play back t o  l e t  the m a t o r  know how he/she sounds and h m  simple 
the operation is. 
?he Interview 
I n t e d e w h g  requires strenuous concentration, and you must exercise 
your brain, eyes, ears, mouth and eT;en hands in various important and 
often simultaneous tasks. l h b t a i n  as mch eye contact with the narrator 
as possible; this  is an effective method of encouragement and reassurance - 
Your gently nodding head sigpls that you follow and appreciate what the 
narrator is saying. A t  the same time you rn ricdically check your 
equipnent t o  make sure that it is f'unctioning properly and tha t  the tape 
supply has not been exhausted. Your ears must carefully follow the words 9 
l i s t e m  for c l w s  and references that  suggest new l ines  of inquiry. 
Your brain and its memory w i l l  be taxed t o  s tore  passing references and 
sudden ideas th: nt t o  retrieve at a l a t e r ,  more appropriate 
tlme. Your hands must 
Proper names mentioned 
is vltaUy impa 
I t  you 1 
rtant t 
operat 
by the 
ust per 
also make notes of the 
rliuxawr. TI, ,,,emlew Notes and Word List 
I the tr 
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fnstructlnns to the Intervlewcr: 
To assist the trawcriptionlst, plczse lde!?tify: 
1. Pessams which ray  be d1ff:cuLt to undentard tecawr of outs l?~  f 
mlse, other people in t!e rwm. ~robiem *th the tzpe mconier, 
etc. 
2. .?assaps trhicb r e  conf1de::tla.I ed therefore sbuld mt be tlped. 
3. ?aswes whlcil need to h: treated in a special ray. t 
Elease l i s t  kords or p.%ses which rL3t be difSlcult to %dentand; a l l  
prcper m-cs, ar? unfa-ill- t e y s .  I t k m  is rore t:an one tape, mte 
whcm the seccnd and succeeding ones begin. 
ment 
job. H prelerrea method is t o  scribble a list of every proper name 
y when i n  doubt. Also write any 
snecla  ~ I I S ~ ; ~ U C ~ ; ~ O I ? S  50 zne ~rdnscrzptionist .  When the taping session 
c your 
. - 
m s  (be carerw nere, mever; you cannot; 
r ! z z t o -  for  correct swlll-ngs a.d fldl m 
and sq 
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Who What Where When How and Why? 
Your parmunt objective is to  help the narrator reconstmct hisher 
personal h with as much accuracy and vivid de ta i l  as possible. 
Every skill uu prop you can employ to achieve this goal w i l l  signif- 
icantly enhance the interview. Psychologists and gemntologists have 
discovered that a persont s long term mmry does not fade &h advancing 
age or  even senility the w a y  short term memry does. Thus chances are 
your subject remembers a great deal about h i s h e r  l i f e ;  the t r i c k  is  t o  
help retrieve it. Here are some t ip s  for  accomplishing that: 
The rimt question. Ask provocative questions-who? what? where? 
when? how? why? 
W l o y  cues. Ask about specific events or  experiences. 
"What were you doing when the attack on Pearl fl-arbor 
was announced over the radio?" 
'Wlv did you vote for Roosevelt in  1936?" 
Use props. Refer t o  family scrapbooks, photographs, newspaper 
clippin&s, heirlooms, artifacts and nraps. Note: be sure t o  identify 
and at least briefly describe them on tape. 
"Here's a program f m m  the 1939 New York World's Fair. 
How did you get it?" 
i 
"This is a picture that I 'd  l ike  t o  copy. Who is i n  it 1 
and what was the o c c a ~ i o n ? ~  
' I  
m c i t  emtions. Ask the narrator t o  recal l  hls/her feel- about 
important personal experiences 
d you f 
hat ?" 
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The past as dialogue. Encourag? your m a t o r  t o  reconstruct con- 
versations that were part of past experiences. People who are zble t o  
rermber the past In terms of dialogue tend t o  exhibit vivid memories. 
"Then what did you s : ~  t o  your boss?" 
Physical descriptions. A t  the begir~rling of any new topic ask the 
narrator t o  reconstruct in h i s h e r  mind's eye the physical appearance 
of familiar things. Also, whenever a narrator indicates the size of 
somethbg vaguely o r  non-verbally (e.g. , gesturing with hands), ask for  
verbd clarification. 
"Take me on an imagFnary walking tour of the town square 
when you were a child." 
"A: It f i t  into a contaFrler about l ike  this. 
Q: Is that roughly two feet  long and s ix  inches deep? 
A: That's right, about the s ize of a dress box." 
Be Patient 
An occupational hazard among interviewers is impatience. Many 
persons feel uncomfortable a f t e r  several seconds of silence and there- 
fore jmp i n  with a new question, often on a new topic. This is a 
mistake. Remmber that your narrator may be stretching a memory back 
f i f t y  years; he/shs cannot be expected t o  recapture and narrate such 
distant experiences fluently. Give your subject a chance t o  ref lect  and 
probe. If patience does -not com naturally t o  you i n  such c i rcmtances ,  
time yourself t o  pause ten seconds before brealdng the silence with a 
new question. You m y  be surprised t o  learn how often the narrator w i l l  
recal l  some related incident-If gLven the time t o  tkrW about it. 
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Other Tips 
Be careftil not t o  exhaust your na r r~ to r .  Few older persons are able 
to  rendnisce In  th is  manner for more than an hour or  mybe two. 
Steadfastly avoid any questlorn that permit a simple yes o r  no 
reply. Instead of asking, ?'Did you fight in  World W a r  II?" you m i ~ $ ~ t  
ask, "What did you do during Wor ld  War II?" 
Your questions should be simple, brief and singular. Too often a 
1 novice asks questions that have a t  least several components. Refrain 
t 
f r o m  rephrasing a question unless, af ter  a lengthy silence or  some 
other sign, it is evident that the narrator does not understand. 
Do not interrwt i f  the response strays from the question. Le t  
the narrator wander wherever h i s k e r  m r y  leads, because you always 
can retm t o  your line of questioning later.  
Try at all costs t o  avoid interrupt- the interview by turning 
the recorder off and on. Every time you operate the equipment during a 
taping session You mn the risk of error and you also a le r t  the narrator 
that he/she' is being taped; this can aggravate any nervousness o r  self- 
consciousness. If for sclne reason you must stop, include in your next 
recorded question same indication t l ~ t  you stopped taping and are 
'While we had the recorder turned off for  a few minutes 
YOU said you knew Carl Smlth when he first came t o  town* 
hi.. .you t e l l  me about that?" 
- 
-- 
Use Y O w  htervlew Outline as a general guide for  questioning, but 
be flexible and alert  emugh t o  pursue new leads that  rrey be dropped by 
While the na order : I s  desirable, no 
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narrator can be expected t o  reconstruct the complexities and overlaps 
of a half-century i n  correct historical sequence. With a good m r y  
and some scribbled notes you always can return t o  an overlooked or  
bypassed topic. 
After the Interview 
Review your Intemriew'Notes'and Wdrd List wlth the narrator, 
c o m n t  encouragLngly on the value of what you have gathered, make an 
appointment for the next taping session, and preview new topics that 
you plan t o  cover. 
It is prudent t o  label your tapes irrmediately, t o  lessen the 
r i sk  of loss. Write the narratorrs name, date and the nlrmber of each 
t w e  if you are using more than one. This also is a good tim t o  
detach the safety tabs i n  the back of the cassette (see pg. 191). 
thereby safegmding against accidental ~~. 
1 (safety tabs) _J 
When you have . ~ finished your fYnaJ. taping session, inform the 
narrator about subsequent steps, and the appmxirnate length of time 
they w i l l  take. RePnind him/her of the 0pp0PtWty t o  review the 
transcript after it has been edited (see Step Six: Finishing Touches). 
Also mention whether the narrator will receive a complimentary copy of 
the tape o r  transcript, plus any other a p p m t e  infomation. 
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Y m  final task is to conplete sm jnportant paperwork. Check spellings 
and na 1 ~rour ward list and lrake are that the Interview Data Sheet is 
. out. 
he k t e  
-
f i l l ed  hm thme other f o m :  
T h e w  Contents (see sanple, page 39) is a table of contents for 
the t a  d e w s ,  indicating the general subjects covered and the len@;th 
of tape tlm? in minutes. Select broad memoir topics (e. g. , "childhooi 
Ye=, 5ce during Wosftd War I"). Oral history interviews ramble too 
mch to enable you to prepare a conprehensive contents, but at  least you 
can plwride a genenil guide for Ysteners. 
Collateral aterials you have ~ c e i v e d  or  reproduced should be 
listed (see Sanple, P%e 39) and sume item (notably photographs) should 
also be labeled. Your hventory should include basic descriptive infomtion 
as S h m  i n  the sanple. 
a V sta-t known as Intervieerrs C m n t s  (see s ~ l e s  
Page 40). lhis includes your descript im of the intemew sett ing and the 
m t m ,  PW YOUP candid evaluation of the mmatorl s veracity and the 
m i r l s  value, 
mth the intemhiing and associated steps caqrleted, you have 
finished the oral histcolan's job of collectim. Ihe product of these 
labors is a unique addition to our h i s t o r i a  storehouse; you have c a r  
\ 
me person's perishable m y  t o a permanent (tape) record. 
' h i s  is a sil@-fkant and R ~ r d h g  accalpUshment, but it is only the 
of the oral historlants job. 
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NmmR'S l!m )SdkO\r) Jbk459 
TL?E liO J- 
TCE SULYiLTS 
I I n s t ~ ~ t i a u  to the IntcrP'lew?: Collateral rn-.eY-Ls, v k t k r  o r ! r h l s  o r  rcples, enh?cTe the value 
! of an oral h l s tc r j  -:.-clr. A:.;: th r  r--:or iT .;-.u m y  Wmx:  or Peep 
m h  tNr- a s  cerrr ,rd phoWmr!tn, nurr:-,?per c. ::plrr;, p.1r.s t k n  a 
diary erd other re-.*Or. Borra%rrd r,',t?l '-s c2 - br. o:!ccriby'a~?.~cd 0.- aup- 
llcated and then ~c:Yned. 
I L is t  wd describe all scq3islticns L.1~8. 2. i.r,;r:cal clescriptior. 
h?., "lopg of l e t t r r  %s.errrr P-TI PC.-er tc Jz-es 5. Sinrle- 
ton, Fet--y 21, i?3-." Pn.iidc as mch ilenti;:.in(l i r , o m t i n  for each 
p t c t m h  a possiSle. Each photo&?aph s.mIId ;e -led or! its as 
ueL1 as l is ted below. I 
I 
I 
I ~i.Lkk;;i-r.C, k h  b%$f+& +- 1, 1:, .L.--. I 
I 1. y+ + urr*- lyca - '"I, &&=&k 
I 
1 L , ~ l u + ~  f- 'hs. 
1 '* ?iCPL, U". % s+ +. I 
5. I 
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IIvmwlnrn'S m e  
...........a mlr 
Intenriewerts obsenmtlons about the interView setting, pmid 
description of the narrator, c m n t s  cn narrator's veracity and 
accuracy, and candid assessmnt of the historical value of the mir- 
M e :  Use parentheses () to enclose any words, phrases or sentences that 
should be regarded as cmfidentlal. 
The interviews took place i n  the l i v i n g  room of Mr. ~ o h n s o n ' s  h0- on 
38th Street  i n  Indianapolis. It is a qu ie t  neighborhood, and the  home 
is comfortably furnished with fanilly furni ture.  Mr .  ~ o h n s o n  s a t  'is h i a  
favor i te  reading chair.  
. Harold Johnson is 67 years old; he has been r e t i r e d  from the  banking 
business f o r  s i x  years. He appears t o  5s i n  good heal th f o r  h i s  age, though 
he did t i r e  quickly a f t e r  about an hour of conversation. He t a l k s  a l o t  
about h i s  family and he has many p ic tures  of children, grandchildren, e t c .  
(His memory is  irregtilar.  Some things a r e  d v l d  i n  h i s  mind, other. 
a r e  unclear o r  t o t a l l y  forgotten. Photographs and other  props he lp  somcvhat~ 
but he has trouble remembering the  d e t a i l s  of personal experiences> 
C ~ e s c r a l l Y  h i s  recol lect ions seem credible  t o  me. He had no d i s c e r n i b l e  
axe t o  grind, except f o r  same b i t t e r  comments about h i s  employer a t  t h e  ti- 
of h i s  involuntary ret i rement2 He.is a t  h i s  bes t  t a lk ing  about everyday 
soc ia l  l i f e ,  including schooling, holidays, family occasions and the  c u l t u r a l  
l i f e  of h i s  community. 
- 
- 
4 
?b0(7 f 
..a*.* ate)...... 
f.'9-mM).****'= 
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MERCISE Two: -G TECHNIQE~: 
(A) Following are brief passages frm three intervik conducted for the 
John F. Kennedy ~ibrary . In each case the questioner demonstrates 
one or mre failings in interview technique. Identify and diagnose 
these mistakes. 
Q: The President also appointed you to serve on his own Camnittee 1 
for Equal Rnployment Opportunity, a matter about which the 2 
President felt strongly. How did the President approach this 3 
problem? 4 
A: He took it very seriously. He understood how deeply important 5 
the question of jobs and fairness in hiring, and fairness in 6 
promotion in jobs-how desperately important this is for its 7 
bearing on all kinds of other problems & this nation. As you 8 
know, one of the Mrst actions that President Kennedy took 9 
upon his assumption of office was the combination of two 10 
camittees which had previously existed: a camittee on 11 
govement employment within the federal service and a second 12 
camnittee, which had been under prevlous administration, con- 13 
cerned with employmnt in that sector of industry which is 14 
under contract with the federal govemnt. mese two can- 15 
mittees were combined into a new camnittee, strengthened by 16 
the appointments he rrade of a m e r  of outstanding indivld- 17 
uals. Vice President Johnson was d e  the chairman, and an 18 
Executive Order was issued which really put the power into the 19 
hands of this connittee to do the job. It had the power to 20 
b i r  excerpts courtesy of Jobn F. Kermedy Ubrary . 
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EXERCISE TWJ (contd. ) 
abrogate any contract which failed t o  observe stringent provl- 
sions of fairness i n  equal enployment . When the c d t t e e  was 
formed thus with this power, the President began its work by 
&elf appearing in  the Cabinet roam of the White House t o  
talk t o  us about what tMs meant t o  our national life, what it 
meant t o  him, and what he would require of every menber of 
that camnittee, the Cabinet lllanbers and all the others. No 
substitutes, he said, would be allowed. He wanted us t o  come 
personally and t o  wark a t  the job-no nonsense about it. We 
were all moved; we were all deeply Impressed; and under Vice 1 
President Johnson the cormittee wen t  t o  work t o  do the best 1 
job that it knav haw. 1 
8: ~ , h a r d o y o u e v a l u a t e h i m a s a ~ h i s i m p a c t  o n t h e  1 
inte-tiOrBJ. scene, On th is  Country, on the youth of this 1 
country and elsewhere, e t  cetem? 
(2) 
Q: How did she m s s  you as a person when you first s a w  her? 
A: W iqression of Mrs. Kennedy first was, t o  be perfectly 
m, that here is a young w o w n  who has a l o t  t o  learn 
about an institution like this.  But she learned it rapidly 
and gracefully. 
Q: And she was very interested i n  learning, wasnt t she? 
A: Very interested in do- it, indeed. 
Q: And easy to  work with? 
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EXERCISE TWO (contd. ) 
(3) 
Q: Haw often did you run into the President? Do you happen t o  
remmber that? 
A: Not too often, the President. I 'd  pass him sunetimes in the 
hallway, but I had much more t o  do with Mrs. Kennedy. 
Q: You worked for h a  on the Flne Arts Camnittee, is that right? 
A: Yes, I did. 
Q: Doing the upholstery? 
A: ?hat's mt. 
Q: Well, what w e r e  her tastes Uke? Md she seem t o  know exactly 
what she wanted? 
A: Marvelous taste,  marvelous. She seemed t o  know a l i t t le b i t  
about everythin@; whether it was materials or paint-. I 
never saw w o n e  like that for her age. She w a s  worderftil. 
Q: And you thought she was an intelligent wanan? 
A: Oh, yes. 
(B) In the following excerpt from an ora l  history m i r  what methods 
does the interviewer employ to help the -tar reconstruct his 
personal history in ~ a p h i c  detail? 
Q: Would you t e l l  me when you were born and your parents' names? 
A: I@ parents ' names-my father's name was Peter Caanpo. My 
mother's name was Antoinette m c c a .  
Q: Were they both born here in Spdngfleld? 
A: No, i n  Italy.  I was barn in  Italy myself. Born and raised 
in Italy. 
Q: WNch province? 
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A: I was-I'm from Sicily. 1 
Q: Then you were born i n  what year? O r  what was your birthdate? 2 
A: 1894-December 25, 1894. I always said Jesus and I were born 3 
at the same t h e .  (l-ter) 4 
When did you cune t o  this co~ntry? Or why did Y m  father 
decide to  come to this country? 
My father didnl t came to this  country. 
Your father did not? 
No. I came to this country. I had two brothers here, ard 
thin@;s were a l i t t l e  mugh in Sicily. I decided I wanted t o  
Cane over here. And I did cam here; I cane here in 1912. 
I lef t  there on bhy the loth, 1912. It was the day after 
Easlm--or A f l l ,  A p i r i l  the 10th, I left Italy. On the ninth 
was Easter and the marning after Easter I left d I caane t o  
this country. 
Where were y m  brothers living at tha t  the? 
One living in Sprlngfleld and one i n  Fhmmville r ight  
south of here. 
%y did they happen t o  cane t o  this area? 
Well, I had a cousin of Rdne hem that  was here, and so he 
was writing back and fmth,  and naturally, I came here so 
they had somebody they knew. 
Were they working in the mines? 
I n  the coalmines. ves. I worked in the coalndnes. and I 
worked e here 
just a half a block hat  VEE ; the C . & A. then; 
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EXERCISE ';WO (contd. ) 
now i t ' s  the G.  M. & 0. It was c:l~lcwo 'and A 1  t.ori, t;hat I s  what 
the C. & A. is,  the Chicq:o ;md Alton. 
&: You were eighteen years old'? 
A: 1 was about seventeen and a hall '  years old. T4y birthday is OII 
Christmas , and I cane here Ln A p r D i l .  
Q: Were you scared when you lel't home? 
A: No. No, I was not. I3ut I lnd a very bad trip--I had a very 
bad experience on my t r i p .  For one thing, I caught bad cold, 
and my eyes were watering so bad, they were sticking and 
everything else. And I was seasick a l l  the way through from 
Naples-in fact,  from P a l e m ,  we take the night, the mail 
boat, t o  Naples and then f'ran Naples we take the boat t o  t h i s  
country. It took us fourteen days t o  travel here. 
Q: And you took the boat f h n  Sicily first. 
A: From Palenno, which is Sicily, t o  Naples. That Is m a i l  boat. 
?hen you take the regular passenger ship t o  cane here. And 
as I say, I got-I was seasick a l l  the time-fortunate that 
I had a couple of older people that would bring me a l i t t l e  
food t o  the bed and everything else. Tnen I got his infec- 
tion i n  qy eyes-I couldn't hardly see, I had t o  wash my eyes 
every few minutes-and there was, i n  those days, i f  you didn't 
have perfect eyesight-m inf'ection in  your eyes at all-you 
couldn't leave Italy. They examined you before you leave- 
you have to  ham? perfect eyes, otherwise, they wouldn't let 
you came on. 
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EXERCISE TWO (contd.) 
a: wy? 
A: Well, because I guess they had a ruling i n  th is  country- 
they didn't want no eye infections or sanething l ike  tha t .  
S o . .  . 
Q: It was this country, you think, that . . . 
A: I suppose it was this country, yes. So what happens-land i n  
New York and they took us t o  what they call-island. 
Q: E l l i s ?  
A: E l l i s  Island-and we were i n  a big roow-about , oh, must have 
been 750 t o  800 people, a l l  of us, sitting there waiting-- 
and they gave us a l i t t l e  box, it cost us $1.00, they had a 
couple of banmas and four or five sandwiches and this and 
that to  take you for the trip.  So pretty soon, somebody 
cdlls my name, and they took me i n  a roam, there was I2m?e 
of us, three people. And they ca l l  sane wanan that had l e f t  
her husband without her husband l s consent. And they says 
Toulre got to go back." So, you knuw, I hear that ,  and me 
with qy eyes. Pretty soon, they called this man and they 
said that the 1 a ~  wanted him over in  Sicily-he had t o  go 
back. And I thou&t to  myself, "Well, I lrn going back. " And 
I figured, "If I 'm  go@ t o  have to  do that-those bad t r i p s  
I had--I ' U. junp overboard and druwn melf . " That s how 
disco~~aged I Nevertheless, they asked me a l o t  of 
 question^ and m h i r g  else, whe I was going, who I was 
~C"Lirg t o  See and this and that and the other, and then they 
said, "m. ltls mt, t h a t k s  I U E . ~ ~  I got on the  
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train,  they ?ive you a p l a q ~ ~ c ,  ,i u s t  A)out, L\I 1 ,  ;11),~11t, t.l~l:; w l d t 8  
and just about this long. 
Q: About two by four inches? 
A: Yes. They put here for your de:;tination, where you're go-, 
your name; your destination and this and that and the other. 
Well, I got on the t ra in  i n  New York and we changed trains- 
I don't know where, but when we went t o  change trains,  I think 
it might have been to  St. Louis, I ' m  not sure because we come 
i n  on the Chicago and Alton f'romthe south, so it had t o  be 
St. Louis probably-I went for my grip, and qq grip 's gone. 
So all the clothes I got-just what I got Dn. Wt's a l l  I 
had. (laughter) 
Q: Did you ever find your grip? 
A: No. I didn't even know h w  t o  look for it or anything. It 
wasn't there and that was it. Sanebody -bed it. 
Q: Can you describe the conditions on shipboard far me? How 
did you l ive on that ship? 
A: Well, those days w e r e  bad. They were bad, and now corditions 
are different. I've went back since then, but they were bad. 
?he food wasn't very good and they weren't too clean, and 
, the water wasn't fresh water. Now you use fresh water be- 
cause it's ster i l ized water. They had a lo t  of water when 
they started. It was just sea water, and it was greasy. 
You wash your utensils, your dishes ard everything else-- 
it was Ius t  fpeasy-3ust bad. Bad, very bad. 
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EXEXIS TWO (contd. ) 
Q: How of you slept in  one man? 
1 
A: Well, we had b u . .  I think there was f a r  i n  each place. 
2 
Below and up, below and up became they're nanm places. 
3 
Q: You were pretty cmwded. 
A: Yes, very much. 
5 
Q: What class did you trarvel? Do you mmber? 
A: (laughter) Last class. (laugj~ter) 
Q: Last class? What they call steerage? 8 
A: I suppose, I suppose. In those days it cost t o  c w  over 9 
here-I think it cost me $18.00 for the t r ip.  
Q: $18.00! 
A: Yes. 
Q: Md you have money in your pocket? 13 
A: Well, I cane here into Sp-hgfXeld with $6.00 in mly pocket. 14 
g: Haw much did you slat% out with R.an Sicily? 15 
A: Oh, probably $10.00. 16 
Q: Had that been a st;ruggle t o  collect that $10 .OO? 17 
A: me 61O.M)-$Q-OO. NO, my father gaw it t o  me  hen I left 18 
then?. MY father, God bless his soul, he treated me i n  sane 19 
a l i t t l e  better than the rest of the Mas, be-e if 1 20 
t e l l  You nFI 8- m, ~ou'll see why. bt he always was 21 
good to m, he hated (to go)--I h ~ d  an ar-nt 22 
him for e b  bef0.1~ he carsbed me fen. qr pass- 23 
Finally, he let me go. 24 
fire beer Q: It mt h? 
send the third SL. ,,, 
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EERCISE TWO (contd. ) 
mother w a s  already dead. 
How mny children w e r e  the= i n  your family? 
Eleven--nine brothers and two sis tem. 
How many eventually came aver t o  this country? 
W s l l ,  7 think it was--let1:; see, three, four, five, six- 
seven. 
The rest stayed in Sicily? 
Yes. Wo of them stayed i n  Sicily and one is dead now--died 
l a s t  year-and one is i n  South Amerlca-in Venezuela-which 
I went t o  v i s i t  him last August. 
After you got off the train at Springfield--did you ccme al l  
the way t o  Springfield? 
Got off the t rain a t  SpringfXeld and . . . 
Who met you? 
Nobody. lhf'mtunately. There was a policeman the-there 
r v a s  a policeman there, and I was shaving him (my name tag), 
and he says, "Cane on with me. " Ard took me just abaut a 
half' block east on Washingtan Street-there used t o  be a 
fruit store there, fellow by the name of Rochalli, he was 
an I tal ian guy-so he took me i n  there aml this guy called 
a cousin of mine that lived on Carpenter S-t and they 
come ard picked me up. 
What did your tag say exactly? The name . . . 
My name an3 destination. 
It said SprhgfYeld? 
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E>(ERCISE lW0  (contd. ) 
A: Yes, yes. 
1 
Q: And then what-ym started out l jvirg with tllis corn Ln? 
2 
A: No. I went and got nglself a m, b o d i r g  with scm people. 3 
I had one l i t t l e  roum mt quite as big as thls, and I had a 
4 
l i t t l e  stcm thme. 5 
Q: About ten feet by ten feet, maybe? 
6 
A: That 's about it. And I had a H t t l e  old bunk there, and a 7 
l i t t l e  small table. The stove was one that they cal l  a 8 
"Peter," U e  a pear, with a bulge in the middle, you knew, 9 
a coal stow with a pipe that sticks out and everything else.  10 
Q: You called it a "Peter" stove? ll 
A: Yes. I remmber I used t-well, now I'm going too far on 12 
that-I should tell  you what I did after that. A l l  right, 13 
I was here about three days and I went t o  see a friend of 14 
that lived around Third an3 Carpenter along the track 15 
there, and I told him that I 'd like to get a job of sane kird, 16 
w Icind, withme, I'd take any kind of a job. All my life l7 
I've said I'd take any kind of a job, just so I work. So he 18 
said to me, 'Well," he said, "1 ll tell you. We 've got a 19 
car of cabbages wer here on the track, just about a half 20 
block h here.' He says , 'We got t o  unload it. If You 21 
help me, why, it'll be all ripfit. You'll get paid for it*'' 22 
We went i n  there and there isn't arly e m h i n g - t h a t  23 
stinks worse thA mtten cabbages. Wen, you see, they 24 
can't-I don't hmar how f'ar they been tnnrem-3- get bad 25 
CStapl 
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(A )  Before embarkin: on your first t'c>n~~,al intertritw, ptnct. lotl t l ~  pwlim- 
inaries and interviewirq: with  a l'~r~~t~i.-temol I *. l' So l ~ o  l. :;onrtcmnc> (a 
friend, re lat ive or  neighbor) wlio is willin;: to help you with this 
rehearsal. Go through a l l  the preLlminary steps (see St  
Getting Ready), then conduct a shor t  (maxirman 15 minutes 9= interview 
on some specific event or experience i n  your subject's l i fe .  It may 
help t o  pick a dramatic experience, l ike  the Pearl Harbm or Kennedy 
assassinaticm announcements. Follow the instructions and advice in 
Step Two: Interviewing. 
(B) Arrange for  an experienced oral  historian or another student to  
evaluate your mini-memoir as follows: 
Evaluator's Report: ................................ 
(Interviewer ) 
?he Taped Interview: 
1. Is the recording clear and free of extraneous noises? 
2. Are the questions simple, clear and direct? 
3. Cite instances of good and bad interviewing technique. 
4. Md the questions e l i c i t  specific an3 vivid responses? 
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EXERCISE THW;: (contd. ) 
Checklist of F o m  and Pmcdures: 
1. -61 Release OK? 
2. Internrim Data Sheet OK? 
3. Contact Notes OK? 
4. Intemriew Outline OK? 
5. Interview Notes and Word List OK? 
6. Interviewerf s kmen t s  OK? 
7. Any collateral materials? Ccerment . 
Additional lkmarks : 
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The oral Nstory interview produces historical source material in 
taped form, but as  long as it remains available i n  only that form it 
may be l i t t l e  used. A typewritten transcript is a mre conveneint form 
because users can read it rather than l is ten to  it and, thus, it pro- 
vides for  wider usage. 
How mch Processing? 
The lengths to  which a program @;oes i n  pmCessing oral history in- 
tervlews depends on tinu; and budget Ilrrdtations. Some ~ X V ~ E U T E  begin 
and end with the typing of a mu@ transcript. Uthers perform several 
Mher steps i n  order t o  produce a nore polished document. The rough 
transcript is audited, edited arxl perhaps even rearranged t o  follow 
chronological or  topical order. Then, after  a careful reading to  en- 
sure its semntic flow, the trasncript is taken t o  the narrator for cor- 
rection and apprwal. After retun? t o  the oral history office, it is 
read to We sure that readability has not been dlmfnlshed and 
that the narrator's changes w i l l  be clear to the findl typist. A pre- 
face and title page are p- and, alW3 with the t-cript, are 
typed in f k a l  form. When the fY.nal capy is pmfread and necessary 
correction of contents and index ape prepared and table 
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typed. men the memoir is copied or printed and bound i n  sane fashion. 
Ihe flnal copy be sent to  the m a t o r  for  his signature before or 
af ter  it is duplicated. A fMshed trarccript my include extras  such 
as collateral materials and the narrator's photograph as a frontispiece. 
This chapter discusses each processing step and explains how it is done. 
Mat Kind of Processing? 
Regardless of the l e m h s  to  which you go i n  processing, you need 
to  decide what kind of transcripts to  prepare and, thus , what kind of 
processing to do. To sane extent the Mnd of transcript prepared IS 
detembed by Your program's purpose and the image you wish t o  project 
of your program and narrators. A t  one extreme are programs whose p* 
fessional historian-interviewers seek out only well-bown persons o r  
authoritative eye-witnesses to  specific historical eras or  events 
Tmnsdptionists are expected to  type verbatim transcr ipts  ; edi tors  
~ o u s h  g r m  and syntax to  conform to  academically expected patterns 
ad, t o  sane extent, t o  protect the -atorsf egos. m e  fid textbmk- 
m e  tramcripts wesent the facts and read m t h l y ,  but possibly l ife- 
lessly. 
A t  the other extreme are program which interview almost anyone 
Yllltng t o  talk. Their collections of mirs are in te res t ing  but 
sane w be of a i o ~ s  historical value. such an approach t o  internie 
% be ac-ed by a desire to  present people "as they are* II 
RaraulptiOasts~ ~YP-  Uterally verbatlm transcr ipts ,  try t o  re- 
create the speakem' dialects or accents and t o  r e f l ec t  the  sound and 
Face Of the internnew. Editam, be* uncf i t ica  of the m a t o r s '  
Ihetmc s mt their v o ~ k  to a checl s l l lng and p u n c t ~ a t j  Lon 
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The final transcripts of such programs present t h e  facts;  but, f a r  from 
conforming t o  academically ar even comnly  accepted patterns, they may 
be diff icul t  t o  read. 
What Do Users Want? 
Presumably, deciding what kind of transcripts t o  prepare w i l l  be 
based i n  part on the needs of users; those needs d i f fer ,  but are not 
contradictary. Some w i l l  read an oral  Nstory transcript only for  the 
historical information it contains. They w i l l  want one that is  verba- 
tim--faithfully and accurately conveys the words spoken in the interview- 
and which is  presented i n  a format that ts easy t o  read. Others will  
want one which reveals, in addition t o  the facts,  the speakers' indiv- 
idualit ies and the interview's tone, whether formal o r  info&. The 
means t o  pre- a transcript that wi l l  satisfy both kinds of users 
and w i l l  suit the punposes of most p r o m  lies sunewhere between the 
two extremes previously described. 
The Ideal Transcript 
The ideal transcript is an accurate verbatim reflection of the 
interview's content, preserves as mush of the quality of the Interview 
and the individualities of the speakers as possible, and i s  easy t o  
read and understand. 
31 order t o  achieve this klnd of transcript, your program's s taff  
must have more than typing skills and howledge of the rules of g r -  
and punctuation that apply t o  written l q w g e .  ?hey mt also appre- 
c ia te  the raw material they are w01.kI-w with ,  spoken language. They 
must l e m  t o  retain the essential an3. desirable qual i t ies  of that  mat- 
erial and refine or delete less essential  ones wfiile shaping it into 
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a dirferent form, the written tran-cript. The following ins t ruct ions  for 
the various processing steps were written t o  help each worker understand 
what N s h r  task entails, and how, in  doing that thas, the  dlrferences 
between spoken and written language can be reconciled within a transcript .  
Recording t h e  hQcess 
The Interview Data Sheet is used t o  record i n fona t ion  about the  nar- 
ra tor  and the interview. In addition, it is a processing work sheet which 
tells a t  a glance the stage of processing of each interview IYam the  time 
the tape is bmught t o  the off'ice. There is an Interview Data Sheet l i ke  
the one below in each of the following processing sections which shows how 
each step is  recorded. This example shows the dates on which tapes were 
received ard labeled, and that  the collateral  materials were filed. 
I 
I ma aectlon 1s to k cmplcted by the Intn'vi- 
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STEP THREE: TRANSCRIBING 
Getting the Facts 
The oral history transcriptionist's main task is t o  type an accurate 
verbatlm transcript of the interview. This mans tYPing the intemw 
contents- the words and transcribable sounds on the t a ~ e - j u s t  as 
Occur on the tape. It is e s s e n t w  t o  type words in their  order of 
O c c m m e .  , Misordered words can d r a s t i m  c- the meaning of 
Some sentences and distort the facts the speaker Me* to convey, 
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so be careful. Consider the following exanple: 
f I 
He also was responsible for that error. 
He was also responsible for that error. 
He was responsible for that e m r  @so. 
ConveylnR Speech 
A second part of the transcriptionistls job is to type a transcript 
which reflects the conversational quality of spoken language and each 
speaker's Individuality. 
When we speak in  conversation,we usually express ourselves mre 
spontaneously than when we write. We are less careful about grarrmar and 
sentence construction, and less precise about pronunciation and enuncia- 
tion than we would be about spelling i f  we were writing. Therefore, a 
verbatim trmscrlpt of our spoken words would be mm casual and less  
precise than our written expression of the same ideas. 
a# physical voice can portray a speaker's age, social m e 0 6  
haw, Intelligence and sensitivity. In any transcrlbhg process 
# 
sane of those elemmts of individuaUty are lost when the voice dis- 
appears. 2b sane extent, h v e r ,  the transcriptionist can retain those 
el-nes and them to  the mi-. . his  is done by acnnatelY 
leflecting a speaker's choice of wrd~ and the -nt of those 
within mences .  Forget about uskg c o m t  wold f o m  and pmper 
seTTteXlCe COYIStNIction if' the !3peakers did. Type % -' o r  'it taken 
1- than we e m \ ' '  if that's what uas said. ~ y p e  contmctions and 
*b-ti- wkn they were used. Run s m  sentaces  together if 
the did* GeneraUy, clewing up e t rans~f ipt  is a transcrib- 
=-that Is the editor's job. 
a 
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Proparns which use a rough transcript as the rinal users1 copy 
d g h t  grant transcriptionists editorial  license t o  delete, insert  or  
rearrange words in order t o  impmve the transcript's c lar i ty and read- 
abili ty.  But fo r  the program which can go M h e r  with processing, it 
i s  best t o  begin with a verbatim row transcript which ref lects  all 
the words and sounds as they are on the tape. 
Spelling words correctly and completely is  a necessary form of 
cleaning up, however. Some would argue that typing a verbatim transcript 
requires that  you misspell words t o  reflect regional differences i n  pro- 
nunciation, and drop word endings t o  reflect the casual nature of spoken 
language. For some purposes, reflecting dialect i n  this way is  essential 
for accurately portraying a speaker. Some of the current books based on 
oral  history interviews portray dialect and do it effectively. But for 
the ora l  history transcript which 'can usually be augmented by listening 
t o  the tape if the reader wants t o  know mre about dialect, typing Im- 
proper spellings and inventing contractions is too t ~ o l l s U R d J l g .  Mort? 
important, it can impede readkg as the following delightfully d i f f icul t  
exanple from The Foxfire Book i l lustrates .  
I doflft care ferlt b i t  mre ln  spittn ' tht 
fire. A\, I've just done anything'nleverlthlng 
in qq l i f e  'ti1 I don't care fer nothin 'at 
way. I don't. Nothin1 just don't never bother 
me, what I mean, mke me sick. They lot1a people 
cant when th.'blood ccxnes slbadlnlstbadlnfslbad- 
they run o f f tn  leave it. They can't stand it. 
I don't pay it a bi t ta f tent ion  i n  th f  wor1d.l 
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Consistently mispmunced important words require an exception t o  
spelling correctly. Por example, In one transcript the narrator consis- 
tently referred t o  l1braddIsh cloth." On the InterviewerT s Notes & Word 
List was "braddish = brattice." The transcriptionist, mistaking the  
-
lnstructlons, typed braddlsh throughout. The editor retained that spell%, 
but Inserted the correct spelling In brackets af ter  the word,and explained 
the wble  thine; i n  a footnote. Type a misspelled word t o  ref lec t  mis- 
pmnunciatlon anly i f  you, as  transcriptionist, have very good reason 
t o  do so. If mke a note In pencil in the l e f t  margin indicating 
t o  the editor or user that that spelling is incorrect! Give the correct 
spelling. Never deliberately misspell without mkhg such a note. 
The words yeah and yes w require cleaning up. In general, a tmn- 
scriptimist should $ype yes t o  indicate an affinmtive reply because, 
on the printed page, yeah implies cynicism and toughness. Yes rray seem 
st i l ted and be a sllghtly Inaccurate reflection of an interviewT s casual 
nature, but It is m r e  Ilkely t o  be correctly interpreted. However, when 
transcrlblng a related conversation, it is acceptable t o  transcribe yeah 
If it is a suitable reflection of cynicism, toughness, surprise o r  some 
other emtion. In the following are exanples, yeah is used appropriately* 
r 
We told the dlxwtor weTd be ready for  
opening night but he said, 'yeah? 1'11 
believe it when the curtain goes up." 
or 
I was the spokesatan for the guys on our 
shift and when I t e l l s  the boss there 
was sure to  be tmuble if we didnTt get 
no pay raise he says, "Oh, yeah? Wet 11 
see wfio has trauble." 
or  
lhey said they'd be out t o  see me in 
anhour. Iwas shocked. I said, 
"Yeah? Wow! Okay," 
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False Starts  
Because we are less  concise as speakers than as writers, we often 
make false starts and repeat a word or phrase before we get our point 
across. Transcribe false starts and repetitions; omitting such elements 
of spoken language is an error, just as is clea.nlng up poor gramnar. 
The editor my have to  delete same false starts and repetitions t o  make 
the transcript easier t o  read, but those that are important, either t o  
the meaning of what was said or t o  portrayal of the speaker, w i l l  be 
retained. 
Crutch Words - 
There are two varieties of crutch words, the pauser and the elicitor.  
Pausers are c o m n  in spoken language where we unconsciously or self- 
consciously use them t o  fin silences created when we pause t o  think. 
In the oral  history interview, they m y  occur even more frequently be- 
cause speakers may feel  more self-conscious than uSWd. Most paUSers 
should be transcribed; the followin@; w i l l  help you decide which ones. 
Starmring is one klrd of pauser; they need not be transcribed. 
The fFrst sentence below shows a l i tera l ly  verbatim transcription; the 
second sentence shows what should have been transcribed* 
r I 
1-1 tri-took the man in  and tr ied t o  
help him but he was not coopuncooper- 
ative so we didn-couldnlt help. 
I took the man in and tr ied t o  help 
him but he was uncooperative so we 
couldn't help. 
A -tern SOW is a second kLnd of pauser. Transcribe those that 
express suprise or  sudden understarding. The follawing e x ~ l e  shows 
a correct transcription. 
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f 
Q: Ah, then when he met you, he met you i n  
New York! 
However, I f  ah were used only to  M11 tlme and had no relationship t o  
the rest of the sentence, it sbuld  not have been transcribed. Ihe 
following exanple shows incorrect transcription. 
r 
Q: Ah, then when he met you, he met you i n  
New York? 
Transcribe gutteral sounds that help t o  indicate that the speaker 
(especially the m t o r )  was i n  a real emotional or  intel lectual  quaradrJr. 
3 n t ~ ~  f'mquently ut ter  supportive sourds l i k e  m, hrm, and 
uhah. Do not transcribe them. 
Ihe habitually used woxd Is a thM ldnd of peuser. exanples are: 
.ad, but, *ell, m, e~nwy, don't you ipa, you m, arxi illre. m y  be 
A: After that, oh, I guess af ter  three o r  
four years, I was employed in servlce . 
Q: You were aployed in service? 
A: In, uh, what do you ca l l  i t ?  Well, I 
guess you'd call that, uh, workLng with 
people i n  hoanes. 
Q: Oh, you were enployed as a domestic? 
A: m s t i c ,  yes. That's what I wanted 
t o  say. 
w - ~ t o ~  wcrfi~ a t  the beglnrinea of sentences o r  be interjected * 
sentem. 'Pmnscribe all of them. If t k y  -essly Or 
too m * l ~ , t h e  a t o r  WELL ~nobablg delete sane t o  Improve reads- 
b ~ t y ~ b ~ ~ ~ b e r e t i i l n e d t o s h o v t ~ t t h e y - p a r t ~ f  a 
Spec's speech pattarn. 
a 
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El i c i t o r s  are the  other va r l+? ty  of cmtch word. It KPV ?'us+, be a 
speaker's habit t o  s2y words such as,you o r  see. 4 ~ t  the use o? such 
words m y  be a wanirgful request by a speaker fo r  an assurance of 
understanding; if so, they should be tmnscribed. 
The intendewer m y  respond t o  the narmtor t s  e l i c i t o r s  wit;? 2 
gut teral  sound o r  by saying yes. Such responses should not be ';,-an- 
scribed unless a r X r m t O r  actually stopped t o  wait f o r  a res?o:!sa. Tr! 
that czse, transcribe the  interviewer's gut tera l  sounds as yes .- no 
even tho.@ t ha t  m y  appear stilted. 
2: What part of :t h o ~  dc you use t o  
rrz?ke sausage? 
A: That was the offal:: of all the 
t r im lng .  Now l i ke  the  shoulder, now 
a h o ~ ;  has a shouleer a ! d  a side and a 
ham, you how. Ar;d when you quar-- 
tered it up l i k e  that ,  you know, wet", 
take our knife .md go around, you know 
l-ice a ham j-s-you 've bought Ws, 
you how? 
A: Well, when they cut that off ,  
there's a square. We'd take this fat 
off  here, don't you see, and cut that 
up fit,: lard. 
a t i o n  and .Act?on 
When we spe%we use more than words t o  camrnrnicate our messages. 
We use our faces and hands but, of course, those means of expre:;sion 
are not recorded. Expressions of a t t o n s  are a mans of camnu2catior., 
&,and are important t o  our listeners and t o  the m d e r  of  a tran- 
s c r i p t  because they qualify o r  enphaslze our words. 
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Audfble expressiom of &ion and action can be transcribed by 
typlng a note t o  the reader about what you hear. Use a s  few words as 
possible and place them in parentheses; no capitalization o r  periods are 
necessary. Same ex~rmples are: 
t 
(laughs) when one speaker does 
( l a e t e r )  when both participants do 
(pounds fist on table) 
(walks away f'rom microphone; part of 
resporhe is inaudible) 1 (tape turned off and on again) 
If you flnd that a speaker has the habit of law nervously, don't 
transcribe such laughter unless it shows evidence of a real ale-• 
Punctuation 
We convey part of our spoken message through emphatic pauses, 
inflection and tone of voice. These can be cormarnicated through Punc- 
tuation so effectively that a reader can soon catch the rhytm of the 
spealcer's mice and accurately enphasize important words. 
AUK)tuating a transcript for clarity of m* is of prinary 
m-e. Use u3ual IVles of punctuation when you can, and the 
am& of Punctuation mqubed to  achieve clarity. The Rules 
of SYle, in B of this m, a d  a book will P- 
helpful to  you. 
CnweyinR sound or silence thmm punctuation is also important* 
HaRvers nust be m e n  so that in doing so,you do not cloud a 
sentence's Or darnage ~ a d a b i l i t ~ .  ape the fom of Punt* 
tuatim C o a n a r l l y  used to convey pauses o r  t o  sm that  a phrase v&5 
-ked* They 
m other forms of p w -  
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tuation, the dash and the three points of the el l ipsis ,  which cam be 
used when you think r ~ : ; i r  iy: add1 t l.onll ccxra~~~s mlcht conl'ltsc? t,lw r~?ader. 
When used caref'ully together in 21. t ~ : u ~ : ; c r l ~ l p t , ,  (~1611 C:UI c!cxt~t\ I.( ) t r o t  l v t y  
a different length of pause and a different degree of difference. The 
shortest pause and least  w e  of difference are implied by the comna. 
The dash (two hyphens typed together) means a slightly longer pause and 
a water  degree of difference. Use the three points of the e l l i p s i s  
mid-sentence, and the period followed by the three points a f t e r  a sen- 
tence, t o  convey a really long pause; but use these sparingly . (See 
Rules of Style. ) 
Inflection and tone of voice can be conveyed t M u g h  the exclam- 
tion point, but be careful not t o  use it too frequently o r  it w l l l  lose 
i ts  impact upon the reader. If underlining is used in this way, its 
use should be kept t o  a rrdnimrm. 
ing Instructions 
The preceeding pages have explained haw it is possible t o  produce 
a fzanscript t h a t  ref lects  the words of the intervtew and, as well, the 
conversational quality of spoken language ard the individualities of 
speakers. What follows are instructions for typing t m c r i ~ t s .  They 
show a range of possibi l i t ies  on some points, so are mre lengtW than 
tne actual instructions needed by any transcriptianist. 'h l lor  
pl3~-'s instructions t o  ref lect  your own practices. Such a shortened 
ver.-ion is included in the packet of model forms act- this mmal. 
Check out a tape t o  transcribe, and Write the date you begin on the 
Interview Data Sheet, Keep a cumiLative record of you spend 
and attach it t o  thc 
when you f in ish  the GI--r;- -, 
M e w  mta Sheet 
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Also check out the Interviewerts Notes and Word  List, 1nterViewerts 
Comnents, Interview Contents sheet and any other available material t o  
help you accurately transcribe difficult proper names, unfamlllar te-9 
etc. Eie c a r e m  mt t o  misplace w of these items; they are p r b w Y  
historical documents which cannot be replaced. 
Before t o  transcribe, read the Intervimrt s c ~ r m e n t  s , d c h  
usually contain directions for t r ansc r ip t io~s t s .  
Listen t o  about fifteen minutes of the tape t o  fanriliarize yourself 
with the W e c t  matter and get the fee l  of the inteme-to merstd 
the accents, reco@ze the speech patterns and -rim. A t  this time, 
you should begin t o  plan You will use punctuation t o  reflect the Mt* 
"tew as fi3lthfbll.y as possible. 
AS Y- l i s ten  t o  a few wolds a then type tm. Listen 
far emrgh ahead t o  avoid "putt% xolds in the spe&erst mths." Antio 
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significance or  t o  change wording or sentence structure. Listening 
ahead will also help you t o  punctuate correctly, i.e., t o  avoid ending 
a sentence when the narrator merely paused rrdd-sentence o r  stopped for 
breath. By listening ahead you wil l  be able t o  identim topical changes 
which require new pamgmphs. 
A neat and accurate transcript is far more important than a speedy 
job. Because transcribing is the f i r s t  step in processing, it i s  the 
basis for  all the work that w i l l  follow. A good rough transcript wi l l  
ease and speed each succeeding step. In addition, it w i l l  be less  f'rus- 
t rat ing t o  both the narrator and final typist i f  they receive an accurately 
typed transcript which has required a minimnn of editor's m k s .  
When you make errors, correct them. Do not mike strikeovers. The 
cham-paper correction products are good t o  use on one o r  two ndstyped 
let ters .  Make more extensive corrections by XXXng out the entlre wrong 
word wlth the upper case X. Some p r o m  use a chalky-liquid correction 
product t o  correct extensive e m r s .  
Be accurate about spellinq; use reference books as well as your 
office's list of problematical wrds and the Intenrlewerls Notes and Word 
List. Some helpful aids are: a good dictionary, Websterls Instant Word 
-
Guide a good atlas, a biographical dictionary or Who's Who. A book on 
-9 
the subject matter you are typing ma;Y be heurn, especially for  techni- 
Gal terns. 
You can expect t o  have difficulty transcribing same interviews. 
32.c-und noise o r  electrical interference may have mde part of a tape 
inaudible. When an interview involves mre than tvm people, keeping 
names and voices straigM can be a pmblm. A speakerls voice level may 
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rise and fa l l  to such an extent thaz it is a f f i c u l t  t o  find a comfortable 
constant volm at  which to transcribe. Some speakers habitudly mmble 
I 
inaudibly a t  the ends of sentences. Dialects and accents m y  be hard t o  
understand: colloquial speech and professional Jargon may be so ~ n f m i l i a T  
that you cannot make sense of what was said. 
I 
, There are ways to  overcome such difficulties. Refer to  the Inter- 
I viewer's Notes and Word List, etc. for clues. Replay that section severdl 
times a t  various speeds and volumes. If your transcriber has a speaker, 
llsten to that section aloud. If you have earphones as well as the 
machine's m e t ,  try those. Use another transcribing mchlne i f  one is 
available. Ask co-workers for help; it is not u n c m n  i n  an oral histow 
office to  see several staff m e r s  huddled around a transcribing mc-9 
st- to mderstand a difficult section. If you s t i l l  can't figure it 
out, type a line the appmxbate length of the missing portion and the 
I 
auditor, editor or m m t o r  my be able to  f i l l  it in later.  If you have 
~IQ' idea what it might be, pencil in you  thoughts. Somet*s the ma- 
becomes clear later; i n  that case, 8;0 back and f i l l  in the blanks- 
ing specifications 
1. an 0- and One carbon copx of each page. c-on is a 
safety masme in case the 0- i s  lost drnlng the succeeding steps 
of pmessing. 
-Some p x v p m  make only one copy, the original. After editing 1% they 
"he a Xemx copy of it to  sent to  the -tor and retain tk 0-0 
-dtkr PrOmuns make an oFiglnal and one arboqand file the c a r a n  as is 
to s e m  as historical documentation of the ori- t-crlption; the 
OH- COPY 1s edited aml then duplicated. dmlicate is retained 
as dalaneaation of changes m e  b 
dited origins 
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sent t o  the narrator for review and it is retained, a f ter  the firla1 copy 
i s  typed f h m  it, as  documentation of changes rrade by the narmtoxl. 
2. Triple space between lines t o  allow adequate space for auditing, 
editing, and narrator's changes. 
3. Indent the first line of a new paragraph five spaces. 
4. Margins: left-1 V2" right-1" top and bottom-1" 
--Some programs double space arid leave wider margins in  which t o  make 
editorial  marks. Triple spacing and making mrks and corrections i n  
and above the lines of type seems t o  result i n  a transcript which is mre 
easily deciphered by narrators, few of whom have had edi torial  experience. 
5. Type the following identiryina infomation a t  the left rtlargin on the 
first page. 
Narrator s Name : 
Tape Number: (Tape No. 1 or  No 6, etc ) 
Date of Interview: 
Place of Interview: 
Interviewer ' s Name : 
For: (Name of institution) 
If this infontlation is not on the tape, get it fran the Interview Data 
Sheet. Triple space down and type the first line of the interview. 
-
6. Type the following identifying infomition on the first line of the 
second and each succeedine; page: 
'!-z:atorls Name (at left margin) (at rigm Page Number 
Each person's m i r ,  wkther a single interview on one tape o r  a series 
of interviews on several tapes, should be consecutively paghated . 
7. Use a question/answer format identifying interviewer's questions and 
c o m n t s  a s  Q: and -tor's responses as A:. Type a colon after the 
le t te r :  double mc r the cl aim- The second lhe of a Q: or an A: 
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should be typed even with the l e n  w i n .  
-For interviews that involve more than two -tors, use Q: and the 
initials of each narrator. Reverse that i f  there are two interviewers. 
--If a friend or family m e r  occasionally enters into the interview, 
identify that person by name. You would then have Q:/A:hs.  Toim. 
-Alternatives to the question/answer format are: 
Interviewer : /Interviewee: 
Last Name of 1nterviewer:hst Name of Narrator: 
Initials of Interviewer:/Initials of Narrator: 
8. When you reach the end of the f i rs t  side of a tape, indicate tht by 
typing three lines down, flush with the lef t  margin and in capital letters; 
END OF SIDE ONE 
Move down three lines before typing: 
SIDE TWO 
Space down three lines and type: 
I 
I 
, QYour Name 1, Transcriptionist 
When You f'irilsh typing the transcript, f i l e  it, the tape, Inter- 
viewer's Notes and WOIYI List, etc., and record the t o t a l  number of 
transcript pages ax7i your total transcrib- t- on the Interview Data 
Sheet. 
-
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SAMI'IE ROUGH 'IRAN: :CRIE"ll PAGE 73 
You can have one per cent, one-tenth of me per cent of carbon m x -  
ide, and you s t i l l  have a smoldering MR. You fgt to  have a hundred 
per UK cent Cd before you can break that seal and start aperatlons 
Q: So when you seal a mine you sca~times eal It with this cloth? I I A: No, that 's a \ F 
Q: That's just a tenporary measuzp t o  get t o  the flm? 
A: Yes. A braddish,- cloth is . . . If you had a deep roan sane- r " A f* 
place and it wasn't getting enough air, you put a IMM[ breddish cloth 
acmss the entry. Instead of the a i r  gokg s- in, it'll tuxn 
and go into this deep m, see. Just  t o  divert the air, change the 
c m t ,  cotmeof air. But I n s e n b e r a t  BuTCoalCamnywkxe# 
had a ~YXV. RuwmXE You l am I told yar we hwl to seal this live nule 
the ndne. W e l l ,  you Jehl off the e n t h  hole the ca@? is at. 
YOU just b o d  It acmss a?rd tmwel wood fibrr or whatever It is over 
M the top of this hole. 
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SAMPIE ROUGH TRAK;XFUm PA(]E 
I 
\ A: Yes. ~ n d  another fmqy thing ln the mine, If a gw got cxl a drunk 
the was two ms working together. They had t o  load 
Oars. That's twenty tcn apiece. Well, they started sweating /
fiaa th~? first thing In the muning and they'd sweat un t i l  n m ,  and 
0 
eat dlmer and then they'd mmt until  quitting time ae;Lan. They'd 
sweat all day long. lhen if they was on a dnmk or mthing 
* 1 
and you could welk ln  that mam and that's a l l  you could ell. RLIP 
alcchol. (laughter) hother fbrmy tMng. If you was wdlldng the 
a last cpen crosscutt, a l i t t l e  b i t  too far, why, they 
. 
call that warldng ahead of air. Well, you're umdng in a bottled up 
place them, ard -you cclld, you'd have t o  leave ycur open light back 
4 a t the -= *dge t in there * i thycur  3-t 
fYrs t tNng  
f8n Yourface out so you'd lldx up yarr air because 
that would be a ~mke!t  of gas i n  there. So I f  you'd fan it with your 
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EXERCISE FOUR; TRANSCRIBING A " M I N I ~ 3 i R "  
Following the Wdelines  and instructions in Step Three: ~iscrlbine;, 
transcribe the tape recording you mde in Exercise Three. 
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STEP FOUR: AUDITING 
nuditinp, the proofre- of the muefl transcript mt the tape, 
is done after transcrib% and before editing. Even if yaw p r o m  goes 
no in processing thm preparing a rough transcript, an audit 
should be p r f o d  t o  be certain the trEUlScript accurately reflects. 
the Interview and is Pree f't'om typ0gra~Mcd e-m. 
Who sh0liI.d Audi t?  
1diti.m s m d  be done by a person assigned 
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to ~ l l g  that task  or should be part of the t m c r i p t i o n i s t ' s  O r  editor's 
duties is one that should be considend. Because it is an exacting and 
tedious job, it should probably not be assigned t o  aw one person as a 
full-time job. 3 x 1 ~  progrew ask a person erployed i n  a secretarial o r  
clerical task to  spend part of hisher workday auditing. 
If transcriptionists are asked t o  audit their own work, a program 
runs a greater r i sk  of having mistyped words and similar errors go 
unnoticed and be- c-ed i n  succeeding steps. A transcriptionist 
rmst be critical of h isher  own work and listen closely for  differences, 
rather than listening to  ascertain correctness. U s i n g  a different trak 
scriber,or a headset instead of earphones,might help the transcriptionist 
catch e m r s  made because of poor sound quality. It is less  tiring for 
a transcriptionist to audit a few pages a t  a time after they are typed, 
than to  do it all at  the end. 
When auditing is done by the editor or another person, there is the 
advantage that the tape will be heard by a fresh pair of ears. Even so, 
the auditor shwld be a critical listener and guard against being 
into expecting to  hear what was typed. An auditor-editor would becane 
fatdLb with the ~ptxdtem' speech patterns and mmerims,  which is a 
~mlimirary t o  editing. In addition, the auditor-editor could 
use tMS time t o  catch the most obvious typos and errors in punctuation 
and S p e w *  CWlete editing would follow. 
Auditing Instructions 
Your task auditor is to ppmhaad the t-fipt against the t@* 
s m m w  list- to the tape anl re* the t-crlpt, maM 
that the m f i p t  is an a c n w t e  wd -1- m B e n t a  
of the tape's contents. Auditing is rn and tag 
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It is also tedious, and can become almost hypnotizing. Rest often enough 
t o  rePIlain aler t .  Don't allow yourself t o  be lulled into expectinp; t o  hear 
what you read. 
Before begirn?inq, you should be familiar with the way transcripts 
am prepared, and with any mter ia ls  pertaining t o  the specific interview 
t o  be audited. 
Work on the original copy of the transcript and correct all tran- 
scribing e m r s  or  ondssions. Make all corrections i n  or  above the lines 
of type. Be certain they are clearly written. Use the editing symbols 
in the FUes of Style (~ppendix B). 
A s  you work, keep the following points in mind. 
-Be sure all words and meaningful sounds on the tape are i n  the t m c r i p t  , 
that none were onrLtted by the transcriptionist. 
D -  sure a l l  the words i n  the transcript were on the tape, that none were 
added by the transcriptianist. 
E k  sure the words i n  the transcript are the words that w e r e  spoken, t h a t  
none were misunderstood and dstyped. 
-Ek sure all the words 3.re typed i n  the order spokn. 
--Be sure the punctuation provided by the transcriptionist c m y s  the 
speaker's intended meaning. Be cautious about C- punctuation, though, 
and don't change it just because you don't 1- the W the transcriptionist 
used it. 
-m t o  f~ll in blanks which were typed because the transcriptionist could 
not understand what was siad. 
--Correct t m h i c a l  m'nx's. 
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When you f'inish auditinq, refile the meterials you used and indicate 
on the Internrim Data Sheet that the transcript has been audited. 
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81 SAMPm AUDITED TRANS~!RIFT PAW 
h 
a 
- -dl (3) 142 
Y ~ ~ h a ~ ~ p e r c c n t , o n e - ~ ~ r ~ p e r c c l l t ~ ~ ~ -  
ide, and you still have a smoldering flze. You gpt to have a M 
par PO( cent CX? before you can brwk that seal and start 
sgbln. 
4: So uh?n ycu seal a ndne,you metbe8 seal It with this cloth? 
A: No, thatts a //, 42 
.? 3 
9: Ihat'sjust atenporefgmcssrmto~ttothefbe? 
A: Yes. A b2.aMish HLBM cloth iso A < m m a m m m -  4 
p l a c c a n b i t r a s n t t E g c t t ~ ~ a i r , g a u p r t a 1 M I I 1 [ b ~ h c l O t h  
arrw~ thc enhy. ~wtaad or tht air g~it lg -'in, it% turn 
*ad t o  a 
n d g o ~ h l . & e p ~ * s e e .  t y " d i - - s ~ r * ~ & ~  
& 
~ , c a u r s ~ o c i ~ .  m t I ~ a t B s f i ~ c a q m y w t i e f e r c  
4 
t 
h d a m . m Y a u - I t o l d g a u m h a d M # a l U t i s I l \ n a ~ l c  9 
inthe.ndne. ~ l l , y o u s e h l a i i t h c c n t i r P h o l e ~ t h e ~ i s a t .  
Y a u j m t m l t a e r o s s  c n b ~ l w o o d ~ ~ d l t l ~ a * a r  
nUletaporthisholc.  
~cu, gar hawe a pipe, a tlnre Inch pipe <n. 
& ~ a n g o t h g p i p c .  I h q # g ~ ~ i t ; * ~ ~  
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82 
SAMPIE AUDIlED PAW 
-C - - 'el 
ibrty bsrs. 'Ihat's ton apiece. W e l l ,  they*starta smating 
waatallcbylarg. l f t h e y w e s a n a ~ o r s o n e t N n g y .  
- / 
nd you caUd - i. tht - and that's f l  you 
- f 
wcnJdng ahead of air. Well, yar're working in a bottled up 
atthet=cmcutandminmwithyan. c a t  firet thins 
f i n t S r e ~ ~ ~ ~ a c e o u t s o y o u ' d n d x u p  
that wcud be a PO- of gas in there. SO ir ym'd fan it with your 
caatn then that it up with aiF, and then yau wouldn't 
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MERCISE FIVE: AUDITING A nMIN14EMlIR" 
Following the guidelines and instntctlons in Step Four: Auditing, audit 
the transcript you made in Exercise Four. 
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STEP FIVE: EDITING 
Tne tmk of tne &tm is to camrt the audited t w r i p t  into a 
finished draft ready for f%d. typin&m The edited transcript !nust clearly 
convey the speakers' me-Y smothly enough that the reader 
can &erst@ it dtm having to  stop and ~ e - d *  A t the same t-Y 
the edited transcript mxSt the casual W ~ Y  of SPO- ~WWF 
a the -&=' ind ivfdd speech ptt-0 All worde, mrst be correctly 
d the F 1s Ruler 
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to all abbrevl.atim, nu&ers and so f&h. Since the edited copy will 
heve t o  be mad by bath the-rmrratm and f%al typist, all required chmyps 
or  comect im nust be clearly indicated according to the program's system 
of editing s ~ l s .  
Be A T o l e  Critic 
The verbatim trarcscript you are editing contains a l l  the words and 
me- sotlnds of the interview. Since the physical voice cannot be 
heard, same evidences of tkre speakers' individualities are lost.  Haur- 
ever, t o  same &xnt the transcript can c m y  an idea of personalities 
i f  it faithfully reflects the speakers' choice and arrangement of words. 
The transcriptionist has tried to be true to  the speakers and so ~ B I S ~  
you. To do that you rmst be tolerant. Think of yourself as  a reader 
rather than an editor arwl consider changing only wfiat you caraot undm 
stand at reading* Retab I n p ~  BBRBIBF, poor sentence stnrctms 
unusual wofi f o m  and other elements of spoken languae3e that are not 
usually found in f o m  wrlthg. Retain them, even if they i r r i t a t e  
you, as long as they do not dim de readabllltY* 
Because the mugh t m c r i ]  obably contains am- 
biguous references, - mmea sentence., A U I ~  - sentences 
and mtences* of these rdll be di f f icut  t o  read o r  
unclear. 
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To Change or  Not To Change? ' 
Grarmratical errors made in casual spoken language are so carmon that 
even when they occur in written sentences,we read right over them and 
understand what was intended. Therefore, hpmper grmmr should not be 
indiscrirrdnately changed. 
r 
"We taken the bundleqt' w i l l  be understood 
t o  mean 'We took the bundle.", 
"Was being a foreigner a stigmtism'!" is 
clear t o  the reader i f  it was understood 
by the other speaker. 
"Apples is. . . ." and 'We was. . . . tt 
are clear. 
False starts, repetitiveness, and crutch words are c m n  in spoken 
1anguage. Because you are working with a carefully prepared and p w  
posely verbatim transcript, you can expect t o  find such elements. Con- 
sider each instance of these c a r e r n .  Listen t o  that of the tape, 
if necessary, t o  detenoine &ther these *om are me- o r  whether they 
are habitually o r  nermus1.y used. If they are me-, retain them; 
Wain emugh meaningless ones to  reflect speech patterns. 
Retain those false starts which show that  a speaker did not finish 
a sentence because he/she tho- better of it. The narrator may delete 
them later if he/she feels it is necessary. The following exanple shows 
a meaningful' false start; the speaker started over ~ 3 . h  and q-ied 
the statement that had been started. 
t 
I * o ~ d  say yes, we we= all-I would 
have t o  say I think we were all i n  it 
together. It was a groplp muse. 
A speaker may have stam= a sentence and then tb- of a c l m r  
way t t  ete suc .se start when all the 
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infomtlon in  it was incorporated in the new sentence. In the following 
e-le,the wrds I was should have been deleted. 
2 
I was, I served i n  four or five different 
capacities at one time. 
In the following example, the &tor inserted the lnf'omtion h a false 
start In the carpleted sentence. No brackets are needed t o  enclose 
insertions of this kind because the words are not really the editor's. 
On WeQlesdays I took it-the dog had t o  
go t o  the vet every week and I carried 
it there i n  a basket. 
The dog had to go to the vet every week 
on Wednesday and I carried it there in 
a basket. 
Repetition of a word or phrase is sanetimes a mmjngless false start 
anddlf so, should be deleted. In the foil* e w l e ,  the editor at 
first deleted the fYrst phrase as a false stapt 
u s t m  to the tape, m r ,  it was evident that the deleted 
section was actually a SqXWate sentence, and not connected t o  the 1- 
sentence as indicated In the transcript. *mfore, it is a cannon stom- 
t e r n ' s  m w c t o ~  sentence and not a false st- m e  following 
e x w ~ l e  shows that the  he was put back in the transcript and 
punctuated as a sentence. 
I 
that goes back. My Plrst bitter 
experience Mth John Lewis goes back 
to 1917. 
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Repetition my be a means of enphasis, of self-questioning, or  of self- 
reassurance. If so, it should be retained and appmpriately punctuated. 
It was Monday. It was Monday! 
It was Monday. It was Monday? 
It was Pbnday? It was Monday. 
Crutch  words,^ carmr>n in spoken language, occur fkquently in tran- ' 
scripts. Transcriptionists are instructed to type some of them. They 
came in two varieties: the pauser ard the elicitor. The pauser is used 
unconsciously or self-consciously to  fill time used for thinking. - Stan+ 
mering is a kind of pauser which should not haw-been transcribed. An- 
other, gutteral aounds, were not transcribed i f  they seemed to have no 
meaning within the sentence. In the example below, A h  should not have 
been transcribed,and should be deleted. 
r 
Q: Ah, then when he met you, he met you in New York? 
. 
However, A h  Is sanetlmes a meaningful hdi~a t iOn of surprise or of sudden 
undrstanding. In the follaring e-le, the gutteral d is correctly 
tran~crlbed and m u d  be retained- 
Q: Ah, then when he met you, he met yau in New York! 
Gutteral sounds that indicate a speahrts  (especially a -torts) 
emotional or intellectual quandry should have been transcribed and should 
be retabid. 
A: After that, oh, I wss after three or fcur years, 
I WEIS enployed in semriee. 
A: In, uh, *bet do gou call It? MU, I ~ s s  r n l d  
call tha' - -  worJdne with people in km?s. 
: Oh, 
~st lc ,  yes. That's d hat I w mnted t o  say. I 
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lirtervlauerts supportive gutteral sounds such as "m," "kmrml' and 
ltahp s u d  not have tmnscribed and shntld be deleted i f  they were. 
A tMrd kind of pauser is a h a b i t w  used word: ad, but, well, 
so, anyway, don't you know, you,lanr, and We. These ntay occur as intro- 
ductory wrds a t  the beelmings of sentences or be interjected mideentence. 
A l l  such words should have been transcribed, but i f  they are meaningless 
and occur too fkquently, they w i l l  tire and divert the reader. Therefore, 
the really m e ~ e s s  ones should be deleted. Retain only e n o w  t o  show 
that they a .  part of a speaker's speech pattern. 
Suppose the sentence in  the following example occurred in a transcript. 
f 
A: Let nre see, well, it was about forty 
+ Years ago* i 
If several OJOrds such as w e l l  -had already been retained t o  show ifivl.d- 
ual i ty ,  then the well i n  this sentence could be deleted to  Improve read- 
ability without damaging the sentence. Let me see indicates that the 
speaker was to think. Howwer, if well is  needed in this sentence 
to  indicate that a longer than usual pause o c c m ,  it should be re* 
you can t e l l  if that is tne case by Ustm t o  the tape. 
E& rn LU, retain a pauser i f  you feel certain frnn the W it 
the followhg ewrple, the Pausers were retained along with a fYagmnts7 
sentence to show that the m e r  tried to amld 
~aklng anss ion.  
Q: Did YOU tI'y t0 stop the -? I I A: Well, I couldn't do. . . . Wzll, but it m't, don't you know, any of my bus- iness. NO, I didn't try. 
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The e l ic i tor  is the other variety of crutch word. Ysmetimes wnxlds 
such as  you know or see are habitually used, but they nray be a mean- 
request by a speaker for an assurance of understanding. If this is the 
case, you should retain them. That they are meaningful mlght he evident 
from context, but you might have t o  l is ten t o  the tape t o  be sure. If 
words are meani.ful as e l ic i t i r s ,  retain them, The preceedin@; example 
shows that such an el ici tor  (don't you know) was retained. 
Provide C l a r i t y  
If the meankg of a sentence is ambiguous t o  you as a reader, you 
w i l l  need t o  find a way t o  clarify it. This is tricky business, because 
you rmst be sure you understarwl the speaker's meaning. Make a change only 
a f t e r  you have listened t o  the tape arwl a .  sure of the Intended meanhg. 
Before you Insert or  r e m e  words, m k  the D- $0 see 
if, by changing it, you can c l a r i o  the sentence. The following example 
an unedited transcript. 
I 1 
I told Mr. Boan3m1, "You know, Mr. Sndth, 
both of the tvvo brothers ard their father 
before them, had an undertaking shop right 
down on Fifth and Capitol. 
The reader stops after Mr. M t h  and thinks, "Mr. Smith? W. Boarchnan? 
What?" The following example shows clarifying ch2lnges In punctuation. 
both of the two brothers ard their father 
before them-had an undertaldng shop right 
down on Fifth and Capitol." 
If the punctuation seem t o  be all rigM, you. a need t o  Insert, 
delete, o r  words. It is best t o  leave the sentence as it is, 
however, if after listening to t he  tape, you not sum tha t  you 
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understand what the speaker was trying t o  say, or  i f  c la r i f ica t ion  
would require you to  make a lot of change. In ei ther  case, write a note 
t o  the narrator in the left margin and l e t  him/her make the clar i f ica-  
tion. 
If you decide that you can make an accurate c la r i f ica t ion  by insert- 
ing a word or  two, do so, but keep such insertions t o  a minim. Eefom 
you make any insertion, be sure it is needed for  clarification-that is 
the editor's task. Be sure it is  not an interpretive a m t i o n .  I n t e p  
pretation is the reader's task. Ws is sanetimes a d i f f i cu l t  distinc- 
t ion t o  make, but keep the warning i n  mind as you ed i t .  
'he f o l l o ~  exanple shows an excerpt Ram an unedited transcript-  
&: Could you t e l l  me when you first 
started working for the Department of 
Mental Health, the different institu- 
tions where you have worked, and the 
jobs you've held? 
A: Well, when I started working, it 
was not known as the Department of 
Mental Health, Public Safety. The 
best I can renrember, it was 1941, 
Il l inois Security Hospital. 
The editor made the follcwing insertions. , 
A: Well, when I started working, it 
was not known as the Deparhwnt of 
Mental Health, b u t  a] Public Safety. 
Ihe best I can -er, [ i  first 
3oq was 1941 CHith th6J I l a o i s  
Security Hospital. 
\ 
me first insertion n u t  a1 
- essary because on the tape it was 
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evident that Public Safety was I I O ~  spokcn of an n dlvloion of the Ik?p;irt- 
mnt  of Mental Health as the c o r n  alolle might i~rpdy. 'lyre ::cxconl i11:;er~- 
t ion & first j o g  is actually a rewording. It w a s  made t o  clarify what 
the  editor considered an unclear reference of the pronoun "it ." This 
second insertion is unnecessary, though, because the inserted words can 
be understood flmn the question. Furthemre, a mre accurate insertion 
m i & t  have been Ehe year I first started working]. ?he third insertion 
[with t h g  is probably also urnecessary because those words can also be 
understood from the question. In fact, the interviewer's next question 
brought forth a clarification and anplification of this part of the answer. 
When you do make clarifying insertions, you w i l l  need t o  place some 
of them within brackets so users will know that they are the editor's 
words and not the speaker1 s . 
Bracket a pronoun's antecedent inserted to clarify a sentence con- 
taining an ambiguous reference. After listening to the tape, the editor 
mde and bracketed requlxed clarifying insertions i n  the following sen- 
tences. 
- 
lhey were along on the north side of the 
square and he was a few paces ahead of 
Mrs. min and Mr.  Miller, and he @. 
rJlillm?J was making Mrs. Chin understand 
they were not going h m  with this mch 
mOre money. 
and 
We had practically an acre in the front 
yard, and not a motor driven lawn mower; 
it Ehe lawn nxrwerls motive powej was 
Ours. 
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Bracket d o r  verbs. F o m  of' tile verb "to be" nrp camonly un- 
spoken but understood in conversatlun; i f  you declde :iucli vertls wed 
t o  be inserted, they need m brackets. The f i r s t  sentence i n  the fol- 
laring exanple is unclear and the reader receives no clarification of 
it unti l  three sentences later. 
We were on this strike fighting against 
an imposition that the coal company had 
hposed upon us where the loaders would 
add their loads 275 mare pounds for the 
ton. (. . . two sentences were deleted 
t o  shorten this exmple . . . ) In oth- 
e r  words, the loader had t o  laod 2,275 
pounds of coal t o  get paid for the ton, 
a& we were on strike to remove that im- 
position. 
A s  the follWiW example s h m ,  a verb form was changed with the insertion 
of have 4 an3 the p ~ p i t i o n  "to" was inserted after "add." 
- 
1t is usually not ne~essary to  bracket inserted prepositians (see 
the inserted "to" in the e-le above), coqjmctiom, or ar t ic les .  
Provide Readabillty 
Essentially clear but worded sentences will lleed t o  be 
mde easier t o  Ead. If YOU strnble when you re& a sentence, read it 
mre carefully a sffok t** If YOU still have t p ~ u b l e  understanding 
it,  l i s ten  t o  the tape to flnd a m y  t o  mike tthe smae mad more 
nay be *Ie to 
~ t l . I a t % c n  t o  bet ter  ref lec t  the 
speaker's -is- YOU mqv hwe t o  
sentence. A 
gramnar book w i l l  help g 
i o f a r  
least ( 
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No matter what change you rmke, be sure you don't change the speaker' s 
meaning. Do not use brackets when you only r e v  a speaker's words 
or phrases. 
Running one thought into the next with conjunctions is a habit of 
some speakers. It my be helpful t o  the reader t o  divide the longest, 
most unwieldy of such sentences. However, do not change so many that the 
reader is l e f t  unaware of their existence. 
The following example shows how run-on a sentence can be. 
The edited sentence is shown i n  the exanple below. In addition t o  
dividing a run-on sentence, the editor added quotation mks t o  the l a s t  
clause, after listening t o  the tape, because they were indicated by the 
speaker's tone of voice. This was a transcribing error and should have 
been corrected durin@; auditing. With their insertion, both the c lar i ty  
of the sentence and its readability are improved. 
One of our directors had interests in 
Texas and he was there on business, 
and he went t o  church and when he cam 
hame he called his wife and he said he 
had been so happy t o  go t o  the church 
but there was a fmUy  that was in the 
deepest sorrow because of a son w b  
had run away f'rom hame, and we were 
praying for that child. 
I 
One of our directors had interests in 
Texas and he was there on business, and 
he w n t  t o  church. When he came hme 
he called his wife, and he said he had 
been so happy t o  go t o  the chur~h but 
there was a family that was in the d e e p  
est sorrow because of a son who had run 
away f'rom hame and, 'We were praying for  
that chil - " 
A 
- 
When ~ r - a r & H ~ t  IS CUWOSW  of C-Y sentences, the 
have t rouble mting on otherwise usem 
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infomation. Listen to the tape to see If such sentences reflect  a 
speaker l s style. They my, because some people speak that way . 1 f' 
such sentences were correctly transcribed, leave then as they are. 
If listenirg to the tape shows you that short, choppy sentences 
reflect the transcriptladst's rather than the speaker1 s style,  ~ p m -  
tuate them. What appear to be sentences my really be clauses separated 
by pauses which were mistaken for the ends of sentences. If so, conbine 
clauges and repunctuate to shm there were pauses. Be sure you ca&~ine 
c ~ ~ U S ~ S  in such a that t& sentence reflects t~ speeer  1 intended 
meaning. 
The following example shows a series of mistranscribed short sen- 
tences. 
'Itae house stood on the h i l l .  And beside 
it was the old house. And down the hill 
behind was the barn. A red barn with a 
calf shed attached. And next to that 
the hog pen. 
ctuated 
was am 
me  following e m l e  shuws how what really ms of sentences 
were cmbined and repun t Ard" intmducing the last sentence 
was deleted because it m w e s s  diversim t o  the reader ard 
I been r exaarples of its use had i n  previous sentences. 
!he h e r  a r m 0  on the hill, a r ~ I  beside 
it was the old b e .  ATd down the hill 
was the b m a  red barn with a calf 
shed attached. Next to  that was the 
rn pen. 
R?tain then wha n they t 
w h  and in transcripts. 
.--. -1 the foi la~lrrg e-le* the 
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! 
1 We're dc~ing basicall:./ the same thing that we always did. Only on a sml ler  scale. So this is how you'na affected. 
If the meaning of a fraglnentary sentence is not clear, you will  
need t o  combine it with an adjacent senbence or  xmke an insertion t o  
conplete it. 
The following e x q l e  is  fmn an unedited transcript. It is punc- 
tuated fa i r ly  well and reflects the speakerls words and the way they 
were said, but it is unclear. 
- 
It was established there as that was the 
Levee i n  those days and t h a t  was the 
place where the mst people were who 
were anxiously needing a place of refuge, 
and they considered it that. And came 
readi ly ,  and it g r e w  so that the first 
building was short for they outgrew it. 
It was apparent f r o m  the tape that the speaker's breath gave out before 
her thought was canpletely expressed. When she had t o  stop for  breath, 
she did. Then she went right on with the same thought and in  doing so, 
she omitted the subject of the first clause of the second sentence. The 
l is tener  could follow, but the reader has trouble. The editor changed 
the punctuation, deleted the conjunction "and," and combined the frag- 
mentary clause with the Mrst sentence. This clarffied the second sent- 
ence, made it readable, and still retained the speaker's style. The 
second sentence still seemed m i g u m ,  so the ime*ions were me- 
It was established t h e ,  as that was the 
Levee i n  those days, and that was the 
place where the mst people *re who were 
anxiously needing a place of reflrge; they 
considered it that and came readily. And 
it grew so that the first building was 
[used only a] short [t-1 for they out- 
- 
. 
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Don't decide t o  W e  a chsnge sinply for the &e of proper sentence 
structure. Change a sentence only to W e  it easier t o  read. The 
transcriptionist took pains to  type what was said the way it was said. 
You should be as careful t o  retain as mch of the original transcript 
as  possible. The following exanple shows unnecessarily rearranged words. 
,- 1' 
And do you know, people from all over 
this country, I've gotten let ters  fkom 
everywhere, telling me what he had 
meant t o  them. 
And do you know, I've p t t e n  le t te rs  
fram everywhere, f'mm people all over 
this comtyy, telling me what he had 
meant t o  them. 
The problem with the verbatim sentence is only one of change of construc- 
tion mid-sentence, and that can be solved through punctuation as in the 
example below. 
If you reword an interviewer's awkward question, be sure the -tor's 
+y- 14.
answer sti l l  follows fkwn it. 
And do you know, people frcan a l l  over 
thi s country-I've gotten le t te rs  frcan 
everywhere tell ing me what he had 
meant t o  them. 
A speaker's amhatic pauses, inflection and tone of voice, and 
expressions of Bnotion are as mch a part of hisher mssage as are the 
words. When a t-cri~tion is m e ,  this part of the mssage can be 
lost unless an eff'ort 1s URde t o  reflect these e1-t~ of speech in the 
transcript. 
1. Use 
Pauses* -mtion.aF tom of voice can be cmeyed t o  - extent 
through punctuation 
~ t ~ t ~ ~  as YOU learned t o  use it as a writer 
and reader. A canna, for 
o r  nwatch oul 
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this is a l i t t l e  different." In trnnscripts, carmas can also be used 
t o  hply a certain length of pause or  degree of difference-the shortest, 
pause and the least difference. The dash (two Whens typed together) 
means a slightly longer pause and a greater degree of difference. The 
three points of the ellipsis,  when they occur within a sentence o r  after 
a period, indicate a mch longer pause, but should be used sparingly 
and appropriately. (See the Rules of Style i n  Appendix B. ) 
In the following example, all these elemnts of punctuation were 
used t o  reflect sound as w e l l  as meaning,and t o  convey an especially 
choppy narrative. 
- 
CousinLou, she ran t o  hide. And I-being. 
the oldest one there-I gave, I think it 
was, three guns; l e t ' s  see, Ed and Bess 
and I had one, and I gave. . . . Yes, 
four guns. So I gave each one a gun and 
I said, "Now, when I t e l l  Dhe youngest 
t o  open the door," I says, "when I say 
shoot--Shoot. " 
Inflection and tone of voice can be conveyed through the use of the 
exclamation point, but be carefltl not t o  use it so frequently that it 
loses its impact upon the reader. If underlhbg Is used in t h i s  way, 
i ts  use should also be kept t o  a mblmm. 
Audible expressions of emotion and action have been included in the 
transcript and placed in parentheses ( l a w  1, (weeps 1 ,  (PO- fist 
on table), (tape turned off and on @) are ex~wples. Laughter, like 
a crutch wad, my be a nemrous habit. If tha t  Is the case, and you 
find too mimy Instances of it in the transcript, mta ln  only mu@ 
instances t o  show the speaker's habit. 
The - pages have explained how it Is possible, by being 
9 t h  tolerant e tical, ' to p m  a clear and easy-to-m?ad transcript 
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that retains the casual quality of spoken latg~a@ and the spe&erst 
individualities. The following pages w i l l  help you t o  be sure tha t  details 
such as spelllng and printing style are correct. Tne f i n a l  pages con- 
t a in  a brief list of instructions for editors. 
Be C m c t  - 
All words in .the edited transcript rmst be spelled correctly and, 
i f  there is mre than one accepted spelling, consistently. As edi tor  
you have findl responsibility for tNs. Use a dictionary whenever you 
think a word looks pecullar or you have not used it enough t o  be certain 
of its spelling. The transcript should contain c m n  contractions used 
by the speakers, but not ones which were invented t o  convey dialect.  Can't 
and wouldlve are acceptable, but condnlnl'goinl and morelnlerruf me not. 
Words pronounced In  a careless or colloquial way should be correctly 
spelled. Type get , not @.$ and nmning, not mrmhl  . .
A rare exception to  using correct spelling i s  mde f o r  consistentl$! 
mispmunced slgnlficant w o e .  Por exarrple, in  one t ranscr ipt  the 
narrator consistently said the wnrd braddish. It .was transcribed that  
way despite a note on the ~ntenrlewerls Notes and Wold List  that 
nbraddish = brattice." Ihe editor coUd rpt i~ the u n f u a r  word, 
b r a d a s h , h  the dictionary, and then f o ~  the no- on t he  word list. 
Because it so ndspmnounced, the a t o r  mtained the 
an ex~l-tion 
made to the mer of the ndsspelllng a b m t t i c e  
was defined. 
U d  have made a note 
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of such ~ s s p e l l i n g s  in the l e f t  margin. Watch for such notes and decide 
whether t o  retain and explain those ndsspellings or  correct them. 
M e  a word list for your own convenience. The interviewer should 
have prepared a wrd list, but that may not be accurate. It was meant 
as  an aid fo r  the trans~riptionist~who is expected t o  sit and type, but 
you should not rely on its accuracy. A word list will  help you verify 
spelling. It can be set up l ike the example below. 
Include on this list all technical or colloquial terms, all names 
of people and places, the s p e w  you prefer for variously spelled 
words, the form you will  use for compound words (whether hyphenated o r  not ) 
and abbreviations. The first time such a word occurs in the transcript, 
t r y  t o  verity it o r  decide on its form imnediately. 
Verify spellings of names by checldng them in a phone dimtor'Y, 
newspaper, Who's Who o r  other sources. Place names can be verified by 
consulting an at las ,  gazetteer or s ta te  mdp. The s p e l b  of technical 
and foreign u~ords,  col~oquial terms and professional jargon should be 
verified by c m u l t i n g  a book on the F i c u l a r  subject o r  a specialized 
reference work. 
If a wc#d is spelled c o m t l y  o r  appem in the rough transcript 
as you  ant it t o  appear in the final trans-, write it on the fist 
n--++iedN and wcmmcted.w Record the 
, check 
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page nmber of first occurrence. When it occurs again, you can verify 
it by looking a t  the wonl list. If the spelling or  form needs t o  be 
changed, do it. R e r r d  the page number on which the word Italso occurs.n 
If you can't lnmdlately verif'y or decide, write the word on the 
list as it first appears i n  the transcript; record the page nuttber of 
the first and each following occlmnce. When you have finished the 
initial edit%, do the required research. I f  you find a word is correct 
on your list, check "verified" and "corrected." If not, correct it on 
the list. 
When you have verified everythhg you can, make necessary c h a m s  
in the transcript. Be sure to  correct each occurrence on a l l  pages 
indicated on your list. When you have done so, check "corrected." 
File the list with the transcript when you finish editing. If the 
narrator indicates during hisher review that changes in spelling are 
necessary, refer to your word list for the pages on wNch changes are 
needed. 
You wy not be able to veriQ a l l  words. I f  not, be sure unvefi- 
fied words are bmugM to  the attention of the narrator. He/she W 
be able t o  VeriO O r  correct them or give you clues on where YOU 
Mnd them. 
Apply the Rules of Style 
Wrt of the editorls.task is to m e  s- tbt the t-cript f01lovs 
the ~mp~9m's Rules of Style. These m e s  cutline vays t o  express abb* 
dations and -%to 
abbmviatims and m s ,  and t o  use 
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when it follows recognized or a t  least consistent and understandable 
standards of style. The speaker's meaning can be clouded by an editor's 
sloppy attention t o  those details. Keep your copy of the Rules handy 
as a reference; you w i l l  need t o  use it often. 
Because the - Rules cover only the most c m n l y  encountered problems, 
you w i l l  probably have to  consult a book on style or grammr t o  find 
ways t o  handle some details. Sometimes you won't find a solution i n  
such resources because, while you are editing a transcript derived frc=m 
the spoken word, existing rule books are designed pr-ly for use with 
formal, written language. For that reason, novels with plenty of dialogue 
or  a book based on oral history interviews might be good resources. If 
YOU f a i l  t o  find a ready-mde answer, consult with co-workers and U s e  
You own judgment t o  solve the pmblrm, In decidlng on a solution, t r y  
t o  follow the existing d e s  as closely as possible so that the means of 
expression you choose will be recognizable and m a t e l y  understandable 
t o  the reader, For easy flrture reference, make a note of the problem and 
solution in your copy of the WeesS end share it with co-workers. 
Be Consistent 
Apply the Rules of Style consistently i n  similar s t tua~ ions  tm-ut 
the transcript. ~t every instance of a word or number that needs t o  be 
c m e d ,  indicate the change in the transcript. For e m l e ,  the f ina l  
twist should not be expected t o  mnmber to change '1McF3ride'' t o  "MacBride" 
o r  know t o  c m  lt401t t o  flfo&yw if that  is not W c a t e d  at each 
occurrence in the transcript. 
Be Neat -
Use VOW ~rn-ls ~ 1 s t  01- ~ x L ' c ~ ~  S V I - ~ S  (a sample is included in 
Learly. Male the l? 
- 
ules of Style ) and m &e all 
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them in o r  above the lines of type. 
The l&d of pedpencil to use is a m t t e r  debated by editors.  Unless 
yos are an extremely neat, precise, and decisive person,using an erasable 
pencil is probably best. Whether you use pen or pencil, be sure it has 
a fine emugh point t o  allow you to  write clearly. Fel t  t i p  pens are 
not good t o  use with cheap, absorbent paper. 
The color t o  use is another m t t e r  to  decide. Some people object 
t o  using red on the copy the narrator w i l l  see because it seems too 
critical, too mch like the teacher s red checks on a spel l ing test. 
Others use it because it mkes corrections obvious. Some pr0gtxm-s circle 
blanks and questioned sections with a second color so that  the mrmtor  
w i l l  take special note durbg h i s h e r  review. If this i n  done, the final 
typist should be told what those colors mean. 
A Second Re- 
When you have edited the transcript for  c lar i ty ,  readabili ty and 
correct handling of details, you w i l l  need t o  start again. Begin agdin 
and read through the transcript t o  ascertain senrantic flow. You want to 
be SIJ.TV It reads m h l y  and clearly, but you find additional e m  
i n  spellbg and style as well. A s  you read, don't allow yourself t o  
the t m c f i ~ t  l'eads W&l. sinply because you laww its content 
having tmrkd Mth it for so long. & c r i t i c a l  of your own work. 
is hard to do, so s w  Pr0@Ym~ ask the internewer o r  another staff 
person to perforn this ?hc reader should me a list of the lines 
and pages On which %her work 1s needed. If a person 0 t h ~  than the 
editor does re-, it shnrld be k q t  in tha t  styles 
If you Mth the Way -thing done, be tole- 
'' ' se*mce does 
mad well or j * ~  melea?, or if you nd 
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instances where slndlar situations .me b:.&led blatantly differently, 
m e  a note of that. The original editor shoule make need9 c-s. 
Editing Instruct ions 
When YOU check out a transcript to edit, indicate the date you begin 
on the Interview Data Sheet. Keep a cLmhilative record of the time spent 
and attach it t o  the transcript. When y ~ u  finish, record that t o t a l  time 
on the Interview Data Sheet. 
Before you begin, learn how a transcript is prepared. Read the 
Interviewer's Comnents and Interview Contents pertaining t o  the specific 
transcript you wil l  edit. Be sure you don1 t Msplace of these items; 
they are primary historical documents which cannot be =placed. 
If you were assigned t o  do the auditing as well as the editing, 
you w i l l  have heard the tape. If not, l i s ten  t o  enough of it t o  get the 
fee l  of the interview-to become fardl isr  with the speech patterns and 
mannerisms of the speakers--and to  learn how the transcriptionist used 
punctuation. Refer t o  the tape as frequently as necessary t o  avoid 
destmying clar i ty ,  misconstruing meaning o r  m s h i n g  wddualit~. 
When you edit, you w l l l  be maldng c~~ that : 
--meaningless fdlse starts and crutch words have been deleted oi'ten enough 
for readability, but mt so often that the speaker's individuality has 
disappeared; 
-formerly ambiguous and unclear sentences have been a c c u . e l Y  ~hrl-f'iefl O r  
marked f o r  the  narrator t o  irnpmw; 
-formerly m m  sentences no 10- impede b* still ~f ' lect 
the speaker1 s intended manine o r  are -ed; 
-punctuation is usad 9-y fop m m t y ,  but ac-te]J 
aid th reflects what 
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--all spelling is accurate, appropriate and consistent or is m e d  fop 
the narrator t o  verify; 
-the Rules of Style have been applied accurately and consistently. 
When you think you have accomplished the six Items l i s t e d  above, then 
you are ready t o  be- aga3n. This time read through the  transcript t o  
be sure that it hw senantic flow. If you find spots tha t  need mre 
work, list them by line and page &r so that you can work on them 
wfien you finish reading. 
When you are finished wlth the transcript, file it and any materials 
you used, and record the to ta l  time on the Interview Data Sheet. 
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107 ' SAMPLE EDITED TRANSCRIPT PAGE 
You can have 
per BfX cent Cd befom ~lar can brrak that aeal ad start operati 
Q: So when gou seal a ndne,you solnetimcs seal it ulth this cloth? 
A: No, that's a 
~UQSS the entry. Ins- of the alr g p b g  straight in, it'll hnn 
ma-. ~ Y o u k K I w , I t o l d y a r m ~ t o s e a l ~ I l v c m i L c  
jnthew. * ~ , y a u # ( r l a i t t h e c n t i n m u - * ~ l ~ ~ t .  
YOU just wad it acmm arri tmel wood m r  it - 
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1uu I 
SAMPLE E D m  TMIfsm p * a  
Lmny mnarich (3) 
A: Yes. tfring h the e r  if a got ar a - 
, . .pglr-nWmrultk-,A 
* ?--- * m guyti rcmdng t ~ t h c r .  P r y  had to 1- 
ibstp &rlj. Ihat's twenty tcn apiece. W l l s  
hrrm the mt t m g  in the m m k t  md they'd m a t  until  noons 
- 
a -,&hen theyld mmt yhil ~ t t i n g  tk m y ' d  
#eat all day long. 
xuld a m e t  of w in there. SO if youid ran it ;dth your 
coat* well* tbt bald n;ix i t  up -,nth m, t h  you w o u l h g t  
lldn w. Ind if y m  didn't have veG m h  air in your 1-rn and 
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MERCISE SIX: EDJTING A llMINI+@qjm" 
Following the guidelines and instnrctiorm i n  Step Five: Editing, edit 
the transcript you audited i n  Exercise Five. 
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STEP S1X:FINISHING TOUCHES 
Narrator's Review 
When the transcript is edited, it I s  lpsdg fir m e w  by the narrator. 
object of tb review is to ascertsln that the trarnrript -ts the 
 torts intended meanillg a d  thatL- are p=entcd the *ay the 
narrator wants them t o  stan80 some pmgrams have the edit& t~mmcr@t 
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Sane narrators are fully capable of carrying out the review on their 
own. If ym feel that, given a ramator's health, age, education and 
experience, he/she wil l  be able to understand the directions and carry 
them thrPu@ effectively, then you rrdght ask that the review be done in- ! 
depealently. M e  is helpfbl, especially with long memoirs that would 
mqulre a staff mnberls maklng several visits to  assist with review. I 
?he transcript can be taken or mailed to  the narrator. 
With mumtors who live near enough to the office that transcripts 
can be talcen, this is the prefemed method. The editor is the ideal peIc 
1 
son to deliver the transcript arr3. explain what needs to  be done because 
he/she is the m s t  knowledgable about it. The interviewer could do it, 
especially when there is reason to believe that the narrator might be 
cwperative that way. If the interviewer takes the transcript, the editor 
should explain W special problems before it is delivem3. If it is Y m  
policy t o  have editors deliver transcripts, it is h e l p m  t o  have the me 
viewer t e l l  the narrator at their last meeting that else wi l l  be 
c-t- hhher about the ~ v l e w ,  an3 a nice tcuch t o  have the int- 
viewer go along at least to rrrake 1 
Mtke an Win-t with the rmI ;o r ;  state that ycu WII.I. bring the 
t m f l  and  ex^& the m- task. Take a copy of the Proom- 
~ t ~ c t i ~  for ( ~ e e  page 124) tO - t o  explatn the PWPOS~ 
of mvim~ to WP-h it, ard har t o  it tm. ~rplsin 
y- -'s editing 
90 that the -top -1 hn* t o  intep 
pret and then in neldrg cOR't?cticna. a of the edit@'s "" 
- - 
the if *ill leave it and the t m f l ~ t  d t h  the 
r a t e  ask the r 
.P Wce 
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any blanks and marginal notations that require the narrator's special at- 
tention. Ask that each page be initialed when it is approved. 
If the narrator agrees to  undertake an Independent revlew, leave your 
m and telephone number and urge hWher t o  ca l l  you any time there are 
problems or questions. It will be reassuring t o  the narrator t o  know that 
there is  a specific person t o  ca l l  for help. Set a date on whlch you wil l  
return t o  pick up the transcript, or by which time the narrator wll l  have 
returned it t o  the oral history office. 
The narrator may prefer that you read the transcript with him/her 
and nake necessary changes yourself. If the review is done this way, you 
!nay be better able t o  discourage drastic changes and deletions, but it 
is timecmswning. Even if you help with the review, the narrator should 
initial the pages as  they are approved. 
If you feel that a narrator is not capable of i n d m e n t  review, the 
interviewer or  editor should take the transcript with him/her and mke re- 
9 W  changes. The narrator should in i t i a l  each ap~- page. 
The transcript m&ht need t o  be mailed if the narrator l ives at an 
in~~r ivenient  distance fran the office. If it Is mailed, do not sen3 your 
only edited copy. Use registered or a t  least first class nail, ani a 
sturdy protective wrapper. Ehclose a stamped, self'-addressed return wrap 
Per, both as a courtesy to  the narrator a d  as Partial aswrrance that  you 
w i l l  get the transcript back. A cover letter, m- Instructions 
f ~ r  N-tors and a copy of the editm -Is ~hould a c c w  the 
transcript. 
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LP yar think the narrator is not able t o  acconpush the review ala 
try to persuade a relative of the -tor ,or a colleawe of yours who 
lives i n  the vicinity, to  help with the review. Mail the transcript to 
tha t  person and @ve that person f 'ull instructions in what t o  do. W r i t  
le t ter  to  the narrator explaining that saneone w i l l  be contacting h i m h r  , 
about the review. 1 
Write the date an which the t m c r i p t  was taken or  nailed on the 
Interview Data Sheet. Check the "Retmed" c o l m  when you have finished 
helping with the review or  the transcript has been r e t m e d  by d l .  If 
it is not returned by the deadline you have set  or  within what the p w  
C-idern a reasonable tinrr, send a gentle reminder, followed by a st-* 
but understanding letter. If these produce no results, mike a phone call 
asking You Itlay Rt~rn to pick up the transcript. If there is still 
no I.eSPOIISe, inform the -tor of a deadline date after  which it will be 
asS- that the m t w n e d  transcript meets the narrator1 s approval 
you go ahead with final PmCeSSing. If you have a large rider of t r  
sc*ts out for review, You a t  want t o  se t  up a dated f i le of ad 
which YOU can t e l l  write the note o r  le t ter ,  or  mke the c d  
- R = w 3  and bedi t* 
and 
- - 
when the mVLe~ed tI'anscr.ipt is returned t o  the office, the 
shOad Z'f3"ead it to be sure ~IiXrity and ~ a d a b i x t y  have been at' 
and that all c-s, deletions, a m t i o m  explanatim w i l l  be ' 
the final % spelling m g e s  indicated by the -tor 
t b w w u t  the transc*. 
If are still s- blarJa in  tk transcript, scm~tm mt be 
done to cl.8I-m 
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or  t ~ o  words are missing and they do not seem t o  nake an appreciable dif- 
ference t o  the  meaning of a sentence, you don't need t o  Indicate t h e i r  ab- 
sence. Simply make a note t o  the final typist t o  imre the blanks. If 
a blank accounts f o r  important mrds and you can supply them be appmxima- 
t ion f'rom context, do so. Place the inserted words i n  brackets. 
The word inaudible is suffering a c r i s i s  i n  confidence these days, 
but it may have t o  be used. Longer sections l e f t  blank w i l l  have t o  be 
explained. The following example shows blanks left in  a reviewed tran- 
scr ipt .  
r I 
We children 
milk- 
I nw- 1 
-m- I t o  town at once. We needed no coax- 1 
ing, because we saw our cousins there I and had a p e a t  the. 1. 
The following example shows that . during; re-editing the edi tor  rmde 
a guess at the  gist of the missing portion, placed the words In brackets, 
and wrote an explanatory footnote. 
We children [helped with the] milk+ 
ing. [Then we all  went] t o  town at 
once.1 We needed no coaxing, be- 
cause we saw our cousins there and 
had a @-eat time. 
The next example shows how t o  handle longer Inaudible sections. 
- -- c h i n  [ . ; T I  
We needed no c w b e c a u s e  we 
saw OW cousins and had a great time. 
- - -  
h s  is an appbxiwtion of at least tuo mially inaudible 
sentences. Ed. 
2 ~ p p m m t e :  teen m u t e s  of the ineenria~ were made inatdible 
by e l ec t r i ca l  interj . M- 
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When ycu have ccnpleted rereading, check that c o l m  on the Interview 1 
Data Sheet: 
Ihe Preface 
A preface needs to  be xrltten sone time before Mnal typing is cab. 
pleted. Ihe wrltlng Of' the preface can be d m  by any staff person, but 
the interviewer probably is best qualified. He/&e is familiar with the 
Interview and might have b iomhica l  information that no one e lse  has. 
A transcriptionist or editor cculd prepare the preface because of famil- 
i a r i t y  with the interview. If sane o t b ~  person is asked t o  do it, the 
writing could be dme af te r  reading the transcript, the Interviewer's 
CamKllts and the Intenrlew Data Sheet. 
The preface sbuld contain an introductory -ph giving identify- 
ing i n f o n m t i o ~ b  was intenrlewed by whan and when, and the names of 
the transcriptionist and editar. ?his is followed by two or  three W- 
graphs of blographlcal infoxmation desiepled t o  entice the reader but not 
tell all. The first of two concluding pamgraphs explains that the t* 
script was prep& to be a ~ ~ P l e c t i o n  f the spoken word, a d  that the 
sp~moring institution is not m p n s i b l e  for factual accuracy. Rte 
secod states the comUtims of use to which the t m c r i p t  can be put. 
If the mwotr is restricted by the =tor, the plnal parae~aph should 
refkt thDse ms ta t i cns .  Mica te  corpletion of the preface on 
the Interrlew Data Sheet, 
- 'ypists be Provided s ~ i P l C  instmctiom on h 3 ~  t o
set UP paginate the preface pages. 
The Tltle Page 
The title can 
me tinre as the preface W3 
It should cantxdr~ the ttle tm 
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w ~ c h  it i s  a part, if that applies, and capyriglt inf'omtion. Instruct 
the f'inal typist on the f o m t  of the t i t l e  page, including spacing, c a p  
italization and underlining. 
Fhal Typing 
By the t b ~  you, the Mnal typist, receive the transcript, it should 
be i n  correct form and you shcnild type what is indicated. If there are 
questions about what t o  do, or if smthing seems really vmng, ask the 
editor f o r  clarif'icatim. h l t  mke changes without t a l w  t o  the editor 
because there i s  probably a good reason for  the way the transcript appears. 
If' satething is not clear t o  you, it may not be ciear t o  the mader either, 
so bring it t o  the edit-or s . attention. 
You w i l l  need t o  understand what you an? typing i n  order t o  type intel- 
Ugently. Therefore, you m s t  understand how tmnscribing and editing were  
done, be familiar w i t h  the Rules of Style and the editing s m o l s .  YOU 
should have been provided with carplete typing Sl33~ificatimS. These cover 
=gins, spacing, paragraphing, the use of brackets C ] and v r r t h e s e s  ( ), 
and instructions for typing footnotes, etc. k~ special instructions for  
a Particular t m s c r i p t  should have been vrrltten by the editor and ex- 
plained t o  you. 
proofreading 
A mnnh? which has been typed in f'irlal form Should next be proofread 
-t the edited copy of the t17Xlscript. is best dme by two 
People working together. one person reads the edited copy alad, even 
the punctuati~n, m folas wd the s p e m  of P V ~  mmes. 
S e c a  person m d  m, ,f0ll- ala?g tk -- 
C W .  ~ ~ m e  s m d  ~ m d ' u ~ y  and concatrate on each-, -ldng 
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the text for  spelling, spacing, and th~w; error?. A l l  errors found in 
the flnal-typed copy should be listed on a separate sheet of paper by 
page numbers, line n e r s  and changes to  be made. 
When proofread, the transcript should be returned with the 
list of changes to  be made t o  the final typist so the corrections can 
be made. Indicate canpletion of these steps on the Interview Data Sheet. 
Preparing the Table of Contents and Index 
TNs is an ideal time t o  prepare a table of contents and an index for  
each mir. Sarne oral history offices ask the- transcriptionists t o  
prep= preliminary indexes as they work with the Interview. But it 
is only when the transcript p w s  have been given findl pagination that 
these two finder's aids can be cmpleted. It is probably wiser and less  
t l m - c o n s e  t o  have one staff person act as  indexer, and conpile the 
tables of contents and indexes directly fmm final copy. Exact pro- 
cedures for  these tasks are discussed an pages 132 - 145. Upon cow 
pleticm of a table of contents or index, check th appropriate boxes on 
the Interview Data Sheet. 
Tables of contents and indexes are not really essential parts of 
the f'inished oral history product, but they - are valuable and fairly 
sinple ways t o  wlrr YOU' mterbl accessible. If office personnel is 
Undted and a long ~eflOd of t b  is foreseen befole indexing can be 
inplenented, it is best t o  go ahead and cc2y W b~ your mirs now. 
Your -st P ~ ~ O P I ~ Y  should Rmain to  get the tape t-cribed, typed 
in readable form and shelved as quickly as possible. A table of contents 
war G x  can be added t o  the text a t  - later date as  OW 
I = ~ - ~  allm- fl Y m  P m m  has serious in ta t ions  
mmirs in the fbhm, a 
of looseleaf binding w i l l  
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probably be a wise investmnt. 
Collateral Materials 
Another decision which should be mule a t  this time involves collateral 
material. Many program lnclude a t  least a p i c t m  of the narrator in 
the finFshed mnuscript, often as a fkrmtispiece. If you decide that 
other pictures, newspaper articles or other i l lustrative mterial should 
also be included with the final copy, their f o m t  and position within 
the text should be considered now. 
IvIany programs prefer t o  shelve their collateral mte r i a l  separately 
f h n  the i r  nmmirs, though a mmir's @act can bc, greatly enhanced by 
cQnbinlng the two. It is often feasible, i f  the m u n t  of collateral 
m t e r i a l  is not large, t o  provide space for  it i n  a pocket within a 
memoir' s back cover, if bound, or inside a looseleaf binder. Lf You 
decide t o  f i l e  such collaterals separately, be sure t o  inst i tute  sane 
sort of shelving or  cataloging m m n t  for them SO that patrctX3 w i l l  
be aware of the i r  existence and find them easily accessible- 
How - FYnal Copies? 
The number of final copies you will need t o  mke of each mir will  
d e ~ m d  on the financial resources of your program as w e l l  as the extent 
of You dissemination efforts. It is C U S ~  t o  a cW*ntarY 
t o  each -tor as a way of thanking him/her for c m n t i n g  t o  be 
b t e m r i e ~ d  and participating In your oral P m P -  
A Second copy should be mde t o  be skived in tk oral history office 
used by patm. pro- illso nak?. an extra ~ W Y  for th is  
Purpose in case of theft, loss, or heavy usage* 
Your program my have @ to deposit duplicates of Y- h o l m  in 
a state o r  h i s t m a  8tW center which acts  
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as a central repository for oral history mteri2is.  Such a setup can be 
of p a t  assistance to  you in wldng your wnoirs widely accessible. Ple- 
pare extm copies needed for this .pmPOse. 
One final capy should be wde, but not bnnd, if you are c o w i d e m  
the possibility of contracting with Mcr0fiI-m Corporation of America t o  
have your collection mde &able on mlcrof'iche. Th$s w i l l  be discussed 
in more detail  on pages 181 - 184. You should decide this early on so 
that yau -1 have an extra capy of each transcript when you are ready to  
mil. 
What Kind of Final Copies? 
Once you have calculated the rimer of copies you w i l l  need t o  mke, 
you must decide on the mans of duplication t o  be used. Both Xerox and 
offset printing can be done directly frcnn your typed t m c p i p t .  Offset 
printing is Ucely t o  be more expensive, but produces bet ter  copy. 
set  printing is quite expensive, but is mre f o m l ,  mre bwldsh i n  
appemce .  The answer to  this question depends almost entirely on Your 
financial resources and the value yaur program places on a p r o f e s s i d  
appearance for your mmlrs. 
A secmd issue which you mt decide is haw you wi l l  bind your 
mirs. Least e-ive and most flexible is the looseleaf binder- As 
discussed p ~ e v l a ~ ~ l y ,  if the ntmber of Mnishing touches which you are 
able t o  apply to  a t-mpt is re- II, i ted a t  this tine, lohseleaf 
W be the best choice- hrthm Pmcessing steps can always be added at 
a later date* 1s the Pmlem of losing p w s ,  g~vlng such 
a binder system littb -c~r. 
Spiral b- is a bit  h-, a~ p a w  cantt so e a s ~ ~ y  c- o&. 
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?his method is nearly as ~cmoItdca1 ns looseleaf binding, and does permit 
the addition of more pages, such as an index or table of contents, Ff 
necessary. Adhesive binding i s  more p e m e n t  and more resenbles a book. 
But pages still are not secure with this method unless it is m?ticulously 
done, and the appearance of the memoir w i l l  not be good unless s m  sort  
of covers and binding tape are used. Stitch binding and buckram covers 
entai l  considerable expense, but give your Mnished product a pollshed 
look. Such a binding w i l l  take a lot  of use and not require the special 
handling o r  repair of less  expensive methods. 
When you have decided the mmber of copies you w i l l  need and the way 
in which they will be bound, send them t o  be duplicated and bound. In- 
dicate the date they were sent and that they have been returned on the 
Interview Data Sheet. Shelve your office copy and distribute the others, 
c~f?clcing that that has been done on the Interview Data Sheet. 
I % Sectla h to be ramleted by the Intenl-, 
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SAMPIE FINAL COI'Y PAGE 
lafiy -* 
You ccm 1 per cart, 1/10 of 1 per cent of c a m  -dde* and you 
fill1 a -1- m. YOY to ME 100 ~r cent CO* 
gou brcek that seel rPd start QF==tion sgain- 
Q: so you seal a m, you soretimes & It with this cloth? 
A: No, that's a . . . 
Q: mtls just a t- ~ U Z P  to get t o  the fbe? 
A: Yes. A breddiah [brattlce]' cloth is-if you he5 a deep rpcm scam?- 
p h  md it wasn't getting e r m $ ~  air, you put a 8xwldls.h [bratticel 
cloth acmss the entry. Instead of the air going straight in, It'll 
tum and go Into thla deep rwm, see. Used to divert air, to change a 
u m e n t , a c a u g e o f a l r .  B r t ~ k m n i x r a t ~ a f i c o a l ~ w h e r e w e  
M a fire. You know, I told you we had to seal this live mile In  the 
ndne. W e l l ,  you seal off the entlre hole where the cage is at. You 
just bomd It acmss and t-1 wocd fiber or  whatever It Is over the 
tap of t N s  hole. Wells you leave a pipe, a t b i n c h  pipe o r  any 
P*, capped off a arOr &her pipe. The way we did It, u~ 
Fad mmsla bottles. 
Q: lrlilk of nse7rsia bottles? 
A: yes* yes* That's riefit. &?cause it had a U t t l e  cap. ~ m r  a 
yean am - they had l i t t l e  *s on i t ?  YOU cap that off 
rle)lt that's the w that was. SO we'd fill this -sb 
ba&Ush tmw the tEmS~ript ,  as the narrator 
-Iy the VfJx'd brattlce in that way. A bmttlce 1s 
- a -ltian* one erected in a ndne f~ -tmtiopl. 
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SAWX FINAL C!)PY 
A: Yes* And another i'untUr t h h g  in the ndne, i f  a g r ~ r  got cn a 
01- somthhi3, and he was in. . . . Because when you went in the *, if 
You was t o  load-I remember when a t  Bafi Coal C m  the turn was 
two guys workiw together. They had t o  load forty cars. That's twenty 
ton apiece. Well, they'd start sweating fronr the firat tNng in the 
mrning and they'd sweat until noon, eat dimer, ani then t h ~ ~ l d  s w a t  
un t i l  qulttLnZ time a@n. 'ihey'd sweat a l l  day long. And i f  they was 
on a drunk or sornethhg, you could walk in that roon and that's all you 
could smell is pure alcohol. (laughter) 
Another funny thing. I f  you was worldne, beyond the last own crosscut, 
a llttle b i t  too far,  why, they called that working ahezd of air. W e l l ,  
you're worldng In a bottled up place there, end you'd have t o  leave your 
open l lght  back a t  the crosscut and get in there wlth your coat f b t  
tNng  in the mrning and fan your face out so you'd ndx that air, 
because tnat  would be a pocket of gas ln there. So i f  ycu'd fan it with 
your coat, well, then that v d d  mix it UP with and then you Wuldn't 
l ight  thls gas. And I f  you didn't very mJch your - and 
the nule driver would cane ln and W -9 that -* &Ink 
up your d r  about flve times faster than a man, You (la-ter) 
He's jus t  about drink up dll t h a t  Z k  that you had in there* just by 
h g  thls one car. ( l a W e r )  
Q: So what do you do? Fan some m when t h e  mle1s  g~ne? 
A: No, because you're active. You're slPveW and eVa'Ythln.5. That a l l  
kept it all famed out unless you got in there a l l t t l e  b i t  too deep. 
Then you couldn't--you just  had t o  stop shoat- in your face and continue 
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Before tNs edited transcript of yolr  oral  hist;or;r tapes is typed in  
f i na l  form and mde available to  researchers, we want t o  be cefi,ain that 
it is accurate and that  you are pleased with it, 
A s  you read the transcript, please keep i n  in rd  that. mst people use 
language differently when they speak in  conversation and when they c i t e .  
The s ta f f  members who worked on :{our t m s c r i p t  t r i ed  t o  r e t a in  the  spon- 
taneity and informli ty  of conversation but a t  the same time mke yow words 
clear  t o  the reader. You may feel a l i t t l e  uncomfortable and surprised by 
the way your words look, but please res i s t  the tenptat.ion t o  " f i x  up" what 
you said. 
What we want you t o  do is this:  
1. F i l l  i n  w.y blanks. Because of' background noise or  lack of far:dl- 
i a r i t y  with tkle subject matter we may have been unable t o  hem or 
recognize some words. If so, we have left a blank, Write on 2 
separate sheet of paper if you need mre space, but be sure t o  
identify each separate sheet with the t ranscr ipt  page rimer. If 
. there is  mre than one blank on the page, t e l l  us which blank you 
a.m. Mlling. 
2. . Pay special attention t o  the spelling of the names of people and 
places and of technical tcm?~.  We have t r i ed  t o  be accurate, but 
make any necessary corrections. 
3. If you discover that  you made a mistake in t;he interview-that Y( 
gave a m n g  m, an incorrect date o r  place-please mke  that  
correction. 
4. Clarify any sentences we have made notes about i n  the  lef t  d 
&Pin, use a swU'ate sheet of paper i f  you need m r e  space. If 
y @ ~ i  wish t o  expand upon something you said, o r  change it a ,= 
t o  make it clem, do so. 
5. If you stmngly feel that  som information should not appear in the 
f inal  COPY, indicate on the transcript mt should be deleted- 
6 -  As YOU review each page, please \;rite y o u  initials at the botton 
t o  indicate that  YOU have approved it. 
We have enclosed an explanation of the ~ ~ 0 1 s  used by our editors* 
should help You understand the changes we've mde i n  t he  t ranscr ipt .  If have arOr questions, do c a l l  US a t  (telephone nmep).  
We'm pleased with the transcript 's content. We a p p ~ c i a t e  YOU tm 
time t o  see that it is a c c m t e ,  and hooe vrnl'll be pleased with the fir'' 
product . 
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IP. DISSEMINATING ORAL HISTORY 
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Collecting and processhg oral history is a vi tal  and a gratifying 
experience. But a cabinet of tapes and a shelf of transcripts is only 
a stock of curiosities unless patrons-both actual and potential-how 
that  it exists,  know what it contains, and know how to  gain access t o  
its inforrration. Only with such dissemination and accessibility can 
Your Collection be considered historical resource material. 
~ ~ e m i n a t i n g  oral history t o  the pubUc consists of: 
(1) serving actual users by pmdu~ing such cUStararY finder's 
aids as the index, table of contents and catalog to pmvlde a c a n p ~ -  
hensive retrieval system, and 
(2) R e a m  the public by providing infoI'IE3tion about Your 
collection in reference and bibliographic WO*, placing your collection 
within convenient reach of potential usem, and ~ u b x c i z m  the 
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STEP SEVEN: SERVING USERS 
Having prepared your transcripts in final fom, it is tenpting t o  
feel yow. job is done. You have ca@t for history a d e s  of intep 
views with people Whose historical i n f o m t i m  d&t 0th- be 
m c o f i e d .  mt in i tself is inportant, but yam col&ctim of 
m"JMirs is useless unless those who rred Y- fnfomtim flnd itg 
Cmcem about accessibility can be allievlated through such 
c o m q  pub-- m&ures as pmviding tables of' wrP 
tents, index swi l l a t  
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least your material m x e  accessible within y o u  oral  history 
center. 
IndexLng your colleetiol is a three-part process consisting of: 
(1) the indexing of interview (tape) contents. 
(2) the indexing of transcripts, 
(3) the indexlng of an entire oral history collection i n  a 
card catalog. Each of these may stand alone as a finder's aid, but 
used in conjunctian with the others provides a ccanprehemiw system 
of mtrieval which mst facilitates the researcher' s/userf s task. 
I n d m  Tapes 
The first of this three-part system is the indexing of the t- 
thenselves an the Interview Contents sheet. This was pr~viously 
discussed i n  detail  m pages 38-39 . Ccarposed by the interviewer 
as imnediately after tb  intemriew as possible, the Interview Coartmts 
sheet is n m i b l e  for arv oral history p-. Because the 
Interview Contents descriptions tule a c c w e d  by indicat la  of 
tape tirne, it is possible to  
~m'i.ll perspective on the in** 
vlew-what t o i c s  inportant personal and place names are 
mentioned- P m m ,  because of budget and pers-1 l i nd t a t i a  
be with h a w  the tape as the m h e d  product. For 
tM, this ~ * ~ e w  (htents sheet would be a satisfactory flnberfs 
mi* because it at least eUndmtes a m m p t s  having t o  u s t e n  
t o  an ent* tape for usable infomtion. 
Ihe fO1l- p w  C a w  tw0 saple I n t m m  &tents sheets- 
*% - -" -, a 
 re^- tk effects of * 
mn=-Ql cn ~ O U S  se@ns 
m tape. 
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ClTmnm ccm'mrs 
NARRADR'S NIVE Town&. Anna b ~ ) p  
TAPE 1 3  I 
ma SUIUEICPS 
I 
oo -- to a 1. co G e t b  MJIS IIW shml  
IU e&m ti , $sr 
0s to033. uo&/ 
- -< & 
4. Spa* dtess 
2 
a; , to /G5 .  
IL  1' 6.  tadla (1 kahol ord y P r d r ; b + ~ a ' ~  
&to=?. /&be- A & 0 
8. wotkiL 61 epr, rn-4 b Sl'dc r 
oo -- t o 0 ~ 9 .  woe r ent. at. 
6s 0 7  lo.+ bad t6 bdt W u l g  
4 
0 to 6 l.gemcm3 eppl-histarg 
-- 
6 21 2. patients in 
21 m25 3. chane;es In a~eratims 
--
25 30 4. ploductim 
hf rhR ~IucfACes 
3 to40 7. mresm*s e m s  m Ja- -Itdl 
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Indexing Transcripts 
If your p m g m   ha^ t m c r i p t s  typed in final fom, s m  f k t h e r  
steps In wldng your oral history material accessible can be taken. 
Fbr swll collectiols and short interviews, an abb~v ia t ed  form of 
transcript index, a table of contents, be a suf'f'icient help for 
researchem. It niy be qufte general in nature, pointing out what 
Is Wque about a m i r  and the mrin subjects discussed in i t s  dialogue. 
A quick glance a t  this lntmductory page can give the researcher at 
least som idea of the d o c ~ t f s  value and on what several pages t o  
look. 
Patient recreation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  pages 1 - 5 
Brployf3e conditions m . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  pages 5 - 6 
Patient recreation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .pages 6 - 9 
Hospital farm . . . . . . . . a m . . . . . . .  pages g - 10 
Epidendcs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  pages 12 - 13 
Recreation and wlunteer pmgram . a . . m . . .  pages 14 - 17 
I 
A Of c- W follow my f-t mch s- mst helpful 
and clear for usem. 
SQUE pm-, thia news an e d  
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If your p w p m  con- lengthy m i m ,  a 1-r collection, 
or has mre lesources available, you should corrider preparing an index 
t o  appear at the end of each fYnal-typed tmnscrlpt. It is Inportant 
in planning a transcript indexing system to begin to  think of your 
individual transcripts primarily as parts of your collection. Thou& 
sepamtely prepared, transcript Indexes should be ccnpiled so as t o  
form the basis for  flrture indexing of your entire collection into a 
card catalog. Transcripts cover nany different subjects, and e m  
those which discuss the same subjects often .do so f3xun different angles, 
t o  different extents and with varying de- of G i v e n  the 
inconsistent d e w s  of bportance placed On the subjects m%klcmed, 
it would seem a difficult task to  bring continuity to  y w  &Ire 
collection. 'And i% is probably caily perspective to  be 
gained by one person working w i t h  all your transcripts tbat the neces- 
sary relative j-nts can be lnade and a cObSipe indexing sptem 
Tirne and personnel Ilmitatians will be fact- in deciding whether 
dlphabetical indexes of m r  mntioned in the WF- 
vlews. m m  is aver t h e m d t s  of-- which 
fa- an of naES b e u r n  that M- I . ea l l ~e  
they rmst M an entin? inma~ to lget mm of 
historical s o m e  and the mteXt of i t 8  hfOlYlE3tiCZl. Indeed, ~CX'Q- 
film C o ~ t i ~  of Anrerica - t o t h i s a p p l l o a c h , = ~ b e  
discussed on pacses 181 - 184. 
lmich ~ & n g  cn Wth a proper mm and subject 
basis feel that c suoh a -
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colprehensive s y s t n  saves the researcher's t i m  and energy, especially 
with long mnoirs. They believe that the more concise and detailed 
the retrieval systen, the greater the number of people who w i l l  be en- 
co- to  use their oral history material. And that, for them, is 
the reward in all of this-gtxater ease of accessibility. Researchem 
aFe Kh to  ep 0Ut of their  way to imrestigdte mter ia l  that they 
CmnOt a t  least quickly detemdne to be of sm value to  their  work. 
?herefore, to save ordl history material fYom @thering dust and to  
e n c m  l.esemchem to use this still unconventional source of his- 
torical Wonoation, every attenpt m s t  be made to  mke it as available 
and easy to  use as more cmvehtimal resources. 
HOW do you p m w  an index for an oral history transcript? It 
is not a s-le task. l b u @ ~  .there are saane inportant general guide- 
ms, e m b e  will nainly thmugh practice. To get s- idea 
of the variety of ~ t h o d s  used, ycu nd@t flnd Indexes and I n d e w  
by Fbbert Collison to be helpful reading. 
W an I n f o ~ t i ~  retrieval system is set up w i l l  depend to  
a Wt extent You rule aMYliated w i t h  a library. If SO, 
md If Y m  r e s o n s  am to be available tm their facilities 
the same basis as theh, they probably want you t o  adopt their 
ensupe c0nt-W for usem. If, cn the other bnd, you are set UP 
-pendently as an O m  center, you a ~ e  t o  decide upc" 
a system of rill be mart wo-le for y m  program. 
~ ~ ~ ~ s ~ *  ~f8ubJ@~th-- in c -bya l  
m-ess so 3% m d  be ri4e to  e m  tb roll- mf-ce ba 
t o s e e t h e m  
crlpt1Ve syst-• b e 8  des 
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-Subject Hea- Used In the Dictionary Catalog of the Library 
of Congress, edited by Wrgueril.t~ Quattlebauni 
4 a r s  List of Subject Headiw, edited by Barbara Westby 
-Cross-Reference Index, A Subject Heading Wde, edited by Thams 
v. A t k i n s  
Congaxed with the Library of Congress list, the Sears list is rmch 
shorter and sinpler i n  both type and n-r of scape notes. Its in- 
structions for the use of key headings am easy to understand, and 
this system would undoubtedly p m  adequate for h o l m  the size of 
most om1 history collections. 
The Clloss-Reference Index l is ts  subject h~dhgs  fram six saurces: 
(1) Library of Cagmss, which is used i n  catalogs of unl- 
versities and research libraries 
(2) -9 Sears which is used in catalogs of schools and public 
(3) ?he Readers' Guide to Periodical ~~~, an U e x  
listing of popular, m-cal, and a few scholarly 
mgadnes in mmy fields 
(4) The New Yo& Tlmes Index, usem far current events and 
up-to-date statistical l n f ~ t i a ?  
(5) Public Affairs I n f m t l m  Senrlce Willetin, an ir&x of 
c m t  boolcs, panphlets, p e r i o d i d  and other m t e m  
dealing with e c d a  and N f i c  affblm 
(6) ~usiness Perfodical Index, a list of articles &m selected 
periodicals d w  a h  e e - ,  -9 -t W 
taxation amng other subjects. 
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~t is thus a go& guide to use to C- diffemnt orientations and 
begin to feel which t e r n  will relate best to  Your subject IEltter* If 
part, of yam collection is a series of in te rv im on art or  le@ 
histow, you mgr also need to  consult a speciuved art or  index 
t o  Mnd the roost accurate terndnolow to use. 
You nay want to  folluw one of these s y s t m  str ict ly,  o r  you W 
flnd that a conbination of the Ubrary of Cmgess, Sears and others, 
for instance, seem fhsher or more appropriate and workable fo r  the 
oral history f o m t .  Ms really mt be an ongoing decision, 
which is hard to  W e  before actually begLnning the indexkg process. 
What is inportant is that the tenrs you select should be usable, cut+ 
rent, and pertinent to  your subject matter. 
You m ~ t  flrst read an entire transcript for pempectlve. The 
Interview Contents sheet will prove helpflil in this 00, though it 
cannot be relied upon to  supply a thorn@ picture of an interview. 
Once YOU have mad an entire interview a have a feel for its 
m-*t~ You Should sit d m  with a box file of blank 3 by 5 h c h  
whic be subdivided alphabetically as needed, and begin to  
the wdpt. Mtke note of p-r -s which 
- ascmsed, as in the fouowirg s m l e  transcript 
*- * lalY33 per card and indicate at least  
the s-re each card. such a precaution 
fi especially -ant * ycu are m- a t h  several transcripts 
a n d ~ ~ ~ ~ - t o - - t h e f u I n x  of mOLIS -s -.
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a 
Dr. FaWh A. Lee 58 
ourselves a lovely hut 
Captain Thmas, who IS E m ,  - pg. 58 
W i l l l a r n s ,  who I s  practl 
Green Island, Blsrmrck AI"chSp@lagP - pg. 58 
country, and that Is Captain Lemel Pem. To tbse  who do mt reco@rlze 
this name, Captain Perm is the offlcer who WU shDt Qrrn In Oeargla 
d u .  the late 1950's as he was going back to hi8 hare In -, 
af ' terhakbgattendedak- .  H e - s h o t a s h e m a l o n g t h e  
highway, by scane e t e  pecple wtro -4 did it no ather 
than the fact that they hated black people. It WU vny sad w b n  I 
learned of this, and the country felt verg 8- It. He a 
socfologLst and was a p r h d P e l  of a W Washingtan, D- C. 
In fact, ff you w i l l  d Ginmar American W m ,  W tdJ..l 
iYnd Captain Perm's neme in the fknt  as One of the cahributolg to this 
book. 
AS I- ~~ttinginnlpm eday  on^^^, I@atelcp)*ne 
a, a it d d  t ~ t  wac tm a  ma^ om- dm at Jr .illxl+ 
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If' you also plan to index the subjects presented i n  an interview, 
it is easiest tabegln with relatively gpmral subject h-. It 
is wise t o  use a separate card to note each heading and its page re- 
ferences. Jot dam enough about one discussion of a subject that you 
will be able t o  distinguish it others; it is plleferable t o  go 
back la te r  and shorten a heading to rmke it mre concise. This is 
a t-cans- process, but you will at  least be able t o  save your- 
self  a second intensive reading by adequately identFfying various 
subjects a t  first. Once you have settled upon a transcript's g e n d  
subject he-, your task is to identify the ms t  appropriate, m s t  
concise descriptors possible, to  be used i n  the final index of the 
transcript. The more pa@;e references which accurmlate a f t e r  an overly 
genemlized entry, chances are the less usem it w i l l  be. 
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In the following e-le, the bottan card obvimly gives a 
me valuable picture of the different aspects of educatim discussed 
in me  transcript . 
&t you, as indexer, m s t  be careful not to  becom a prLsoner of the 
Subject headinpa you have chosen. If the d histca~ p r o m  is 
h t e r v i d n g  various educators, the above s y s m  of concise headin@ 
EDUCATION - - 24-27, 32, 36, 40-44, 49-52 
a s  s-. H m r ,  if the series of intf3ViewS V E E  conducted within 
a black e t y ,  it is likely that the issue of discrirrdnation is 
of that it should be a d . n  subJect heading. m f i e d  
1 I I , .  that case. YW index ca* md have to be 
l.0 tnorv accurvtely refle~ o m  in the t m c r i p t ,  as on the  
\ 
next 
7 
C.T. 
k 
r 
EDUCATION, 
Religious 24-27 
Religious - curriculum 32,36 
Medical 40-44 
Discrimination 49-52 
C.T. 
0 
. 
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2iubdivisior-B of an extensive subject should be kept consistentu 
within the sanr! level of classification. Scone cammn ways to sub- 
divide are fWS'WMcdlly, ~ o l o g l c a l l y ,  and by more speciflc t ~ i c s *  
e x w l e ,  if a rXWEltOl? ~ ~ ~ C U S S ~ S  his early educatim in a Meldcan 
village and his Saseqmt  1- problem while continuing school 
in T e r n ,  the fan* tats Should logically be noted. Wit in 
this -nt, they would only c-e sunem trying to use the 
index. 
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The point of view must be consistent. E trr.,,ter -nt would t le:  
.--.--- .-- . 
. -.- -. 
EDUCATION 
Mexico 
Elementary 
Texas 
English vemus Spanish language 
While this is not vitally inportant when p m w  pmllndnary suwect 
cards, it should be kept ln ndnd so that final hde- can be nith 
the least  w u n t  of revision and re~ading.  
The key concept in indexing a transcript is thus to mlntain a 
discrirrdnating eye. A lmg index look inpm~sipe but be t~Ml.ly 
Useless. Researchers w i l l  be l00klng for fhSh ir;f~rmatiO% 
of substance about a particular sect, P e m ,  P w  or event So 
it is not necessary ar even desirable t o  c~rq,ile n?femCes to such 
detailed &stances as the fo11cwing: 
4 
9: What can you tell us is your opWm and your personal 
view of N o m  Thanas? 
A: I t h w t  he was a pretty rdee m. I voted for him all 
the time. I voted for Debs and I think he was the f%mt 
.c- 
one I voted for. Oh yes, see W dad to get the 
&peal t o  &asm vd i s ak ld .  I w a s e m t o t h e  
social is t  paper as a Y- 14, A l a t  of thin&s that I I 
there m 
, -- 
pod ser ne and 1 
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Ftefemnces to  Norman lhnaa and Eugene Debs would not be necessary. m y  
would only take up a researcher's t h e ,  not glw hlnher  anything of 
infomtianal value i n  return. 
When you haw nade decisim about the plaper ~mes and subject 
hea- to  be included in the index of a transcript, you should IF* 
them w l t h  t-t to any cmSs-refemnces, particularly SEE references, 
which rrdgbt be necessary because of duplication. For an index of the 
depth needed for mst oral history transcripts, few cross-references 
will have to  be included. It is mstly in  cases *=..a choice between 
two nearly synonymus tern needs to be mde, as In AGRICULTURE and 
FAFUB AM) F'ATMING, that you, as hdexe?, mt be concerned wlth cross- 
referencing. You will need t o  cansider the scope of each m i r  and 
mke decisions based on the way certain words relate t o  a transcript's 
subject mtter. Besides ensurhg mol.le mcise  Indexing of a transcriPt, 
moss-mferences of this ldnd latst be worked art with an eye t o  PIX- 
cedent. Ihe *-1ogg used in one EIIDir rmst also be acceptaBle t o  
and coordirrate with that wed in  any ature ca- d- of yaur 
ent- collection. 
RP w-9 ewn t b ~ @ ~  AQUCULWFE m t  not rn too general 
to th subject matter transcript, you would want t o  use FAlW 
AND FARMING as a min heading if you anticipated that Arrther inter- 
views wmitd be mnducted wfiich ~Flmullg. discu8sed other espects 
of e c u l t = s  such as --ln&.3 lemm gmvas or om- or 
other mm specific fhcet~ of agr lcu~tm.  Y- f i x  would thus 
contain th? f o l l ~  -8: 
Rmm and 
mdm-p~. 6 -  
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Y& at this point should also W e  a decision about the wrne r  in 
which t o  index place, institution, and agency m s .  You w l l l  note, 
for  instance, that i n  the index t o  the Dale Charles Memoir that follows, 
Mxon State School, Departmnt of Mental Health and Jacksonville State 
Hospital do not ~ f e r  t o  the fact that they are associated with I l l inois .  
Because of the local nature of much oral history material, many programs 
m f e r  specifically only to  the locations of places, institutions, and 
agencies which are outside their  state or region: for example, Atlanta, 
Georgia. 
However, if the scope of your collection of memoirs is such that 
it enconpasses discussions of many widespxad places and events, specific 
locations m y  have t o  be noted consistently and a certain amount of 
repetition tolerated t o  rrdnindze confkiion for  users. 
I INDEX 
DALE CHARLES MEMOIR 
Atlanta ,  Georgia 8 
Bettag, Otto 1 
Dixon S t a t e  School 3 
Elgin S t a t e  Hospital  1,6,7 
Food Manager, du t i e s  of 4,10 
I l l i n o i s  Securi ty  Hospital 1 
Jacksonvil le  S t a t e  Hospital 4,11,12 
Master Menu Plan 3 
Mental Health, Department of 1 
Mentally retarded 3,4,5 
Pa t i en t s ,  as employees 5,6 
decrease i n  number of 11,12 
and t h e i r  r e l a t i ons  d t h  s t a f f  7,13,14 
Publ ic  Safety, Departmnt of SEE Mental Hed th ,  Departmnt of  
S t a t e  Hospi tal  farms 8 
Uniforms, s t a f f  9,10 
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mce you settled on the win subject headinps You -1 use in 
an index, they b e c m  essentially p e m n t  and must be used in a r ~ ,  
other transcripts indexed and in the p r e w t i o n  of a card cat.alog of 
your entire collection. One mans of ensuring continuity i n  termi- 
nology from one index t o  another and t o  an eventual card catalog is 
to canpile a Subject Heading Control List, often called an Authority 
n l e  . This is an alphabetical amangm?nt of subject headings, their  
-
subdj.Visians and cross-references, and the form of P T r  rnms you 
have decided t o  use. 
An Authority File is part  of an intenzal tracing system, t o  be used 
by the oral history staff. It is different and separate from an actual 
card catalog in  that no specific mmirs a~ detailed. It shpu m&es 
possible a quick review of the headings used in ccmpleted indexes when 
you undertake fhther cataloging projects, and helps t o  e-te the 
addition of terms which be contradictory or  superfluous. If you 
have a very SEdl couecticn OF want t o  M t  tk depth of your in- 
d e m  t o  only the subjects of o m  history transcripts,  a t@ 
list Of heaw W be Sufficient. Otherwise, a card fLle 
which can be and Wmted is mst p m c t i a .  
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Indexing Your Collection 
When a memoir has been indexed, you w l  11 pmt):ibly bc frurliliar 
enough with the process of transcript; dissection that moving on to 
establish a ca-talog and shelf Us t  of oral history transcripts w i l l  not 
be difficult. 
Programs with lirrdted resources or mill collections may find that 
a sheaf or  notebook catalog w i l l  adequa'cely serve thei r  users. A sheaf 
or notebook catalog lists,  alphabetically by narratorst mms, the 
i n l x ~ e w s  in  y m  collection. This is done in looseleaf form and is 
like a c a d  catalog except that pages are inserted in  binders instead 
of cards in It should include enough information t o  steer a 
researcher in the right direction: a t  least the m a t o r t  s nam and the 
focus of H s h r  interview, the length of the interview in  pages and 
hours, and the btervl.ewts status (whether usage is restricted) 
data can be pulled fmn a transcriptts prtface page, the Interview 
Contents sheet, and the pmcesshg section of the lntemriew Data Sheet 
m ~ r ,  if YOU are continuing to add mirs t o  collection, this 
looseleaf dl.te=tive is pmbably not the mst m l e .  ?he added ex- 
Peme of P m a s -  files for a card catalog will prove worthuhile, %- 
you can then mom e m i l ~  keep pace with an expanding couection. 
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OR -K CATAI& 
0 Chapin, Lucille Hall (1890 - ) 
A native of cent- Illinois describes her cNldhood and 
-; 
-*WW; ~*-cs- - -0 tsactian. 
Project : Springfield fit- 
I~temrlewed by Bobbe Hemdm 3-22-73 
Tem: Open 
Length: 30lldnutes 
15 Pages 
Charles, Dele (1914 - 1 
Meticlan at t.he J a c k s m e  State Hospital, JaclcMmrlllc, Illincds 
discusses develaprrent of mter mnu proe~gm for the Illinois DeparG 
mnt of Ikntz l  Health; changes in food services; fiUl&g, di&Uy 
building, patient response to dietary practices. 
Intennewed by Fbdger Stmitaatter 1 O - W  
Terw: open 
Length: 30ndnute8 
13 pages 
Qmnladg, XI& (1924 - 
A ~ s ~ ~ ~ t e ~ h i s ~ ; ~ b ~ ; ~  
w; thpe o c c u p a t ~ ,  - -* J-• 
--; mcuaticn to Phiuppines; mted tiatlam - 
work; resettlement in tk Wted stam. 
mject: Nick QmnicrPdgr-- 
~ n - b y m -  W a d - * m  
3 mn5: opal LenEm l5- 
212 - 
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A narrator card catalog set up-  in  a lnit card fonmt, similar to 
the  exanple below, is strongly reommended because of f t s flexibility. 
Cantrall ,  Evans E. (1884 - ) I 
Retired insurance executive and farmer r e c a l l s  e a r l y  
family l i f e ,  schooling; experiences as ho r se  wrangler  
i n  Wyoming; ear ly  business ca i ee r  i n  Sp r ing f i e ld ;  
race r i o t  of 1908; Home Guard and WW I; r e t u r n  t o  
insurance business as  president of Northwestern Mutual. 
L i fe  of Milwaukee; land acquis i t ion ;  farm superv is ion  
and philosophy; growth of Farm Bureau; conservat ion.  
I Project :  Henard County Interviewed by Elizabeth Canterbury 10-22, 23- 7 3 1 
Terms: Open 0 Length: 3 hours  
87 pages 
- - .  -.- . .- - - - -. . - 
Because you have indexed your mmoirs, you have already established 
official headings and a m  fatdlbr enough with the contents of the 
t-crl~ts to quickly conpose brief surrmaries of them for their wLt 
cards. 
A catalog in f3-d~ 3 by 5 inch f o m t  would have your interviews 
arranged -habetically by narratorst m s .  A maxirmrm amount of 
concise inf01mati0n can be put on these t o  provide users ath a 
specific idea of Which tapes O r  transcripts U l  be of value t o  them 
Cats to be recorded should include: 
(1) -torts in hverted fom, s m  first. 
-tor's birthdate and date of death, e n  a,pUcable* 
(2) A bEakdm of the War topics d i s cwed  dlnlng the 
fld written in  a t e l e e c  s1 
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eliminating a l l  but the NgNi@tc of t h e  discussion. It should h a p c l r ~  
with an ident 1 Blw phrase about t he nnrmt.or, ptvtnpa hls /h .~-  I 1  t ' ~ l o ~ ~ :  
occupation or connection with the n-sin subject discussed, 1 .e. ,  Why 
he/she was interviewed. Folladng this should be noted each mjor  topic 
discussed. Brevity is all-inportant. What is d e s M  here is a short 
biographical sketch--experiences of the narrator and events to which 
he/she was witness that make the internew valuable historleal material. 
Member of Progressive Mine Workers union discusses  c o a l  
mining and union wars i n  c e n t r a l  and southern I l l i n o i s ;  
J o h n  L. Lewis and the  United Mine Workers; marches on 
M u l k e y t m  and Taylorvi l le ;  Easter  Sunday, 1935 shoot ing;  
ambush a t  Peer less  Mine. Col la te ra l  mater ia l .  
Radio announcer na r ra tes  e a r l y  l i f e  and i n t e r e s t  i n  radio;  
h i s t o r y  o f  WCVS and WCBS i n  Spr ingf ie ld ,  I l l i n o i s ;  Voice of 
America p rogram;  Spr ingf ie ld  f i r e s ;  progranrming; c o n f l i c t  
between,WTAX and WCBS; competition; l i cens ing ;  in te rv iews  
w i t h  l o c a l  people concerning Abraham Lincoln. 
Topics can be re- their order within the in&-, especially 
chronologi&ly, to  make a mre coherent thubnail sketch for users to 
s b .  The presence of collateral mterfdl such as photo- or j o m  
rials should be mentioned, for these are often filed m k l y  horn 
tapes or  transcripts, and a =searcher w i l l  P ~ W ~ Y  i w  of 
their  eldstence wlthout such a notation* 
(3) A wfies sta-t, i.e., whether the interview in 
c o n m c t i ~  with on a ~ i c u l a r  them! ar s*Jed such as coal 
card. This 
Itapesm 
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transcripts i n  yow collection Sa" p r o w  also note whether such a 
project is carplete or still active; that is, whether other interviews 
are stil l  planned or in process. 
(4)  The interviewer's neme should be included, as well as the 
date on which the interview was cmducted. If the mmir contains mm 
than one interview, include all dates. 
(5) Terns of use are irq,ortant, i.e., whether the interview is 
open, mstricted, or closed. 
mans that the narrator has fully released hisher ri@ts 
to  the intemrlew raaterldl and =searchers my fk.ee1.y read, 
cite, and quote it. 
Restricted mans that t;he material has s w  restrictions an 
usage; that the narrator prefers not t o  be quoted o r  that 
he/she wants certain portions to re& confidential.. 
Closed I r k e r V i e w ~  are i n  mst cases not available at a l l  t o  
.researcheers for a stated period of tw, often mtil  the death 
of the narrator. 
In the case of restricted and closed internriaus, tk notations t o  that 
effect on these catalog cards should be detailed anl ~ U f l e d  0x1 the 
I n m e w  Data sheet and within the tmcllptt s p ~ f a c e  as w e l l  as 
the le@ release- Xf an interview has been transcribed, but is not 
yet in final foms such aWUficatims should be need  ~1 a sheet of 
paper attached to the f h ~ t  of the transcript. such a p ~ c a u t i o n  vdU 
th3t p w b  *ill not see the l e a  release, 
info& of restrictions an m. 
(6) Ihe 'Wh Of * h b l ? K k w .  both 
and n e r  of 
t y p e d p a e g e s b ~  
m i l  in the ntmtx!r of Pager 
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until a final copy has been typed. 
(7)  If the interview is available on micmf'iche, as niscussed on 
pages 181 - 184, that should be so pot,&. 
(8) If your oral history collection is shelved according to 
accession nLnnbers, space should be left i n  the top right hand corner or 
a t  the left lllargln for that m e r  to appear. Shelvlng systems wl l l  be 
discussed W h e r  on pages 168 - 169. 
Collateral material. 
Interviewed by 
0 Length : mins . pages 
Ihe nore infonmtion you can include on these unit m d ~ ,  tk better. 
Without a catalog of same depth, uses ~t mark on a t m m a  
search for the material they need* 
A CWEhensiue indexing sJrsm fW i l i tates use of tk collectlon. 
dWm3.ng on pf y-alsodo 
their best t o  catalog men mbt:~ known as 
Lnancid 
mews t 
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a ::& J Q C ~  catalop. Researchers lnvcstigating a s~leclfic subJ cct 
rather than a narrator's nam will f i nd  it more dimct to  begin in this 
section of the card catalog, particularly in  oral history collections 
that cover many subjects and contain many interviews. 
Again, if your collection is t o  be housed i n  a library which wishes 
you to use their cataloging system, be sure to  follcw thei r  guidelines. 
H O ' W e r ,  Ff You on y m  awn and fre6' t o  develop your own infor- 
mation retrieval system, here are same points which you should consider. 
t 
Small collections my want to ccrmpile ,a dictimary card catalog, 
in which W n  entry (narrator) and subjeci cards are interf l led in  one 
alphabet. !Ibis setup has been traditionally used in American libraries 
and is familiar to pa tms .  Ihe principal drawback is that as i ts  size 
increases, so does the t* needed by a user t o  thorn- investigate 
the h o l m  on a particular subject. 
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A (;,w of Cads Filed Alphab(.tically by Line 153 
3.n a u i c t i o ~ ~ ~  &taoC: 
b - 
7 
Pleasant Plairu, I l l ino la  resident di.cuasu -tab- 
lishment of tha t  d i s t r i c t ' s  school lunch prowam: 
his tory,  equipaent, purchase of food. g m r n r n t  
surplus; eupervl8ion. Collateral mmteri.1. 
C 
BEARDSTOWN, ILLINOIS 
Easley,G.C.,(1901- 
Eqloyee  of I l l i n o i s  Bell Telephone d1-m a r l Y  
family l i f e  and schooling; em~1-t with telwh- 
company a s  operator. lineman. service-; work durinl  . 
d 
k t e r ,  Ivan 
Longtime resfdent of Cams County. I l l i n o i s  namat- 
personal  recol lect ions and county h u t o w ;  fimt 
S e t t l e r s ;  ra i l roads ;  Civ i l  War; ~ c h ~ l s .  
Project :  Local Hlmto- 
I n t a t a w e d  by Marjorie Taylor 2-6-73 4 
Te-: 0p.n bngth: 30 
nic rof t lm 22 P W  
0 
- * 
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C a r d  catalogs divided according to  author, t i t l e  and subject are 
also ccannn, especially in  larger libraries. Such an arrangwent make 
it easier t o  search for a subject and its subdivisions since there azle 
no interruptions by m l a t e d  cards. 
Oral history raaterial is most efficiently categorized i n  only two, 
not three ways : author (narrator) and subject. The catalog should be 
ccslplete and detailed enough to itemize t h o r o w  what you have in 
your holdings and yet not be so c q l i c a t e d  or  overly detailed that a 
researcher mst waste his/her tim or became lost.  It should be d e t e r  
mined a t  this point whether the catalog w i l l  cantah  sufficient inform- 
ation t o  ensure easy, unassisted use or whether a staff person 
need t o  be present to  interpret data and answer questions. A self-help 
catalog should really be self'-explanatory or  have a s e t  of users' 
instructions nearby. If the term of s m  le@ releases s t ipulate  that 
certain naterial be restricted or closed, a staff p e m ~  raay be n e c e s m e  
Try t o  es t imte  who your users w i l l  be and t a i l o r  your card catalog so 
that it will be mst workable for them. 
If your office has akeady ccarpiled indexes for m v l d u a l  tranScfipts' 
the task of putting together a subject card catalog all not be dif- 
ficult .  The Sam descrlptom should be enployed. me subject h e a m  
should be coordinated with the t ransmpt  index h e a w  by means of an 
authority file- A user can then quiw identify which trarscdpts 
discuss the s b j e c t s  is re=-, t- the trsnscriptfs index, 
and find the speciflc pages he/* needs. 
If you have * PFevi-b -xed your transcripts, subject 
cataloging can st= t 
d similar t o  that desc*€ 
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m pages 132 - 144. but without worry- about page mfemnces. F!ucl~ 
of the information needed to catalog a transcript by s~ldJcct c:n he 
glewed frcon the synopsis of the interview an the unit card. Lbt them 
is no guarantee that a unit c a d  summary cmtains all toptcs which 
should be included in a subject catalog. A lnit card does not p m d e  
much mom, and saoe inportant subJects or related wltlorrd nwR, W 
have necessarily been left out. 
k c r f p t s  themselves should be read for such perspedive and notes 
mde about the topics of discmsim, as shown the next 
YOU, as cataloger, should work d t h  t k s e  d j ~ t  notes and decide 
the form for them wfiich you feel should be officially 'd 3.n indew 
and cataloging. i he n- of transcript devoted to  Mllous sub- 
jects, as indicated in the -*' s index, is also a he4Ptll =- of 
tb *me , e& gub~ect can be usecl in deciding a c h  s u b j e t s  
L 
Bunch, Charles (1902 - 1 
Member of Springfield black comrrmnity diecussee h i e  
f a the r ' s  r i s e  from slavery; Civi l  War s t o r i e s ;  family 
l i f e ;  educational discrimination; Springfield neigh- 
borhoods; blacks and school a th le t ice ;  ra i l road jobs; 
poetry; work f o r  f ive  Secretaries of State;  black 
representat ion i n  s t a t e  government; Depression; dress  
and clothing; gambling; Emancipation Day celebrat ions 
Project :  Black Comaunity 
Interviewed by Rev. N. 
T e r m  : Open Length: 5 hours 
158 pages 
4 
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You my *el& the Rwles Bunch unit  card should appeu. d e r  the 
Polloving kadi:iSj b. a subject catalog: 
Railroads 
Blacks and Pol i t ics  
Blacks and Discrindnation 
&pression 
m c i p a t i c m  Day 
Clothing and Dress 
An authorltv fLle of these t-, thn be start&, as disc~sse 
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on pages 144  - 145. 
Them are three relatively easy ways to index your oral history 
collection f o r  a subject card catalog. 
(1) The unit card system can be used t o  pmvide a basis for  
multiple entries for  an ora l  history transcript. Make as mqy duplicates 
of the basic unlt card as needed to  have one for each subject heading 
which is appropriate for tha t  memoir. Each appmriate  subject heading 
is then typed above (overtyped) the m h  entry-the rm'rator's name--at 
the top of one of these duplicate cards. That becms  a subject catalog 
card. 
Below is s h m  the unit card for the John Keith m i r .  You w i l l  
find, on the next page, copies of the series of cards nade f'mn it fo r  
use i n  a subject catalog. Each subject underlined on the a t  card 
below has been overtyped an a duplicated card and has becam an of f lc la l  
subject heading. 
,- 
Keith, John (1894 - 1 1 
Lifelong cen t r a l  I l l i n o i s  f a m r  r eca l l s  ea r ly  l i f e ,  
sho r t  schooling; canning, preserving; going t o  town; 
schoolhouse a s  center of soc ia l  area; ea r ly  f e r t i l i z e  
corn plant ing with one-row planter;  Cbris tms;  =king 
sorghum, hominy; marriage, s t a r t i n g  own farm; Depres- 
s ion;  butchering; home r e n d i e s .  doctors. funerals.  
-
rs; 
1 Project :  Fatntng 1 
i I n t e n d w e d  by Man A m  Mllon  4-24-74 T e r m :  Open 0 Length: 90 mins . 52 pages 
Archives/Special Collections, Norris L Brookens Library, University of Illinois at Springfield
I MEDICINE Keith, John (1894 - ) 
Keith, John (1894 - 1 
Lifelong cent ra l  I l l i n o i s  farwr r e c a l l s  e a r l y  l i f e  , I 
DEPRESSION 
Keith, John (1894 - 1 
Lifelong central  I l l i n o i s  farmer r e c a l l s  e a r l y  l i f e ,  ( 
I 1 
CANNING AND PRESERVING 
Keith, John (1894 - 1 
Lifelong cent ra l  I l l i n o i s  farmer r e c a l l s  e a r l y  l i f e  , 
short schooling; canning, preserving; going t o  tm; 
r 
BUTCHERING 
Keith, John (1894 - 1 
Lifelong cent ra l  I l l i n o i s  farmer r e c a l l s  e a r l y  l i f e ;  
short  schooling; canning, preserving;  going t o  town; 
schoolhouse a s  center of s o c i a l  a r ea ;  e a r l y  f e r t i l i z e r  
corn planting with one-row p lan te r ;  Christmas; making 
Sorghum, hominy; marriage; s t a r t i n g  own farm; &pree' 
ston; butchering; home remedies, doc tors ,  f m e t a l s o  
-I Project : Farming 
Intervimed by Mary Ann Dil lon  4-24-74 
Terms: Open 
0 Length: 90 d n s 0  52 pages 
Archives/Special Collections, Norris L Brookens Library, University of Illinois at Springfield
(2) A variation of the unit card systcm cntall:~ mct~ Uw :;rums 
dupllcatlng pmcedure, but has the appropriate subject. hcncilwy typed 
m&r on oversized guide cards. Fbr irkance, the subJect ha- 
BANtrS AND F3ANKlNG may be typed m a guide card; lrrmediately following 
it in the f i le  would be, alphabetically mmged, duplicated unlt cards 
Of a l l  Upse -irs which ~ c u s a  that subject. 
I Schaefer, Maxine K. (1916 - 1 
r 
BANgs m B m c m G  
&SO specific banks under place -8 
0 d 
- 
w 
d 
Archives/Special Collections, Norris L Brookens Library, University of Illinois at Springfield
In this setup, the subject hea-: will be more o b v h ) ~ ;  a n 1  t ? ~ ~  1 l y  fhurrl 
because of the divlsfals crvated by the ove~sizcd guldc cmi::. ISI 
additlm, it is recmnded  that you type these hca- i r l  all c q l t a l  
letters, as do most libraries. 
(3) If duplicatim is too expensive for  your oral history pm&ram, 
the subject guide card c~1cept  can still p m  mrkable. Onlz the names 
of the narrators whose interviews explore those subjects need be l isted 
alphabetically, either dbectly on the guide card or  pmfembly on 
separate cards follawing the a d e  card. 
I BANKS AND BANKING I 
SEE ALSO epecific banks under place names 
Bet t inghaus , George 
Bret z , Geraldine 
Bunn, George W.,  Jr. 
Bunn, Willard 
Schaefer, Maxine K.  
Schaefer, Maxine K- 
= ~ ~ W C I N G  
.pacific banks under phce  naps 
Archives/Special Collections, Norris L Brookens Library, University of Illinois at Springfield
Such a subject card catalog would have to be used In clwe cmjunctlon 
with the basic narrator catalog and would entail a 1-r pmedun* 
for users, who nust flip back and forth between the files to  flnd what 
they need. Adding new nanres to existing lists would also p m  tedious. 
For of these t h x e  mthods, it is important that tb unit card 
carries, on the back, a md of all subject entrle8 mtde for that 
mir. This makes it easier to retrace your cataloghg steps any time 
it should be necessary--to reclassify or transfer an entry to  a new 
heading. See the exanple below. 
Keith, John (1894 - 1 I 
Lifelong central I l l inois  farmer recalls early l i f e ;  
short schooling; canning, preserving; going t o  town; 
~choolhouse as center of social area; early f e r t i l i -  
zers; corn planting with one-raw planter; Christmas; 
making sorghum, , 
sion; butchering 
BUT(zmu.NG 
Project : Fannin CANNING AND PRESERVING 
DEPRESSION 
~ n h e d e w e d  by W FARMS AND FARMING 
MEDICINE 
Terare: Open 
h d s e  and accurate subject -t. FW" to 132 - 145 
fbr subject c a t r r l m *  
Archives/Special Collections, Norris L Brookens Library, University of Illinois at Springfield
Another aspect of pleparlng the catalog is initiating a workable set 
of cross-refe~mes. The use of SEE and SEE ALSO eliminates a lot of 
duplication of term and should lead the user along a path of subject 
headine;s and related words d h c t l y  to the unit cards of the transcripts 
Which will be of value to  him/her. It is important t o  keep in ndnd who 
your users will  be, what key words they would be likely to  use when 
looking for certain informtion. When there is a choice W n g  several. 
s y n m  or closely llelated wands, this my be the only consideratian 
which can help yau decide between them. 
A SEE reference tells a user to look under an equivalent main term 
because the subJect h e w  he/she has chosen isn't used in the catalog. 
It says, "Nothing here; look as in: 
PUBLIC OPINION POLLS 
Cook, Nimrod (1904 - 1 
Vice President of the Cameron Marketing 
- sumer buying habits I 
GALLUP POW I control s y s  terns ; I e lec t ion  ;eault~ ; 
PUBLIC OPINION POUS 
19-72 
: 90 d n ~  
56 pages 
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A aSE AISO reference @ves subject h e a m  for corx.esponding, out+ 
panable and related mterial in the :a\? cstaliy. W~dr ~ v f t ~ t v t h ~ s  :ut8 
put in alphabetical order, if mre than one, and lead to mm spec1 l'lc 
aspects of the min tern, as for ewnple: 
FARM BUREAU I I 
------ 
BUTCHERING 
HORTICULTURE 
FARMS AND FARMING 
'Ihe SEE ALSO reference is also a generdl infoml~tion =femme. It 
Keith, John (1894 - 1 
reca l l s  early l i f e ,  
ing; going t o  town; 
=fern the user ~ r o m  a g;eneral subject to  t h e ~ c F f Y c  of' m c h  
it is conposed, as in: 
r 
BANKS AND BANKING This reference system 
SEE 'ALSO Can save space and ell- 
i s p e c i f i c  banks under place names mimite a lot of 
I duplication. 
BUTCHERING 
a; early f e r i l i z e r s ;  
Christmas ; making 
own farm; Depres- 
tors, funerals . 
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me  ell-^ a ~ m t i a n s ,  cross-referenced with cards containing 
the fUl titles, as in: 
lbxe is no lindt to the Ilssb>er of cross-references that Jllay be 
made- It 1s inportant, thm&, to avoid cmes which 
m&e it m>m difficult, not easier to search out tb in for ma ti^ a 
user needs. 
I*-, the m3 ALs) system should -0 WO& in reverse-  or 
a con el^, this inperatirre. As -- added t o  tM 
cO1lecticn* them be and probable shift in tbe * 
s-013 in a p m .  ease this process of 
chmgcs the retrl* @ either no lglger u s e m  or thet need 
! should be inglemmted- 
-I 
I__- . 
-.. 
C- 
IWW 
SEE 
INDUSTRIAL WORKERS OF THE WORLD 
I 
0 
\ * 
INDUSTRIAL WRKERS OF TEE WORLD 
b 
" 
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aspects of such a system have already been cllscmsed. 
(1) The Authority File, whfch is a axpilation of suhject headings 
andpropernams in the fm inwhichyauhrtvedecided touse themin 
indexing individual transcripts. lhis is primerlly for inteTnal a c e  
use. See pages 144 - 145 for details. 
(2) The backs of the a t  cards in the narrator catalog should 
carry a =cord of all meet entries mde fm e a c h m l r .  See 
The thirdpart of a t r a c i n g s y s ~ i s m a l l y t k c ~ o f  t k
authority and subJect ffles. Cmss-reference notatlms an? IPade, often 
on the backs of the guide cards, in the subject card cata3ng. lhey 
COordinate the official subject b- USed,dth tbe c3mSs-f- 
made froan them. 
This tracing system mkes possible tk easy mtrleval of an entizle 
series of cards. A t  the sanre time, it enable9 a user to search 
Out needed xmterlal by wo~kbg tm a of mlated 
two dinctiOm--either fran to mm ar - =* 
Archives/Special Collections, Norris L Brookens Library, University of Illinois at Springfield
A notation of x mans-there is, under the fall- term In the 
card catalog, a SEE &ermce to this off'icial heading. The following 
exmple sham a rpldde card with an official heading and the mferer 
term noted cn its back: 
I - 
FARMS AND FARMING 
SEE ALSO 
BUTCEERING 
FARM BUREAU 
HORTIca'l'uRE 
- 
L 
!he x would refer a user t o  another 
t 
AGRICULTURE 
SEE 
p m  F m G  
Archives/Special Collections, Norris L Brookens Library, University of Illinois at Springfield
A notation of xx mans-there is, under the following term in the 
card catalog, a SEE AISO refexmce to this oMTcl,al hesrlinq. A n~l~lr, 
card with the follawing official heading would have, noted on its back: 
The a would ~ f e r  a user be& to a guide e, 
Printed as follows: ' 
F m  AND F m G  
SEE US0 
BUTCHERING 
FARPI BUREAU 
H o R T I ~ ~  
/ 
Archives/Special Collections, Norris L Brookens Library, University of Illinois at Springfield
IWIY oral history centers shelve their transcripts alphabeti- 
, 
by narrators1 m s .  Their narrator catalog then takes on the added 
Amction of a shelf list for the- col1ecl;im. The one disaclvantage to 
organizing your tnulscrlpts in  this way is that it scatters =irs of 
a sindlar nature, which prlnarily discuss that same subject. p ~ g m m  
which have conducted inm~ specifYc projects such as coal 
mining or an area1 s educational system often pmfer t o  shelve those 
transcripts togther. 
If your center is set up in this way, accordkg t o  projects unde* 
taken, you lmy wish to  code your transcripts n w r i c a l l y  . A six-d-t , 
n-fical system of your chDosing would adequately cover additions t o  a 
~ ~ c o ~ e c t i o n ,  and certain blocks of rimers could be s e t  aside 
for projects that  am still in process. This could be dme start- 
with 000001, 000002 and on (as on the following; page), or  in anY 
manner which seam to facilitate retrieval. p r o m  13lay prefer 
t o   nu&^ the* intemhvs accolding t o  the order in which they 
cmducted and received in the oral his- offlce. This is often 
f e r n  to as mcessim system and no rationale other 
than the order in wfiich the m s m b  are accessicned by your off%eo 
!RE naber allotted each mmir should be noted both on its unit 
card and the bound Imr~ir itself. A separate she= list Mle  s a d  
also be c w i l e d ,  in this case, which would mt the -irs by rims 
as W Y  shelved* In additirn, col la tem m t e m  M@t be idC 
cated On the unit cards by the me of subscripts and either shelved 
-tu * - r e s P e c t i ~  h n ~ c r i p t s  or m t e u  a c c m  t o  
t b m 3 ~ m - s -  
mple shu~~ a aa~ple sheu 
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list for -irs arrang?d acco*~ to \-arias p ~ v j e c t . ~ ,  1 .c . , l>ut i l l l~  
and telephone. You w i l l  note that the individual m e m ~ l r s  irl this c*:w 
are filed alphabetically within the nmbers allotted their respective 
projects, which are indicated by guide cards. A collectian arranged 
purely according to accession would have guide cards perhaps 
anly every 100 cards, and solely for easy zetrleval of a  articular 
m i r  or a certain e e r .  
Archives/Special Collections, Norris L Brookens Library, University of Illinois at Springfield
Far f)ptkr mading about cataloging, these books provide good and 
m i c  ~ m r a g e  of the subject: Library Cataloginq by J* m t h  
and Introduction to  CatalogLns, 7101s. I and I1 by John J. Boll. 
In Callf'ornia, individual cataloging system have been i n t e m t e d  
to  form ane ccmprehensive card catalog of oral histmy collections 
thmu&out the state. The CaUfornia State Library has ini t iated the 
Callfcnnia Bibliogmphic Center for Oral History, and asks that librWieS, 
h i s a c a l  societies and -ems send them a catalog card describing 
each they have. Such use of a central fiUng system for an 
e n t w  or state IS convenient for users and, at the same  ti^, 
is a t ~ o u s  boon to  individual oral history prn- in thei r  task 
of d i s ~ t i m .  
Archives/Special Collections, Norris L Brookens Library, University of Illinois at Springfield
Following the instructions in 'Step 'Seven: 'Servhg .Us&s, prepere a 
proper name and subject index for  the menoir you edited in Exercise 
six. 
-
Archives/Special Collections, Norris L Brookens Library, University of Illinois at Springfield
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STEP E1GHT:REACHING THE PUBLIC 
Sene offices have no aaequate phys id  sp~ce for usem, being 
P r i n a r i l y  collecting and processing centers. If 90u have th3.s P*lm, 
it is particularly inpmt for YOU to  inform tk a& the 
aMilabiUty of y e  collection and t o  use ewry I E ~ S  p0ss~ble to  make 
YOU? collection accessible thkW$ other facmties such as MstoZ%cal 
Or Wversity libraries. 
n~ llpth- decide to m e  to reach the Wlic w5l l  vary with 
YOUP I"eS-€?s, tl couectian, and the lparpw 
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or institutions i n  your area with which you can make cooperative arrang~ 
mnts. lhis section of the mual will discuss some of the more c m n  
approaches to  the task of disserdMting your oral history mmir s .  
Book Catalogs 
Many oral history p q p n ~ 3  regularly publish either a printed book 
catalog of thelr holdings or at  least a typed list of their annual 
accessions. These serve partially as fhder's aids, but they also 
pubUcize the nature and growth of oral history collections. They are 
adWIntage0uS in that the contents of several mmirs can be seen at mce, 
unlike a card catalog, and nmtm of copies can be mde available, 
so that yaur collection can be ccnslilted outside the oral  history officl 
Colunbia University, as the oldest and largest oral history ~01- 
lection i n  the country, publishes a model catalog. 1t is by f a r  the 
longest and mst elaborate of such books. Their ent* collectlon is 
organized into a single alphabetical sequence, flrlly indexed by subject 
projects and proper m s .  
The f o m t  best suited t o  yo lection w i l l  depend 
on the P W S ~  of Y o u r  catalog, cne quantity - - -omtion you haw tc 
include, the fkmcial  ??eSources and ilethods of printing available t o  
you; and the needs you feel ya s w i l l  have. The sinplest form 
of citatian for you to  fbum: 3- used fcn? your card catalog- 
- - MStq p m m  duplicate their shelf fist cards in 
fm* =Y a t  least tbe informatim necessary for r e s e w  
t o  W~S abaut specme 
fall- a possible f-, c a d  be ex- 
- = Jlar am *Ie, by - i n t e r n s  tmically or act- 
)Iy col 
of lnf 
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Prrcnport. Don: Evmv, Barb; Cinder, George; 
UcCoach, Caroline 
ponnr one-room school teacher  and throe f o m r  one- 
- mchool r tudents  compare a o n e - r a a  rchool t o  a 
t w - r o a  rchool: ntudent a t t l t u d e a  i n  a one-room 
rchoal. 
Bteniewed by Jane Stout  2-16-72 
Tern: Open Length: 30 mim. 
13  pager 
kvimoa, Edward (1908 - ) 
Retired Vice President  and Coatrol ler  diacummea the 
Accrual and Proof Lkpartmnt; Ridgely-Famrm State  
Bmk clorure; change i n  banking pract icer .  
Project: Springfield Marine Bank 
Intertiewed by John Bucsri 7-31-73 
Tern:  Open Length: 1 hour 
30 P a w  
b y *  Phoebe Mitchel l  (1895 - ) 
h t h e  of S p r i n ~ f i e l d  black c o a u n i t y  dimcummem early 
 fail^ l i f e  and schooling; s e t t i n g  up bem~ticf-  
'emice; husbaad' s f u r n i t u r e  re f  f nishiag burinear: 
mrk *I matron ia s t a t e  office.; race r i o t  of 1908- 
b j c t :  Black Camunity 
hrm: Open k n g t h :  90 mins. 
39 pager 
Ilarpital laundry technician a t  ~aek.on*ifle State 
Rorpital,  Jaeksonvil l e ,  I l l i n o i s  diamrsem early life 
and ~ P l o y r a e n t  h i s to ry ;  laundry operationr; Use of 
Patient labor; h i r i n g  pr .c t i ce r ;  e f f e c t s  of mrrmo 
1929 f i r e ;  new l w n d r y  building. 
hOject: Mental ~ c a l t h  c a r e  
bmr' c i t y  e o l l r m l m o r s  Sprirgf iald,  Xlli .al8 
narratea him reaction t o  John I. Konmodysr 
armarrlratian; churchoa ft11bd; v a l i d i t y  of Wet?en 
C a i a m i o n  -port. 
Domign, &nor (1900 - ) 
Springfield, Illiwim remident recountr l i f e  during 
World War If: d r a f t  bomd; r a t l m i n s ;  hmo front: 
c i v i l  defenra. 
project: Romaftaat i n  World War 11 
f a t e n i m d  by JaAnne Uheoler 10-25-72 
T e r u :  0P.a Longth: 45 minm. 
p.8.r 
E.lployee of Illinoim Bell  Telephone dieeumrem e a l y  
f a i l y  l i f e  md schooling: ~ q l o y m m t  with telephone 
company am operator. linea8n, a e w i c ~ n ;  work during 
natural  dimarterr; Depremaim and Social Security, 
penrionm; job changes a r  r e r u l t  of W 11; unton a d  
~ t r i k e s ;  aployeo-employer r e l o t i m a ;  Sprlngfiold i n  
1919; Beardatom flood of 1942. 
hojut: Telcpbaoe 
I m t e n i m d  by Than h a l e y  10-22-73 
Tena:  dpca . Length: 1 hr ,  1 mima. 
67 P.8- 
-tired Vier hemidaat  ..d Cashier dimcureem t h e  
Dcprermion and bonk run; changer i n  banking p r r t i c e m ;  
relat ioar  of a p l o -  t o  a s t ac t :  rat ioning during 
Wrld  War 11. 
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adaticn of a cnplete indeqt to the intervim entries You W decide 
this dl1 be the only place where topical distinctions should be mde. 
Sam p r o m  pmfer to  include an in-pcess sectim at the end which 
lists those oral history tapes received, but not yet in finished form. 
What you choose to do rdll depend on your f'bmcial resources and 
your assessanent of the value of a printed catalog for prospective users. 
The a i l y  woml of caution offered is that deciding to  undertake a project 
Such this mrst involvle a ccmnitmnt an your part to  also undertake the 
pub-tim of s u p p l w t  or rmlsed editions as your collection 
m. The cost of keeping a book catalog c m n t  is thus hi&. For 
this nrYly Pr0- prefer to print short yeaply accession lists. 
The National Union Catalop; of EJIarnrscrclpt Collections is an alpha- 
betical listing of the Mes t  mnuscrlpts (and oral history transcripts) 
cataloged by the mbbrary of cmjgess and other North American libraries* 
Gene- housed in  all lamer Ilbmries, this book catalog is an ideal 
mans of ~ s ~ n d n a t i o n  f your oral history collection. NUCMC will 
supply You w i t h  Data Sheets, sham folladng, cn which you t o  enter 
h . f ~ ~ t i ~  about the m i m  in your collection. In this way, the 
Ubrary of C W P S S  i s  able to  tmnslate infonratim prcrm different 
types of oral -tory ~ i t d e s  into mtfm entries for inclusion 
in their volume ?he Data Sheet exp- - of your collection 
(at least ten mirs related to  a ce~tain subject), its locatim, 
Y m  it m m ,  its size, the -tom involved, and a 
descrlptim of the con-, including lnp0-t persm, p m e s  wd 
events involved. 
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Nam 0 f R . p o d ~ a r v :  Central City University Library, Central City, State  
mw I, i9n 
~ e p m d b y :  John J. Jones 
Curator, Oral Us tory  ~ o l l e c t i o n ,  Dapt. of Special Collrct ioas  
I .  Name o( c d k c t h  and indurirc bat d nute1&1: 
Central  City pol i t ic ians;  o ra l  history i n t e r v i n n ,  1952-1969.e 
*Additions t o  the col lect ioa a re  expected. 
2. h h d p . l o ~ r o u n d v h i c h r b c ~ b f a a * d . i . & . p c r # ( M 1 1 , U l c L d b ( r * ~ f ~ , k C r r I # W y .  
pvanrrmw r a c y .  or ronv otLa rorponre body: 
Cent ra l  City, S t a t e  
City 0ffiei.f. 
Transcripts  (21) of or iginal  tape recordinp.  Taws a r e  rrtalnd 
t h e  un ivers i ty ' s  On1 History Prolpranr Office. 
Copies of  the  t rauncripts  a re  depositad i n  tbe State mtoiiul 
Society Library, Super City, State. 
A sub jec t  and 0. r  card index t o  the col lect ion ta in  the  lib-. 
John J. Jones, Cantral C i t ~  n ivc ta i t l r ' s  On1 C o l l c t t ~ ~ ~ ~ r  
A BibUo~raphy  and Guide. Central City: CeT~ttd City u n i ~ c r i t y  ?-, 1970 
9. . I - - & . u & d . S ~ * n m d r r W m r d r L a h r l l b r m .  
Some of t h e  interviews are closed f o r  spacificd wrioda. I n f o r v t i a a  
ava i lab le  from the  l ibrarg md i n  Jona ' s  Bibli0W-h~ 
(ace no. 6 .ba~c)- 
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& h l - ~ r ~ l l w y t ~ h ~ i . ~ . ~ c ) ~ . ~ o n o t b c r r - .  
9. mhm d-h t#ift. p n n u n t  depdCrtc 1.6.ccls) ud lourn(s1 d uq.hYlonand 1- owads): 
pe-ently d e w i t e d  in the library by the Central C i t y  Unimmity 
oral  ist tom Program, 1969-70. 
IQ U l h ~ a n ~ p r c d a ~ ) o ( h n ~ l o * ~ r r n r r l r r l * ~ :  
I I. DESCIIPTKIN OF COSTEST AND SC0)EOf TWEC0LiECTW)W. 
TU, L lnp t t on  .haY car: (IPl d W u s  tea. eantgon(tlct. l enn r  C i s .  documems rtc.); dates. cub- 
Jra. d 8-s of I m p 8  of nu1-h t lu l  W a s  datl~nrhip of the mateml to spmfu phzus of the rawer ar actn~ty of 
tbe namd in 11m 2: full name& (I(er. m n d  brqnphrrl Idm~~fi>tm of other pn-nr and nnmro l  m a t e  bodrr 
clpllln.1 thy qurblv md ~ u l l u i l y  of n l a l h l )  10 the ~ lkc t lon .  shorlq dater typr.  a d  wbpcl m t t n ;  m r p h d  arras 
c a n e d .  ennlc l o ~ k r .  and hls1urW Fen41 wL uhuh Ihe rnrtn~aisded:and punrubr I I ~ S  d cv(r.ordmuy interest. 
m d  transcript8 of tape-recorded intervieve with Central City 
politicians, f orrar mYor8, councilmen, and c i ty  departrent heads, 
including smitatiOQ, water and power, urban planning, and engineering. 
A number of those interviewed were a180 active i n  State and national  
pol i t ics  and recalled the i r  experiences, including John Ashton Wheeler 
(1890-1964) fo-r -or; Roland Porter Jackson (1879-1956) c i t y  
co rmc ibn ;  Spencer Baird Tuttle (1872-1955) c i ty  attorney; and John 
&on Barlow (1899-1967) umicipal court judge. A nruber of tba 
inte* were~~oduc ted  by Allen Boyd Lollgwortb (1909- ), . Profurnor of Illrtory, Centrsl City Uni-iq. 
w 
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179 
The infoanation on these Data Sheets is printed on 3 by 5 uuds, 
conpiled, and published serially i n  bcok form to be distributed t o  
larger llbraries throughout the co*. Pa W h e r  infonrration and 
Data Sheets, write to: 
h. &line kter 
Edftor, WCMC 
~ e s c r i p t ~ a t a l o g h g  &vision 
husc r lp t s  Dlvision 
Library of Congress 
Washington, D.C. 20540 
Regional and Statewide Cooperation 
Sam s c a t t e d  regional and statewide proJects ham developed 
along sirrdlar Ilnes. of them have trled to carpile bibliographies 
of the oral history collections in their region to  build awmmess 
armng interested individuals and institutions of the ural history 
resources available to  them. 
In Indiana, the Oral History Raundtabk has been forroed, an 
or@;;ulization of individuals and i n s t i t u t i ~ l l ~  t- the state,pm- 
t o  exchange i n f ' t i c n  about their ~e&cti= oral  h i s b a y  
collections and a d  as a c l e ~ ~ u ~ e  of infoI3IBtion for new p v  
i n  bxllana. With this l r  uurkshops, put out a 
q-ly newsletter, Zhe = c o n ,  .A pwllijhed A Survey of Oral 
ate Lib mstary Collections in  Ir has been 8- 
expanding their mtcny ffles since 1967, and tm hope in the 
rutme t o  instit* s e  sort of centrdl b i b U W W h i ~  flllng SySm 
of oral history collectio the state. 
C O w e m t i v e  use of oral h 
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for  this has been seen by s m  as '*the ~u~todial mntalityl'  of oral  
historians, but is mre likely a function of the early stages of develop- 
mr?t of raarly pmgmm today. Ihe m u n t  of tim, qualified personnel, 
and m y  needed t o  transfarm the oral history interview in to  a finished 
mu8cf lp t  has kept p m g t m ~  entirely involved i n  processing duties. 
A s  water nuubers of these oral history centers mtm,  thelle w i l l  
undoubtedly e r g e  a mre cooperative attitude which w i l l  be beneficial 
t o  researchers, historians, and oral history alike. 
Published Bibliographies 
There are other published bibliogaphies and guides. One is Oral 
 is f i n t t e n  by shunmy and 
published in  1971 by the Oral W t o r y  Association. Ws l ls ted  all  
established oral history P- knm in  the United States at the 
time, with s m  surveys of I~E* h o l m ,  the size of the i r  col- 
lecti-, and r e s ~ ~ ~  could go using the transcripts i n  
which they mi@t  be interested. Due t o  the e r k m u s  m h  and ex- 
pansim of the mmber of 0- history projects in the United States 
over the last few Years th-, m1 s directory is unfortunately 
*mle*- ArlOther -*wive @de is forthccxning. It is 
(h.sl Co-ctions edited by h &cue: and &th m, md 
published by R.R. Ekwker. 
ather or both of these bodrs would be valuable t o  have In YOm. 
oral  history office for user reference and an in-office s m y  of the 
holdineg of other P V -  ?hey Would help you find other o m  history 
centers that c o k t i n g  mte r l a l  on subjects swim to y m .  
-@ m-e 
-3 YOU COUld either expand the nu&-- 
least h 
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available t o  those researching S U C ~  topics. 
Additional Repositories 
8 Y  esmlism efforts along nwy of the pmviously rwticned 
lines, Your history offlce can ensure that users w i l l .  quickly be 
able t o  find what they need and that &tian about your co11ectim 
will get out t o  other oral histoly centem and tk interned public. 
Another excellent mans of aaldng sure your m e ~ , i r s  available is 
t o  negotiate an agreemnt with a public lib- or an historical re- 
search lib- whe~by  you send them duplicate copies of Y e  o m  
Nstory tapes. It is best to  choose as a repository saw lib- 
ar historical  society whlch has an actual place to house historical 
roaterials and m w  em' hours. Such an armqpmnt all greatly 
aid you i n  your efforts t o  widely dissemhte Your col- 
lection. 
mcrOf"ilndns1; 
Another possibility along the same lines is ha& y m  tFsnscrlpts 
put on ndcrofiche.  he nmber of possible users can be m t e l y  
rmltiplied in this way. mmfilm oxpmtim of at P=nt 
has contracts with scane sixteen institut t n d m l i s h  their 
oral h i s toa~ .  c o ~ ~ ~ c t i o n ~  md advert- their a o u t y  in an -* 
catalog. of ~~~ systems P- e r m m s  ne* p s i -  
b i l l t i e s  fm * a t r i b u t i o n  and a c c s s l - b ~ ~  of - his- 
mte- a, -, nsy s- help to 0- * catxi Of Intendew 
tive attitude of those 
P-sSing. Hapef'tdJy, the 
-tars who have agreed 
& emme that a suf- 
ficient n-r of t h m  wlU -0 t o  participate t o  - 
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fears about n a t i d d e  distribution of their mirs or feel tha t  royal- 
ties should belong t o  them, even t110u@$1 they w i l l  probably be nrlniml. 
So ndcrofllndng also presents s m  potential problens that your 
oral  history program should be aware of from the start. You should 
consider participating i n  the Microfilm Corpomtion of Amer ica t s  pro- 
ject early on, so that legal releases my be worded t o  include authori- 
zation t o  ~Lcropublish an interview. Microfilm Corporation of Americals 
suggested le@ release f o m t  authorizes an oral history program t o  
secure and renew capyri@t t o  an oral history m i r  and contains a 
clause by wMch the mmittor ap?es t o  waive rights t o  any royalties 
the oral  hi st^ pro- nb@t receive t h r o w  sales. It should also 
authorize the ri&t t o  edit, as Microfilm Corporation of -pica 
mists their I&€?* and be m t t e d  t o  delete 
(edit)  sentences which nay be "offensive or libelous." Unless - 
the le@ release form used by your office contains a waiver clause 
s broad enough to cover such publishing and use as nrlcrofllrrdna; entails,  
the riamator will r&& his rigtrt t o  Such use and the royalties 
therefroan* next Page sham a sanple legal release which would 
c m  a l l  such cmtingendes as would be enc'ountered in the micro- 
filndng pmess .  
-w t o  sending Your transcribed interviews t o  M i c m  
fllm catporatim of America for n d c ~ l i s h i n g  is that they will C* 
p i l e  an index of P m  ~ E S  for each nenoir. -ir p-essing 
(reading, mtcmfi*) is supposed t o  be c q l e t e  in 90 
dass t h y  wve received emuefi m a t e m  t o  fill a 35 m. reel 
fmmwhlch to wm9c. Fc 
ith a s m l l  staff, 
this indexing can be a 
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I 
o m  City WbFenr 
For and in consldemtion of the participation by &,& 
inam . invol- the a l ~ t i o n  of tapq ncordd -in 
h i s z t e r i e  for publiunlon, cop-, ma other uses, 1 2Zy 
relezse all ~i~r;..:, cjtle,  interest in end to  all of ngr tape-nco2dcd 
-in t o  &.it. ' '. Z6uktrani d e w  that t h y  L W atb 
out r e s t r i c t i c n ~ e v e r  and'ray be copyrl&ted and published by th? 
s a l d C d  mtch may also asslgn said ccpyrlght ar.l publication 
rights t o  s rlous research scholars. 
In addition t o  the rights and authority glvn to gou urdsr the Pm- 
ceding paragmch, I henby aut-e you t o  edit, jwbllsh, sell arVor 
Ucense the u e  of w Onl History mir in any other nrarner rhich ttm &d~&~.mlders to  be desl.table and I naive any clai.  t 
m t s  c may be received as a consequence thereof by t h e k t  ~7 
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lk mrltipleaccess index MicroMIm Corporation of A m e r i c a  has 
been plaming to  ccnpile u i l l  also p m e  highly advantageous t o  paz+ 
t i c i p t i n g  oral histcoy pm-. Althot@ this has been i n  pmcess 
for several. years and its status remains uncertain at present, hope- 
Arlly it w i l l  be ccnpleted in the near future. Historians, archivists, 
students and I n t e ~ s t e d  others w i l l  then be able t o  search mirs 
in three ways: by narrators' m s ;  by the subjects covered i n  the 
inkrv iew~;  and by the names of peaple discussed therein. Such a 
central clearh@mse of oral history mterlal would be one of the 
most valuable ways t o  disseminate your oral history collection. When 
it is in usable fom, Microfilm Corporation of America's index wil l  
pmvl* great dividends by naldng your historical resources accessible 
on a natimwtde scale. 
For further in fomt im,  write to: 
Jean S. Reid, Illrector -of Informtian 
Micmf'ilm Corporatim of Amrica, 
21  ~ s t m  Road 
Glenrock, New Jersey 07452 
Publicity 
hist- P-, especially ya;tnger and smaller ones, 
need t o  inform and ~ ~ ~ t e  the public as well as serve it with 
Plnderts aids. rnllci- what you have is an inpartant part of the 
larger jd of as-tim; Without i tathe best ca ta loe  and indexes 
get little use. 
lnfcm the public about y m  oral histom 
c o U e c t i ~ ,  and the best a~pr~ach in your w e  mly depends on 
1- Or 
~vi0usly it h e l p  t o  a t t rac t  
atterrtiar in local liredfa 
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Anather appmch is t o  reach the public by providing various ser- 
vices t o  local organizations and grrwps. These can range from givlng 
addresses or  playing tapes i n  school classroans and a t  club metings 
t o  providing training or advlce on interviewing t o  interested groups. 
While s ~ h  activities imy c a m m  valuable time, they hvariably widen 
the public knowledge and appreciation of wbat you a .  doing, and thus 
enhance your prospects fo r  increasing the mmber of patrons. 
School teachers mi&t a p p ~ c i a t e  an oppbrtmity t o  assign their  
students t o  som special research on local history. T e l l  them about 
your collection and invite than t o  send students. 
Wider dissemination can c m  knm announcmnts i n  scholarly 
journals, state organization newsletters, cqvent im met-, popdar 
wgazines and other regtonal or natianal mdia. &courage reporters 
and mgazLne editors t o  write news stories about your work, or  sub- 
m i t  your own art icles  far publication. 
once You -ark 0t-l a Wliciz ing  caqx&l, you are likely t o  
d i s c o w  that amti& WPO-ties and quests tend t o  follaw 
i n  rapid and gratifying order. 
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When you have cataloged a transcript, made one copy for  Microfilm 
Corporation of America, and sent another to any additional repositories 
you have chosen, mark the appropriate boxes on the Interview Data Sheet. 
Extra spaces on tha t  sheet have been provided for other dissemination 
efforts you may have undertaken, such as a radio pmgmn or  the carpilation 
Of a book catalog of your collection. Those boxes should also be filled 
in when you have used a memoir in any of those particular ways. A full 
R C O r d  of the  uses t o  which a memoir  has been put. should be m i n t e d  on 
the Interview Data Sheet by yaur office. 
lhir.6ectlcm is to be -1eted by the IntervhmS 
I W ~  /&relb S .  JhlCn /I17 33tL ' ; t~ t t  Id . .~p~ \ ; .m ,  TIL~;*N- PIDIE 6+3-  :.:I1 
B ~ M E  Y/~I./<,~ B- ~ i * , & ~ - ~ E t t u ~ ~ r c  D- I J H ~ ~ E  ~YI-+&/ 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ - - _ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
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H. MANAGING ORAL HISTORY 
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Whether you are LauncNng an mbitious fhll-scale oral Nstory program 
or simply pursuing an i n t e ~ s t  that may or may not grow, the= are sane 
basic principles and guidelines of abdnj-stration, st&- ard equippins 
that merit carem attention. 
Quipnent 
Your first decision, and a perennial issue mng oral historians, is 
*ether t o  ewloy peel-to-reel or cassette recorders and tape. Both have 
because that was active for sane time began 
ill use 
e s ,  which probably explt mm st: r the ma 
-. ent are 
L -3- -1 .. 
nlox'ee: 
3 offer 
Wls today. Tape reels a~' 
better 
Zind b w  than thei r  cassette o a @ t i t m .  but 
3 the develapnent Sound f ide l i ty .  lhpP0-n 
Of satisfactory cassette tr irg equian t  
r' a pref- choice 
Cassette tapes and 
npler, nmre c o d e n t  
.xl new product m s  of 
more econanical for Jnt 
m s e t t e  transcribers are qt 
:e 
-e of cassette 
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you have recorded an interviewer. By rmving  the two small plastic tabs 
in the back of the cassette, you effectively lock out the recording function. 
I 
(safety tabs) 
Your =corder (s ) should be mechanically dependable, economical, 
sinple to  operate and portable. Experience has shown that the sound 
r e p m d ~ ~ t i o n  a d mechanical deperdability of cassette machines retai l ing 
for less than $40 is poor, mkhg  the purchase of such equipment a bad 
investment. On the other hand, it is not necessary t o  purchase the most 
expensive recorders, cost $150 or mre. Basic features t o  seek are 
the battery/AC P e r  option, ~ l a x h d  controls (playback volume, play, 
record, rauind, and fast-forward b t i a n s ) ,  end-of-tape alarm, autanatic 
input volume control, and m t e  microphone. Built-in microphones, which 
art? featured 0x1 sane equ~nent ,  are convenient but inferior in recording 
quality , because they pick UP rnt0.r vibrations. Other useful but necessarY 
features are a Pack, tape counter and r e c d a t t e r y  
level indicator. 
recent Ye- ~~~ have developed greatly 
C ; W S C ? ~ ~ L '  tmcr i t ) i l l~ :  t.ui1 m w  elindnating the risks of tape 
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jamnin@; and bm-9 Electronic and dictatirg equipnent -act- 
offer transcribers for retail prices rargirg Fm. $250 to $600. Basic 
features to  consider are a ccanfortable emphone or headset, variable 
speed control, stop/play//rerlnd foot pedal, fast-fonard function, bullt- 
in  speaker, and tape counter. 
If you are operating on a slender budget S q  Corporation offers a 
tape recorder (Sow !It-70) that can be used for transcrib- purposes as 
well as recarding. It has a special review control whlch enables you to 
back space while still in the play mode. W e  ] -acW the sound f l d e u t ~ ,  
convenience and durability of immcribers it nevertheless can serve a 
1 
dual Purpose for  beginners, and it costs less than $100. I 
Office style typewriters are needed for transcrib-. While electric 
mOhines may be preferable over m8nuak3, the only basic feature to seek 
is triple-spacing. Also, cloth ribbons are more econanical than carbon 
ribbons. 
Transcribers ordimelly e9 
rather than headsets. saE people 
mi  wen 
reduce c 
with ~ t w e ~ t  earphones 
manfortable or of inferiorr qudliW I-or : g o  Hm quality 
eadset~ (price range $25 to n such a case. 
-- 
storage equipnent ~ J J .  -Gu,, an Issue IW anr f*e - 
N s t o ~  office. ~quipnent a 
n sinple metal 
i tape3 nt is also avail- Storage cabinets, though spec 
tostaretapein 
of d a m  from magnetic fieMs. 
metal cabinet in order 1 
-IY ,s ard 0tW materials PmceSS 
!rtiCZil file cabinets can store 
pmper way to 
.andard library shelvirg am 
Wse, 1 m find than 
are the 
i and 
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Supplies 
It is umdse t o  save money by purchasing off-brand or inferior 
=cording tape. Not only w i l l  sound fidelity be inferior but the r i s k  of 
breakage, jamning and deterioration w i l l  be greater. Cassette tapes are 
available in lengths of 30, 60, 90 and 120 minutes. In the experience of 
most oral history oMYces, the 30-rrdnute length is inadequate and the 
12O-mimte tape has a dargemus habit of jamning. 
Other incidental supplies arre typing and carbon paper, ruled note- 
pads, and plenty of red pens or pencils for editing. For transcribing ycu 
can use inexpensive but durable typing paper. The final  typescript should 
be on  hi@-^ quality, heavy non-acidic paper. 
Protecting Tapes and Equipnent 
While good quality tapes and recording equipnent are durable, you 
must exercise care in safeguaTding them fraan loss, malfunction and 
deterioration. It is prudent (albeit expensive) to make duplicates of 
your tapes, st- the master tape in a secure place and using the copy 
for all processing activities and Patron requests. Tapes should be stored 
in the pmper e n v l r o m t ,  which is the canfort level of temperature 
(range of 70 ' s ) rrnd hurdditY (range of 50% 1. Experts disagree whether 
.-- - - 
tapes should be stored flat or on edge; in either case keep them in  a 
clean metal cabinet t o  m k d m i ~  the risks of dust contarrdnation and 
-tic field - 0  tapes peri0dim~l.y (at least  annual1-y) 
in order to Pe winp% and other strains that might distclrt the 
recorded voices. 
special care should be exereised with an tapes and trrascripts 
that are closed arDl *sWctiom as t o  mtrm we. ?bey should 
be kept i n  a secure area, w i  
~ f f  rnembem wfio understand 
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and observe s t r ic t  rules governing their use. 
Tape recorders and transcribers raf.lire careful use wd ngulrp 
maintenance. Equipnent that is not i n  use should be protected fmn dust. 
Every few weeks you should clean the ~ee- head and cassette housing 
with a cotton swab dipped i n  isqnq?yl alcohol. Periodically use a head 
dewgnetizer to  remve residual magnetic impulses that can impair the 
q w t y  of your recording. 
Office F'iles 
Every prom will have its distinctive f'iling systen, but them are 
Sane general categories and carman sense ideas that can help a new offlce 
get started. Same form of prospects file (preferably 3 x 5 note cards) 
is the best way to keep track of prospective narrators. Your  tapes 
(ideally, separate files far masters imi dupiicates) are best fW 
alphabetically by narratarVs summe, though their 
In chronological order of production, by poject, UP by sane 
m e r -  s y s t ~ .   ape antairrss should be Labeled to sfnqlltSr flW 
and retrieving. A s  soon as ym get 
need a vertical file of ~ X I S ~ ~ I ~ T ; S - ; L I P W ~ C S S ,  also arrrnged 
~g syste 
. - 
-nbnriews rnay be stared In c a ~  CX- U J  archival c d a b e m .  
;la? file far 
nriew Data sheet in 
-kt of model f-) are fil & alPhabetiCaUY uY IZETatar either in a 
eaf birw ds  fi le provides basic 
, recard of -s% steps 
ipamible offlce 
,- 
ier. 9 (5 x 8) card f i l e  aa" a 
emti ion  about each inter 
-let&. ~t is m t m t  tool 
r t  and o 3t least onc master se 
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circulatirg set)  are often filed alphabetically in  conventional book 
shelving, thou## a Rnerlcal catalogtng system is also convenient. Basic 
flnderls aids Include a shelf list of 3 x 5 card descriptions of each 
mlr in the collection, plus a cross-referenced narmtor and subject 
card catalog (accanpanied by a typed file-authority file--of main entry 
h e m  ) . 
Staff 
-
Many oral history m a n s  must depend either partly or wholly on 
part-time volunteem rather than employed professionals. !this produces 
serious pnklems of overall m e t i o n ,  planning, training, standardized 
pmcedures and continuity, but it also raises possibilities for tappirg 
cammity resources and enthusiasm. Many service c l a s  and other local 
orgmizatiom encourage nmbem t o  perfm volunteer duties. Solicit  
recruits fmn these sources and then screen them careflilly t o  get a cadre 
of dependable vohmteers. Even then you pmbably w i l l  be disappointed 
by SXE attr i t ion i n  the mnks. 
!h%Mng v o 1 u n m  is a t ~ m u n l n g  activity that can be mme 
time a d  trouble than it's if you f a i l  t o  get mch volunteer effmt  
in rettn?= Pep talks and a bi t  of badgerirg are often necessary. Not 
eve rye  has the abmty t o  interview effectiveb, mat te r  haw mch 
trainirg theg receive- t o  Persuade such perkans to get involved i n  
transcrib-, editing other related activltg. 
Mle  distinct steps i n  the o m  histry F e s s ,  it 
is desirable t o  the - Pa-son perfarm m,ly tm om step, if 
heishe has the paper exanple, the *tiom of t ranscr ip  
t icmist  and editor can be cart,ined in one Person *e f d l i a t l t y  
with that rnicular 
P quality and 
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e a t e r  emciency* In sane Cases, it is possible to have the aerie m n  
follow through on a memoir a l l  
*ay iran Mlng  to flnsl -ma%, 
except for an outside reviewer. This not only''bm~ the Fppduct but it 
may instill a sense of Faropletm enthusiasm in that staff' menber. 
In recruiting and sc renhg  transcriptionists, you my want t o  devise 
a simple 15minute trarscrlbhg test. With this you can not orly measure 
an applicant's speed and skill but also gfve 2rWher a trial taste of a t  
the work w i l l  be like. 
Trainirrg staff members involves mre than lectmhg on the technical 
aspects of the job . ~t also includes dialogue or infmml s a h r s  on 
ethical and other less precise matters, and dlso--most ---ti& 
or "laboratoryw experience. You can devise sinple Wtrairdng exercises 
the ones in  this book as experiential activities far each staf'f W r .  
Of Caose, these require folluw-up evaluatim and ihdividual d t e ,  
but they accompli& mch - in effective thw Ym @t by 
simply lecturing. v you are trainirg i n t d - 9  Ym mm 
concentrate on that phase of the process, but e n  *- should 
get at least a taste of -crib@ and edit- so that tw uill be 
Sensitive t o  the canplex tas 
- .  
ks that 
There zm too many v a r i a ~ ~ =  a
- - 
their n 
 scum?^^ need to purchase a model or ndnimm budget far m* 
not; sane rn - entirely 
m0- equipmnt and otm 
labor, others m be *ligated a able to 
POfessi-* 
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It is possible, however, t o  tailcr a budget if YOU certain facts 
Equipnent costs can be estimated as follows : 
Cassette tape recorder $75 (range $50-$150) 
Cassette transcriber $400 (range $250-$500 ) 
Typewriter $150 (range $75-$500) 
A rule-of-thmb cost far cassette recording tape is $2 per hour. 
Costs of other supplies such as typing paper can be calculated a c c d n g  
t o  local conditions and needs. 
The follcxdng table gives an approximate idea of the work involved 
in ma1 history interviewing. It is based on one hour's worth of tape 
recorded intemdew. 
Estimated Labor t o  Ploduce an3 Process One Hour Interview 
Gettbg Ready 5 hours 
2 hours 
!Panscrib- (24-40 pages) 8 hours 
A u d i t i n g  2hours 
=tine 8haurs 
Plnism3g mches  7- 
Related Tasks ~ ~ U I Z - S  
40 hours 
While e-emes wKU considerably ace- t o  t o t a l  length 
of the interview and other mrfables, the above estimate represents a 
reasonably typical ase. YOUP actual costs can be estlrnated by multi- 
ply- the of - by e l y  costs for each step that you 
cannot perfarm with volunteer help. 
I\rmtlwr usefill but cl.ude rule-of-t~l~mt, is that it costs $7 t o  
les labc 
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d materials costs. Ass- that a typical one-hour i n m e w  would 
yield 30 pages of transcript, you might calculate that total labca. and 
m t e r i a l s  costs fur  pmcessing a one-hour interview would be f h m  $a0 t o  
$300. 
?he high cost of oral history requires prudent management, as mch 
stre- as possible, and also sane professional judppnt abmt 
priori t ies .  Since the heaviest costs cune with processing tapes into 
transcripts, you can stretch a b-t by scree- a l l  tapes and 
deciding which ones merit the investment of transcribing and editing. 
Every o r a l  history p~ogran has its share of poor interviews which do not 
mrmnt  expensive processing. 
FLlnds t o  support an oral histury budget can came from many t3oUrces. 
A t  least  som continuing institutional support (from a university, 
ubrary, his torical  society, etc.) is virtually essential, i n  order to 
assure stable effort the lag (one year or even longer) between 
starting work and having a product (finished transcripts) t o  dmmstrate 
its worth. Beyond this steady support d history pmjpm are eligible 
t o  receive foundatim and other special v t s  t o  expand their activities. 
It &so is possible t o  enter in to  contractual agreements with c-tim 
Public and private agemies *by you conduct a special oral M s m  
Piroject i n  return for canplete or partial financial subsidy. 
Establishing Pricctties 
One danger of aiqr volunteer operation is lack of direction. Sam? 
central individual or pe- an advisory camittee must set priorities 
lmt only on whom t o  interview but which tapes t o  m e s s  first, how t o  
I I I  ~ l , , , ~ t , , ~ j  l,ul,~bt.~i :dIW LO m ~ ~ p ~ t t ?  Lxikki (?t'ficlcntLy. This 
every Lor*inr7 1 
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phase of the mrk, supemrising each staff membeT1s activities and 
adherring t o  the w e s t  ethlcal and legal standards. h ~ n g  the ethical 
and legal concerns of your office are the following: 
1. that you PWly m t a n l  copyright law anl camnvlicate it to  
staff mmbers as w e l l  as narrators. This mans that everyone involved 
, 
be infarmed about their rights and responsibilities and that you as 
have access to  legal cr professional advice concerning copy~ight, l ibel ,  
slander, etc. 
2. that you and others i n  your office always explain your propam's 
purpose flllly t o  narrators,, and that you afford narrators all reasonable 
riets and privileges, incltadirrg the opportunity to  review edited copy. 
3. that you ,emure safety and security far your collecticm of 
tapes, transcripts and collateral mterials, particularly those that 
carry restrictions as to  use. 
h that you be equally s-ous in securhg the working f i les  
and off-the-recard data that you collect. 
5. that all of the tmmcribirg and editing performed by your 
program be motivated @m by the p - k i p l e  of fidelity to  the 
spoken word, as e-1- in w* 111, PmcessinR Oral Histmy. 
Professional Awareness and Assistance 
Even the smallest oral his- venttare needs t o  address i tself  t o  
matters of c a m ~ ~  rrofessional concern, and it will e;ain from such 
attention. Jo- the &tcaY Association and participating 
O r a l  HIS- Association 
WateTman Building 
w m i t y  of Vermont 
Burlington, Vermont 05401 
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i n  its ac t iv i t ies  is the most impoptant way t o  accanplish this. The OHA 
is an organization of both full-time professionals and amteurs; its 
Newsletter, other publications (see Bibliograpw in Appendix), and annual 
meetings are an invaluable source of professional enrichnent and cmadeship. 
Tho@ it has grawn rapidly in recent years, the OHA still is a friendly 
I group, and its meetings have an infcmal atmosphere that makes wbn the 
I newest recrui t  fee l  canfortable. In  recent years, its annual National 
Colloquium has featured a prel3nbm-y training workshop far novices. 
Corresponding with other oral historians is another means of 
! Professional association. In sane states, practitioners have established 
I I 
I informal organizations that provide periodic and convenient appartunities 
I for sharing ideas. 
I 
I Develop a working library of oral history materials, including 
I technical publications, articles,  exemplary books based on oral M s t W  
I 
and reference work. m e  ~ibliography i n  this book (see ~pp-1 is  a 
good P h c e  t o  begin selecting library acquisitions. 
The O r a l  History Association has adopted a statanent of "Wih ard 
 guideline^^^ which serve oral  history lffogram as an m a t -  
creed. ?he statement f o l l ~ .  
O d  History Association 
Goals and Guidelines t 
! 
The Oral HSstcny Association recognizes Oral I U s W  
for what it is-a mthod of gathering a body of hislm'ica 
infcmmtion in aral form usually on tape. Because the ! 
scholarly ccymmity is involved in both the m u c t i o n  and 
use of o ra l  history, the Association recognizes an w- 
tUnity and an obligation on the part of a l l  concerned t o  
I 
I me this type of historical source as authentic as 
useful as possible. I I 
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Guidelines for the Interviewee : 
1. The person who is interviewed should be oelcctrcl 
carerully and his wishes mt pverr1 the conduct of t;he 
interview. 
2. Before undertaktng a taped interview for the pur- 
pose stated above, the interviewee (or narrator) should be 
clear in  h is  mind regarding mutual rights with respect t o  
tapes and transcripts made b m  them. This includes such 
things as : seal wivilege, literasy rights, prior use, 
fiduciasy relationships, the right t o  edit the tape 
transcriptions, and the right t o  determine whether the 
tape is t o  be disposed of or preserved. 
3. It is important that the interviewee fully under- 
stand the project, and that i n  view of costs and effort  
involved, he assmes a w i l ~ s s  t o  give usef'ul infor- 
mation on the subject being pursued. 
Guidelines far the Interviewer: 
1. It should be the objective of the interviewer t o  
gather information that will  be of scholarly usefulness 
i n  the present a d  the future. The interviewer who is  
collectirg oral history materials far  his own individual 
research should always bear i n  mind his broader objective. 
2. In arder, t o  obtain a tape of maximum worth as a 
histcr ical  document, it is incunbent upon the interviewer 
t o  be thoroughly grounded i n  the backgrcund and experience 
of the person being interviewed, and, where appopriate 
and i f  a t  all feasible, to review the papers of the inter- 
viewee before corducting the interview. In conducting the 
interview an effort should be made t o  prwide e n o w  infor- 
mation t o  the intemriewee t o  assist  his recall. 
3. It is -ant that all interviews be conducted 
i n  a s p i r i t  of objectivity and scholarly integrity and in 
accordance with stipUlati0nS agreed upon. 
1. S& ject  t o  meeting the corditions as prescribed by 
interviewees, it w i l l  be the obligation of sponsoring 
institutions t o  wware easily usable tapes and/m accurate 
typed t r a n s m i ~ t i o m  and Pper ly  t o  identify, index, and 
preserve such oral m m  recurds far use by the scholarly 
camoudtY , and t o  s tate  c1eml.Y the provisions that  govern 
t h e i r  use. 
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MERCISE EIGHT: CHECKLIST FDR PURCHASING 
If you are considering the purchase of cassette recording and trans- 
cribing equipment, take this checklist along when you shop. 
Tape Recorders 
Battery/AC Power Option 
Standard Controls 
Endef-tape Alarm 
Autanatic Input Volume Control 
Built-in Microphone 
Rechargeable Power Pack 
%pe Counter 
Record/Battery Level Indicator 
Price 
Comfortable Earphone 
variable Speed Control 
Foot Pedal: stop/Play 
R a f i n d  
Fast Forwad M c t i o n  
wt-h Speaker 
Tape Counter 
Price 
Madel #4 ' Model #1 
w 
' Model #4 
Model #2 
M e 1  13 W e 1  #1 
Model #3 
Model 12 
-- 
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POSTSCRIPT 
A persistent and central them of this book has been its enphasls 
Won the conqlexity and gravity of oral history. Collecting, pmcessing 
and disseminating this distinctive historical msource is a serious 
bushess, and nut not be undertaken lightly O r  Casually.  lmm 
mr~ is a scarce resource; we cannot afford to tap it Mvolously or 
Squander it on i1l-p- intervfewing. C i v i l  liberties are precious 
fights that mst not be jeopardized by unethical or =-OW 
pmctices. High standards i n  both the htswa and ~~ 
Professions obliegte the oral historian to perfom tasks 
stbly and d i l i ~ t 1 . y .  ~ s t o m ~ ~  substentla1 investments in t*, 
and mney pq* every p&itiomr to mrk herd and e c m z e .  
Ihe heatable  pmsence of histo~cd trivia in @W mrx&'S collection 
+ls us to m&e pginftd d e ~ i s i w  a maritieS* 
W 1 e  surnmrizing and thus ~~s~~ these sobering t m t s ,  
'he authors wish to  close on a lighter and mte* Mrst, 
believe that pmficiency in ariy stom sMU can be - 0  
"--' -m can master 
w take c a r e m  r 
ift of 
intricacies of jndexwf, Lwl 
and Epl 
I.-- LM 
ora l  hi: 
the rn 
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interviewing. It can be done, or the authors would not have written a 
-
book tel l lng how t o  do it. 
Second, the practicing oral historian w i l l  quickly discover 
significant and often unexpected rewards in this work. There is the 
pleasure In learning about your own , c w t y ,  your nation or the 
human condition generally. There is the Joy of new Mends; one of 
oral history's serendipities is the warm Mendships that gmw out of 
Interviewhg. There Is the incalculable gratification that comes frem 
unearthing unique historical data. No matter its mdest scope or htnble 
substance, aqy oral Mstory mir adds something t o  our treasury of 
preserved history. You, as an interviewer, transcriptionist o r  whatever, 
are helping p re sem and illu!rdnate the past. Yours is a distinctive 
and thus ~e- activity. By contributing t o  society1 s 
collective self-knowl-, You gain a heightened sense of individual 
worth. 
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Accession - a m i r  newly r e c e i .  by an oral &tory off%%. lgrOr 
progmms perLodl,ally bsue a list of accessions t o  infono mem 
and as a public relations p p b m .  
'&t/Auditor - to  stmltaneously listen t o  the tape wd laad ttr 
transcript, c o m c t h g  transcaing errors and omissions in oxder to 
prepare a verbat- t m c q t  ready\ for eating. 
bUthmity M3e or Llst - a  card of the exact fbm of each hading and 
the references leading to it in  a particular catalog. LP m car&, 
it is called an authority m e ,  each heading being listed an a 
sepamte card; if on sheets, it is called an authority list. 
m k  Catalog - a catalog in the farm of a book, not ane which lists books. 
Card Cata lo~ - a catalog consisting of cards. 
CaUateral Material - personal materials o f  the narrator such as sc- 
books, photographs, newspaper clipph@, etc. ~on tmute  to  
the information given i n  an aral history interview. 
&scscl?ptor - a subject hading under wfiich a m m ~ r  is catalw. 
m c t i m  Catalog - a catalog i n  which car&s are int&'Xled in 
alphabet with both main entry and subject cards. 
m t / ~ d i t o r  - t o  m* ~1 the audited tmscript fo r  the plopcse of 
Pmaucing the mugh draft of the final cow, being a?- tbt the 
ea ted  t m c r l p t  clarity, is punctuated and nd to 
the f o m  or inem tone of the i n t e d ~ ,  e h l y  
rraintains the individuality of ' the spa 
Editing Sylllbols - standardized - 
made and where when audi 
!!!a. - the ccmplete descrip' 
i n  a catalog. 
- the typing of the edited, 
and reread mcrlpt 
t o  produce the cupy which will be dupucatea  or bb0m3 m+rs or 
~ W b i c h t y p e w i l l b e :  
ages for the boLHld mem~ir. 
,-3adset - m*ning dev ice  mJ.m ththetranm=rand W E E  t-plptimt places on *her or into the ears.
ent: 
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1ntaW.e~ Contents - a table .of contents or kdex of a tape sunrnarizing 
the topics covered as they occur In an ora l  hlston Interview. Usually 
divlded according to  tim se-ts. 
Interview Data Sheet - a form pxwiding basic biographical and related 
informtion for each oral Nstory narrator; also a work sheet t o  be 
used i n  the oral history office by which the status of a m d r  can 
be quickly ascertained. 
Interviewer - a trained aral historian Plfio c ~ c t s  IntervieuS pdth 
narrators (subjects). 
Interrlewerl s Cawnents - post-interview observations by a;? intenrimer 
of the interview setting, U h l y  value of the interview and veracity 
of the narrator. 
Intermiewerts Notes and Word L i s t  - a list of a l l  proper rims and un- 
fandXar t e r n  mde by the interviewer with the narratorts assistance 
and for the convenience and accuracy of the transcriptionist; also 
includes notes about passages which may be hard t o  understand or 
are to  be kept i n  confidence. 
Dhmlr - an oral history transcript, representing all of the interviews 
by one interviewer with one narrator. 
Mmflche - a sheet of mimfylm (a film upon which oral history memoirs 
are photographed greatly reduceti in size), usually measuring four 
by six Inches, upon vlfiich transcript pages a~ reproduced in serial 
form. 
Nam?trt~r/Intermiewee/Subject - a person whose eyewitness historical 
recollectims a~ the object of an oral history internnew. 
Plw, - a reading d m  by two persons, one reading the mugh 
=ranscript and the other checldng the final typed copy agalnfjt 
it. 
Release, legal - an apen release is me in which the narrrator has W 
released hishr fiats to the interview material and researchers 
m y  fYeely read, cite and quote it. A restricted m i r  has a =lease 
which mkes som restrictions on usage; that the -tar prefers not 
to  be quoted or that he/she wants certain p e i m  to cm- fidential. A closed mir has a =lease which states that the 
material not be a m l e  for use for a certain period of tine- 
R e a d  - a * of - edited kgnscript by the editor or another staff 
Elmer for c W t Y  and s a m t i c  flm before it goes t o  the -tor 
for  H e w ;  also, a revie SLUE reason by the editor af'ter tk tr8nscrlpt is ~letume 
-tor and before it is fYnal tJTPed* 
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Rprier - the n m t o r ' s  reading of thc edited transcript to ascertain that 
it reflects h i s h  intended meaning, durj.ng which c l a r l f l c a t h ,  
correctians , additions, explanations, and (a minimrm of) deletions 
can be mde. 
mmir is consistent with ccarmon and/or ccmp&msible usage. 
Reference - a reference wWch m c t s  the researcher to look rnrder 
an equivalent term because the chosen subject heading isn't 
used in a catalog or index. 
I 
AISO Reference - a reference which gLves subject headkg8 fcn. colc 
responding, ccarparable and related material, in alphabetical cader 
in a catalog.or index. 
*lf List - a list or f i le  of cards i n  the order i n  which the t ~ c r i p t s  
are shelved, usually alphabetically by narrators' sutmms. 
Saject  Card Catalog - a catalog which groups cards so that t m c r l p t s  
wNch discuss the same subject are listed next to  each other. As 
opposed to  a mumtor card catalog, which l is ts  tra~Scrlpts alpha- 
betically by mumtor. 
Table of Contents - a list ,of the divbians of a t ~ % ? ~ ~ c r l p t  i n  subject 
matter, ammgsd in  the sequence in which they appear in the t- 
script and Usting the pages on a c h  they 
- the notes need* to locate or trace other, mlated 
in a catalog. Ccmposed of thzve parts: (1) an authoriJr 
m e ,  (2) the records of added entries, on the d t  cards, under 
which another, overtyped copy of the unit card is filed, (3) the 
cl.osS-reference notations made on the backs of the guide czlrds 
the subject card catalog (x and xx) . 
-tribe - t o  present in typewritten or handwritten fom an acnwte 
a n d c n p l e t e  account of the taped intendew. 
h c r i b e r  - the machine wMch plays the tape cbrrlng t m f l @ i m *  
-pt - the typed or m~tten  account of an i n m a v ;  ref- 
to  as the transcript un t i l  it is audited; the audited tramcrlpt 
)Panscx%pt,xmt - persm who does the transcI.ibing. 
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Preface. 
Style refers t o  printing s ty le  or format. A transcript which 
follows recognized or  at least consistent and understandable standards 
of s ty l e  is easier t o  read. Transcriptionists and auditors should be 
farrdliar with these Rules of Style so that transcripts w i l l  need a m i n i -  
nrm of change during editing. Editors have f inal  responsibility for 
applying the Rules. Final typists w i l l  fin3 it easier t o  understand what 
they are typing when they are familiar with the Rules. -
These - Ehiles do not cover the mst elemntary rules of grarmrar. 
They do include c m n l y  encountered and particularly troublesome style 
problems. You will probably have t o  use additional resources such as a 
book on style o r  gramrrar t o  decide how t o  hanlle sane p r o b l a .  &t be- 
cause you are mklng with casual spoken language and those resources 
were mi t ten  primarily for formal language, you my not find the solu- 
tions you need them. Novels with plenty of dialogue or books based on 
oral  history inta?vlews are also good resources. 
If you fail t o  find a maaY+mk amer, consult with m-~~rkers 
and use your awn judgement t o  work out a solution. Fbllow existing rules 
as closely as possible so that the chosen form of expression will be 
m m z a b l e  and urderstandable t o  the reader. 
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A. Tke one hard and fast rule for using abbreviations is that any 
abbmvlation appearing i n  the t m c r i p t  mt be a mflectlon of 
its use by the speaker. Ib not abblwlate what he/* said. 
Thel?efore, words like the following must always be illy expressed 
in an oral  history transcript even though their abbreviations are 
commnly used and understood in writing. 
1. WOMS like "et cetera,ll ttvems,n noldlyn 
2. words lilce "Street,n tlAvenue," nBuildingtt 
3. words that express weights hnd me-s like "ton," "footw 
B. Abbreviations used by the speaker should be typed i n  the tram- 
cript i n  order to  accurately reflect the interview (except years, 
see Section V I .  , E. ) . Hmver, som abbrev!~tiOns require 
c l m i n g  explanation. 
1. Abbreviations such as  the following are so c m m l y  used 
both speech and writing that they can be understood frmn con- 
text and need no explanation, (Note haw the apost- is 
used. > 
a.w.o.1. 
K.0. 'S photos 
C.O.D. 
B. V.D. 's 
sed ins tead. ( 
3. Spoken abbpeviatiom of the names of agencies 
and social or  business organizations which may not be Imne- 
diately reco@zed by the average reader should be identi- 
fied the fXrst tlme they appear by insertins the fUl name, 
athin brackets, after the word. 1 Lcial spell- 
lng and capitalization of the f'ull 
2. Jargon or  colloquialisms which are not g a w a l l y  f e a r  
should be explained the first time they appear by inserting 
the maning, within brackets, after the mxd. If the ex- 
planation requires mre  than a fey words, an ewlanatOW 
footnote should be u: ~ns for foot- 
notes i n  Section IV.) 
P 
Con Con ClJlinois Comtltutlona~ l;anvenr; 
of 19701 
blackdm~ [a concentral 
in a coal 
on the q.t. [quietly; on the : 
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218 
B-2 
CIO [Congress of Indust. *ial ~r@zations 1 
mT [International Tele:>F,oile and Telegraph] 
IOOF [International Order of Odd Fellows] 
DVR [Department of Vocational ~ehabilltationl 
4. If the speaker uses an abbreviation but says the "of1' o r  "and" 
which o c c m  in the fUl name, type it. 
U.S. of A. AF of L AT and T 
-. 
5. SXE abbreviations always appear with periods, s c a ~  don't. 
A.D. B.C. C.O.D. a.m. p.m. 
U.S.4ut4SA U.N. 
When i n  doubt, follow the suggestion f m  Words Into 
periods are not necessary i n  
letters.  
6. When a decision is made on the style of any abbreviation, that 
form should be written on the editor's word Ust for easy re- 
ference in ensurbg that it w i l l  appear i n  the same form 
thmughout the transcript. (see pages 101 - 102. ) 
A. Brackets are used t o  indicate t ha t  the words within them wen? not 
on the tape. 
1. Emckets cannot be replaced with parentheses. If your type- 
writer does not have brackets, mke your own by typing the 
dhgpnal nark whem the brackets would go and then draw in 
top and bottam Urns with a fhe point pen Z.7 .or leave 
an extra space and dmw i n  your own L 3. 
2. Rmcket mjo r  editorial insertions made to prwide clarity. 
a. W o r  verbs, pmrmn m e d e n t s  ard some explanatory words 
a m  bracketed. 
b. See Section I. abtm for use with Abbmcktlons. 
C, See Section V. below for use with Names. 
B. Parentheses are used to enclose typed notations of actian or  
emtion. Make such wlanatory mtes telegraphic; capltaJlzation 
ard periods are mt necessary. 
1. Action may colnsist of 
a. an intefiuptlm of tap2 " those appamnt Prrrm cantext. 
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A: I found orily a l i t t le  . . . (phone rlnga, wing: 
stopped and started again) 
Q: Before the phone rang and we stopped, you wem 
telllng m about your experience with the Salvation 
m. 
or 
A: It's hard t o  mmtber. Turn that off a ndrwte. 
(taping stops and starts again) It wasn't like I 
said. What really happened was that we all went. 
b. an interruption - not obvious f'rcin conte,xt. 
- 
A: Well, l e t  me find that. (walks away and part 
of narrative is inaudible) . . . it shows how we 
worked. 
or 
A:  hat is here somewhere. (shuffles t- papers) 
2. Audible expression of emotion 
- 
(laughter) i f  both narrator and interviewer h u g b d  
(laughs) if speaker laughed--especially narrator 
(chuckles) if narrator chuclded as he/she spoke 
(weps 
(paunds fist on table) 
(pause) a 10% ndd-sentence pause 
3. Ib not use parentheses t o  enclose a speaker's parentheti& 
m*. (see Section VIII, m t u a t i o n ~  
A. Capitalize the first w a d  i n  a sentence of related dialogue, of 
related thought, o r  of directly quoted mterial. 
I started to leave and, "Hey, Big Boy," she said, 
llcax~ up ard see me  sat^ t*." I thought, "You 
bet I will." 
Yes, This book says, "Our dialect wrd for  whore 
is La ~ianan-T-R-O-I-A-N-A-nthe Trojan vanan, 
0 *.em txxmmdtted orally frPm a long series of 
erate people." 
- 
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Note: when related dialogue, etc. are intempted and then re- 
mined, the first word within the secand set of quotation mwks 
is not capitalized i f  it does not begin a new sentence. 
B. Capitalize and separate with hyphens the le t ters  of a mrd 
spelled out by a speaker. (see the a w e  example.) 
C. The first word of rules, axioms, slogans or mt tos  should be capi- 
talized. No quotation mrks are needed; note the use of the colrma. 
Our m t t o  is, Be Prepared. 
His favorite saying was, Better l a te  than never. 
D. Some geographical terms are capitalized, but only those t M t  mke 
r e f e n c e  t o  specific places. You can usually t e l l  fman context 
whether or  m t  capitalization is needed. 
Capitalize historical periods, important events documents. 
F. rn mrds govenwent, state, city, etc. 
the Great Depression-but-the depression of the 
th i r t ies  
the Roaslng Twenties-but-the twenties 
the Middle Ages-but-medieval 
World W a r  I-but--before the war and postwar 
the Great W a r  [MI-note that this needs t o  
be explained 
the Declaration of IndCpendence 
Capitalize such words when they are used in the full name of 
a govemmmt or  state, or an agency of that govenmnent. 
#- 
the G o m n t  of Mexico 
the Goverrment Printing Office 
the Nebraska State ILEstorical Library 
the State of Wisconsin 
the Central City  Street hpartment 
the Ci ty  of Springfield officials 
1 
I 
2. Capitalize such words when they are used instead of the full 
name of a specific wve-t , etc. 
m e  ~0vemmnt .will help those - mat - cittzem. 
No government- can prwide absolute flood -tin. 
The State sent ndne inspectors t o  all mines Hithin 
m i s .  
Ihe state Inspector capes evgy SO often. 
The City sets tax rates witM 
-es. 
TheTe an? city taxes and can. DS 
d 
n its i 
Its- 
- 
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G. Religious terms 
1. Capitalize the m s  of religious denomhations, their ad- 
herents and their sacred writings. Do not underline the 
writings. 
7 I 
Protestantism, a Protestant, the Protestant 
Episcopal Church 
Catholicism, a Catholic, the Church of Rane 
Judaism, a Jew, Jewlsh, Reform Judaism, an 
Orthodox congregation 
the Bible the 'lhlmd the Komn 
H. Trade m s  
1. Capitalize a trade name you can t e l l  fYom context - id  used 
t o  specify a specific brand. Notice that the article de- 
scribed by the trade n a n ~  i s  not ca;?italized. 
Make a Xerox copy. 
2. Do not capitalize trade names that have came t o  be consi- 
dered c o r n  nouns when they are used as nouns. 
r 
v i c t m  dictaphone 
con? flakes kleenex 
> 
- 
kngtw explanatory mterial should be placed in footnotes rather 
than i n  the  body of the transcript. Explanatory material consists 
of definitions, infomation you know about the subject of the t m  
Script which you think would be helpf'ul t o  the readeg O r  ~ m -  
tion  of the handling of a section of the transcript. The ~EUT&OI' 
can add o r  delete explanatory footnotes durlng his/her review of 
the  transcript. 
A. A l l  footnotes rmst be signed so the reader knows wlm is p 
vidlng the information. 
1. Ihe editor should sign Ed. o r  (~d i t a r ) .  
2. Escplanaticns added by the narrator should be sm wlth 
the narrator's name. Ex: (Phyllis Diller) 
7- - 
1 they i 
r tm 
B. Use arabic nu~~?rals i n the text t o  M a t e  that then? I s  a 
footmte; do not 11se ssterislcs. Footnotes should appeaF on 
the page on wfiicl . i n  the text. Nu&er 
them sequent-  script . 
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C. The style for footnotes is shown below.' Canplete instruc$lom 
for  typ- them Is glven I n  Instructions for  Final Typinq. 
A. The proper forms of the names of agencies and organizations 
mst be verified by the editor. If part of a name is oanitted 
by a speaker, insert tha t  part In brackets. 
I the lllimis Central [RKlmad] I 
B. Pmper names and nicknames mentioned in an interview should be 
fully and off icial ly identified, within brackets, the first time 
they appear. 
Mrs. [Elizabeth] Jones-use the warm's 
name, not her husband1 s . 
Mrs. [Elizabeth Smith] Jones-if the &den 
name is of historical significance. 
John L. [Lewis], Ole John L. [Lewis], Mr.  
[John L. 1 Lewis-include the initial i f  it 
is important for identification. 
W z y  [Frank Long], [Frank] mzzy brig-the 
nicknames do not rwplre quotation mwks. 
J 
C. Capitalize the offlclal tAtles of books and w i n e s  and uncle- 
line them, Capitallze and underline the parts of the names of 
newspapers that  appear on their mastheads. Capitallze and unde~c 
line the nanres of airplanes. 
the Ladies Home Journal 
ew kork Times the St. Louis ~ o s t - ~ i s & t c h  
Air Farce One the Spri i t  of St. Louis 
D. Capitalize and place in  quotation marks the mjor wmds In the 
titles of plays, nmries and TV pmgmm~. 
'-is the comt f-, 
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NUMBERS 
A. General Rules 
1. Use words to  expmss 
a. numbers one through twenty 
b. round ntnnbers 
-
seventy, seven hundred, seventy l r d l l i c ~ ~  
c. appmxlmate numbers 
about twenty thousand seven hundmd people 
oh, like twenty-five copies 
around twenty-three children 
d. isolated nmbers-those that occur alum within a space 
of several lines of type. 
2. Use numerals to express 
a. nmbers over twenty exceEmund, appromte or Iso- 
lated mmBers 
b. whole nunbers which occur with mctions 
( The cat weighs 8 l/2 pounds. I 
c. iiunbers i n  a series and carqarable rmbem-those which 
all refer to the same thing. 
r 
There a m  children with 10, 12, 23, and 25 
days of absence in this semester. 
B. Special Cases 
1. Use words t o  express the first Entioned w k n  two 
groups of carparable nmbers occur .in a sehtence. 
I 
O f  the mm who -ed, three 18, 
two m 21 and t h i r t y - t m  rJl"se over 40. 
, 
2. Use - words t o  exp~ess rmbers which begin a sentenq even 
when you have -to insert or n x ~ ~ a n ~  words. E&ackets are 
nless .Y*- inserting words be of s m -  ., 
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B-8 
"The year 1929 was bad." when "1929 Was 
a bad year." was verbatim. 
"At  2200 Elm Street1' when "Twenty-two 
hundred Elm Streett' was verbatim. 
3. Use t o  express the f i r s t  of two numbers which appear 
together and which m&ht cause confusion i f  both viere ex- 
Dressed i n  the same form. Note the use of the hyphen t o  
Indicate the campound adjectives. 
eight 1-inch pipes 
two 12-acre homesteads 
thirty-three 25-page pamphlets I  
4. Use numerals for the first number In cases l ike  the fol- 
l&(See Mrnensions: VL, F., 3. ) 
We needed 8 two-by-fours. I 
C. Addresses and Street Names 
1. Use raanerals for street addresses. 
* 
I t'2000 Elm Streett1 even i f  "two thousand Elm Street" was verbatim. 
2. Use words for the names of xnmbered streets o r  avenues un- 
less-e digits would be req-, 
Fifth Avenue-not-5th Avenue 
Forty-secolxl Street-not-4;tnd Street 
l O l s t  Street-not--One one (or first) Street 
- 
D. ~ges follow the General Rules ard SpecidL Cases: m., A. arrl B. 
E. Dates and Y e a r s  
1. Date8 should be made imnediate1.y recognizable to the reader- 
"January the iYrst, nineteen hundred & seventy" would 
never be used, even if "the" and l'and" were verbatim. 
Use the cmmn form, J a m  1, 1970, when both a day and 
year are mentioned. 
2. Rre veTbatim is acceptable when anly a lnxrth and day are 
m n t i 0 ~ .  Use t o  express the day. 
Janu 
-- 
the : 
-
uy 1st 
Lst of , 
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3. Do not abbreviate year3 ever1 it tht was verbatim, wkren 
you type the year, be sure t o  set it i n  the correct ceW 
tun' 
4. Decades should be abbreviated when that is verbatim, but 
use words, no numerals. 
I 
the fifties-not-the '50's 
the 195OVs,if that was verbatim. 
. J 
1. Express dimensions i n  numerals. 
2. Type "by" rather than "x" and leave a space before and 
af te r  "by." 
20 by 45 feet-or-20 feet by 45 feet- ' 
whichever is verbatim 
J 
3. If no quantitative measurement was mentioned, the dimen- 
sions are considered conpound adjectives or nouns ard are 
mhenated. Escpress the numbers In wrds and type "-by-". 
The mom was twenty-by-forty-f ive . 
A tvm-by-four held it in  place. 
We bought 18 two-by-fours. (See Special 
Cases: VI. ,  B., 4.1 
G. Fractions 
1. Use words -t o  express isolated fractions. Type a turphen 
but no spaces between the numerator and the denardnator. 
f ive-twentieths 
?The jar was one-half f'tiLl.lt-buD."The jar was 
half f h l l . "  if tha t  is verbatim. 
4 
2. Use numerals t o  express fractions used with whole nmBers. 
Type a diagonal line between the mrmerator and the de- 
nominator. 
The recipe called fo r  10 pour& of potatoes, 
15 pounds of meat and 2 L/2 pounds of flour. 
< 
d 
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H. Money 
1. Use words 
a. when an m u n t  of mney beghs a sentence. 
Six dollars and seventy-nine cents was too much. 
b. when it is an isolated round m u n t  of either dollars 
or  cents . 
1 
The price was sixty dollars. 
I found seventy cents. 1 
c . when it is an approximate m u n t  . 
( It was in the vicinity of seven hundred f i f t y  dollars. 1 
d. when either several round all-dollar m u n t s  or  
several all-less-than-adollar m u n t s  appear in the 
sentence and are isolated, i.e., no other m u n t s  of 
money occur wltNn a space of several lines. 
We took bme those days ten dollars o r  twenty 1 
dollars; m w  L t ' s  one hundred dollars. 
The trinkets cost seventy-flve t o  ninety cents. j 
2. use Ilumrals 
a. when it is an isolated amount of dollars and cents. 
- -( 1 earned $6.75. 1 
b. when a round munt appears with other amounts. 
--- 
I eve him $50 and he gave me $21 in change. 
3. D o l l a r s  and zero/cent c01u.m~. 
a. In the above example, decirral points and zeros are 
not used because neither m u n t  req- them. In 
the f o l l w  example, one m u n t  includes cents, so 
the decirral point and zem/cents columns are included 
in the other amount as well. 
I i 
73 and I 
-
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b. In the following exanple,each amount has enpty colurms 
which are necessary to reflect the presence of those 
columns i n  the other amount. 
r -I 
I give him $50.00 i n  b i l l s  and $0.23 in  -, 
and he gave me my bae; of gmceries. 
I. Percentages 
1. Both percent and per cent a .  acceptable, but useone 
f o m  consistently thmugbut a transcript. The percent 
symbol (%) is never acceptable. 
2. Use numerals t o  exprees - exact percentages. 
~t was 75 percent complete. 
3. Use  mrds to express approximate percentages. 
r 
I'd estimate the stadium was eighty percent Ptrll. 
Jm Ratios 
1. Use numerals t o  express ratios. 
2. Use the mhen, with rn spaces between it and the ~nnerals 
it separates, to express the spoken "to." Note harr the 
comna is used. 
I The vote was spl i t ,  12-18. Our class was divided, 2l-47. 
1. Use words to express tim if the narrator says blclock." 
four ofclock Wednesday 
. .  
fourcflft een o ' clock Wednesday 
2. Use numerals for other expressions of tin. and type what 
is verbatim. t 
at 4:15 on Wednesday af'fxmxm 
at 4:15 p.m. on Wednesday 
at 4:OO on Wednesday aft- 
at 4:00 p.m. on Wednesday 
at i: 00 p.m. on Wednesday if that 
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3. If no indication of a.m. or  p.m. is spoken,but YOU can 
t e l l  frcan context which is intended, insert the a.m. or 
p.m. No brackts are needed. 
4. If you cannot t e l l  from context whether morning or after- 
noon is intended, the transcriptionist should type a blank 
line or  the editor should circle the time and rrake a m t e  
3x1 the l e f t  margin for the narrator. 
It is discaurae;ing t o  have t o  read a f u l l  page of type that has no 
paragraphs. Transcriptionists should begln a new paragraph wh6n . . 
there is a topicdl change. Editors should look carefully for places 
t o  divide a page that has no pamgraphs. 
A; A good place t o  begin a new paragmph when there is not defip 
nite topical change is where the narrator tak~s a slightly 
different tack on the same topic. You can also l i s ten t o  the 
tape to  see i f  there is a sentence which is given parti- 
cular enphasis by the speaker ard which would be a good be- 
gLnning sentence for a paragraph. 
B. Ideal paragraph length for quick and easy reading is ten or  
twelve Unes, but the over-riding consideration in  pamgmpk 
lng is unification of thought. 
C. On the other hand, avoid a page of urmecessarily short cbppy 
p=w?whs- 
D. Do not paragmph with each change of speakers 3n related 
dialogue. The follaving example is the correct style. 
I 
And he said, % them just a degree better 
than a hog sty." Somebody says, 'Why? Why 
that khd of a hotme for men t o  l ive  in that 
mineourcoal? mnotmakethemmrresu& 
stantidl?" And I says, "Right, that's 
me c ~ r m ~ n l y  accepted rule for punctuating is that a sentence 
s a d  contain no m>re punctuation than is required to insure 
clarity. But writers also use punctuation t o  indicate haw a 
sentence should be read: where the reader should pause, what 
parts should be given ecq,hasis. 
mctuation in a tmm~cript has a dual purpose. It rmst be 
used both for c l a 5 t y  and for fldeUrty to the s p o h  TNS 
dual purpose may result in too mch punctuation which would de- 
strag clar i ty  and c 
form a low winion 
source mterial. 
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Themfore, the camonly accepted rule In  preparing a transcript 
is to  use the n d n b i m  m u n t  required to achieve both clarity and a 
sense of how the interview sounded. If sane punctuation provided by 
the transcriptionist mst be deleted by the editor to achieve clarity, 
punctuation used t o  c K y  sound m y  legitimately be sacrificed. ht, 
flrst, t r y  t o  find a way to  _=punctuate the sentence. 
The following exanples show a poorly punctuated bit  of trans- 
cription and the editort s finished product. 
Now, of course, actually, a t  that t h e ,  being a 
patient i n  a state bspi ta i ,  you were, your feel- 
ings were pretty mch-and I know I cantt speak 
f h m  complete authority, but I think I know how 
they fe l t ,  and I ' m  relating what I t h o i i t  it was 
like. 
In the above exanple, the coma after the lxtroductcny word, 9 b P  
is necessary. It was apparent fran listening to  the tape, howem, that 
the words "of course actuallyft were spoken as one entity, so the c a m  
there was deleted. The canna after Ifat that timew is necessary to sen- 
t'eace constmction; the c o w  after llhospitdlfl is necessary. The coma 
af ter  "you were1' is necessary to  show change in  the phrasing. The dash 
is both necessary and a good bit  of punctuation for that abrupt change 
in thought. The conrma before "but" is necessary; the carma before "and" 
is not. 
The edited sentence in  the example below is better punctuated, kt 
still hard t o  read. 
The fo110wlng exanple shows a better solution achieved by deleting mean- 
w e s s  crutch words and a false start. 
Now, at that time, being a patient in a state 
hospital, your feelhgs were pretty much-ad I 
know I can't speak fhm camplete authority, but 
I think I know how they fe l t  and I t m  relating what 
I tbught it was like. J 
C 
. 
The sentence still reflects the speaker's i rx3 iv iWty:  the irr- 
tmdu~tony word, the qualifylrg way in which he ,atxi the essen- 
tially unchanged sentence construction. There is emugh m t u a t i a n  
to P W d e  clari ty and t o  show the rhythn of speech. 
lhis section on punctuation does not hclude the most ecmaglly 
rules. Refer to  a gramnar or  style book to  brush up on hcw to 
U s e  Punctuation if you need to, and refer to such a book as often as 
Now, of course actually, at that tlm, being a 
patient in a state hospital, you were, your feel- 
ings were pretty rmach-and I know I can't speak 
flwn complete authority, but I think I laaow how 
they f e l t  and I t m  relating what I thbugM it was 
like. 
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necessary t o  avoid wing punctuatiori.hcomctly or unnecessarily. 
The rules that are included here cover points that are m e n t l y  
asked about or incorrectly handled. Also included are special ways in 
which punctuation can be used in transcripts. 
1. Use the agostmphe to punctuate the farms of plural nun+ 
bers and letters. 
the 1950's-but--the f i f t ies  
B.V.D. 's A.B.C.'s 
Are you up t o  the 125's on the l i s t ?  
2. Use the apostrophe in  most posessives, but omit it I f  cam 
mn usage dictates. 
State's Attorney 
teachers college 
3. Use the apostmphe t o  show the possessive fm of'-e 
objects. 
r 
a week's wait tm weeks1 vacation 
one dollar's worth ten dollars' worth 
B. Colon 
-
1. The colon means "that is" or "for exanplesn Use it when 
those words are understood in a sentence. 
2. Do not use a colon when the words "that is, "for exemple," 
etc. ~ I E  spoken. 
3. Do mt use a colon when a ccama would mfflc%but use it 
If a carrma would cause confbion. 
r r 
W m g :  We needed everything lke: food, water 
shelter, medicine. 
comfxt but 
-i we needed everything, food, water, 
shelter, medicine. 
-m - -  - - \. 
Better: We needed m h i n g :  
shelter, nredicine. -=', 
. 
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1. Comnas are f'requently overused by transcriptionists and 
editors. Be sure that a coma placed t o  convey a speaker's 
pause does not confuse the meaning of the typed sentence. 
2. A c m  should not be used t o  convey sound i f  using it 
violates a comm rule of punctuation and, thus, conf'uses 
the reader. 
3. Consider using other punctuation i n  place of the comna t o  
convey s m d .  You my have t o  use punctuztion in ways 
discouraged by conpsition teachers, but rmys which are 
nevertheless acceptable and understanaable i n  a less for- 
m l  context. 
a. Use the coma t o  indicate that a brief pause was made 
by the speaker and should be rrde by the reader. For 
pauses of longer duration, use the dash or three points 
of the ellipsis. (3ee Sections VIII., D. and E. below? 
Decide which t o  use by listening t o  the tape. 
b. Use carmras t o  Indicate that what they punctuate is 
different, to  a slight degree, fromthe rest o f t h e  
sentence. This should be apparent to  you either fran 
context or  from listening to the tape. Appositives 
and mhor parenthetical mterial should be set off 
with c m  when possible. See Section =.,Do for 
how t o  use dashes t o  indicate a greater degree of 
difference. Never use parentheses for m t h e t i d  
material in a transcript. 
D. Dash 
7
1. Dashes (--) are W e  by strildng the hyphen key twice. 
Leave no space between the dash and the words mund it. 
2. Use dashes i n  transcripts 
a. t o  set off an appositive, ordinarily set off by c m ,  
when thee are camrras within the appositive. 
rate pz 
e. Par 
I 
Poor: The town's dunp, s n ~ l l y ,  =key, rat- 
infested, disease-SPEW place, 
was his favorite h m t  . 
B e t t e r :  ?he taunts dtnrp--smelly, smkey, rat- 
bfested,  d i s e a s e - s p ~ m  place-  
was his favorite haunt. A 
, from the rest of a 
has no essentidl 
r 
. 
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, connection to  the rest af tne sentence i n  wfiich it 
occurs. It is especialiy important t o  use dashes 
when the parenthetical m t e r i a l  contains comms. 
Never use parentheses for this purpose. 
_ _. _ _  
. - - 
dump, I used t o  play there 
as a child, so did rqy best friend, 
was aaacent t o  our farm. I 
I 1 Better: The tov.nts dump-I used t o  play there 1 
as a child, so did rriy best friend- I i 
was adjacent t o  our farm. 
I  
c. t o  mark a sudden change in sentence constmaction, 
7 I I They were mstly-what ' s the word-aliens. I 
d. t o  mark an unexpected change of thought. 
r 
No one ever asked me that so I never 
told anyone about-you know, being 
chatman was a ticklish thing. 
e. t o  indicate a faltering or false start. 
-- ------- --- - -  [-G one was-they were all aliens. I 
f. t o  indicate that related conversation o r  quoted ma- 
terial is interrupted by the speaker. 
1 Jerry said, "Let's go t o  the pizza parlorw- 
Jerry hates pizza so I knew something was 
-. 
up--"for your birthday treat. 
I 
(See also example under 111. , A. ) 
2. Use the dash t o  tell  the reader that there was a longer 
pause than a ccmma would su@;gest, o r  that what follows 
it is of @;reat= difference from the rest of the sentence 
than a coma would Suggest. Length of pause and degree 
of difference are often simslltaneously indicated. That 
could have been the case in b., c., d., e., and f. above. 
In a. above and the e-le below, however, them is  no 
difference expressd,  only pause. 
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In the above example,the speaker paused dramtically to 
enphasize what he had said, ma then he restated his point 
for  enphasis. 
E. Ellipsis 
1. Points of el l ipsis  are mde by strildng the period three 
times, spacing between the periods. 
2. The three points of el l ipsis  used alone indicate tha t  the 
sentence was uncompleted because the speaker was i n t e ~  
rupted and not allowed t o  finish it. 
a. This my be caused by an outside ir,t?m@tion. 
A: I found only a l i t t l e  
rings, taping stopped and started 0) 
Q: You were te l l ing me about mving. 
b. This may occur when one speaker interrupts the other. 
Q: Which theatre? 
A: The Roxy theatre. We went there and 
then t o  Mary's house. 
In the above exanple,the narrator was stopped. In the fol- 
lowing example, the narrator went right on talking despite 
the second, interrupting question. To show when the se- 
cond question was asked, the three  points of the e l l ips is  
were used both before and af'ter the question. Notice tha t  
the f i r s t  word i n  the second part of the answer is not 
capitalized. 
Q: Who called you? 
A: It S q ~ i ~ ~ e l y  
Q: Who is Squirrely? 
A: . . . called me about it. You know 
Squirrely-Max Bond. 
3. Four dots (really a period imnediately after the last word 
and then the three points of the e l l ips is )  are used t o  h- 
dicate that  a well-begun sentence was l e f t  uncompleted and 
followed by a new sentence-not that a false start was 
made. The speaker did not f inish it because he/she 
a. tb- better of it and did not want t o  fYnish 
b. did not know how t o  finish it so just quit 
c. l o s t  track of hisher thought and drifted t o  a stop. 
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It indicates a pause bet,.dec;n sentences, not mid- 
sentence as a dash w o u l d ~ d i c a t e .  
A: Any other tine I'd have helped somone 
l ike  that, somone i n  trouble. 'kis time, 
though, this g ~ y  was a real risk-jobless, 
poor job record--and we couldn't help. We 
just didn't feel. . . . Other times, though, 
we were able t o  help people. O w  policy . . . 
(phone rings, taping stopped and started 
W) 
Q: You were gcing t o  tel l  m . . . 
A: Oh yes. Owr, policy was t o  check first 
and loan later.  
F. Exclam?&ion point 
1. - Use the exclamtion point t o  show that the speaker stmng- 
l y  emphasized a sentence. Use these sparingly so t h a t  
they do not lose the i r  impact upon the reader. 
2. Don!t use the exclamtion point within a sentence t o  in- 
dicate that a - word was stmngly emphasized. 
I It was so hot! i n  the house we couldnqt stay.. I 
Thls is incorrect. If only hot was emphasized, leave the 
sentence with only a period for  punctuation. If the whole 
sentence was emphasized, but hot especially, use an ex- 
clamtion point a t  the end of the sentence. Some narrators 
speak dramatically, but don't punctuate W. indications 
of t h a t  cllaracteristic o r  the exclamation mark wlll lose 
its dramatic effect! 
G. Hyphen 
1. U s e  hyphens to  separate l e t t e r s  when a speaker spel ls  a 
mrd. 
r t 
Her name is Susie Coy, C-O-Y. I think 
her name affected her personality. 
2. U s e  a mhen between inclusive years unless the words 
and, to ,  o r  through are spoken. 
I Well, that all happened s 195P1961- 
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3. Ih not divide contract ions (couldn't, aren't) a t  the ends 
of l ines of type. If the whole word won't f i t  a t  the end 
of a line, type it all  on the next line. 
4. Hyphenated ccnpound wods require carem attention by 
transcriptionists, editors and final typists.  
a. Deciding correctly whether or not t o  hyphenate a word 
is important. Be sure the meaning conveyed is the 
one the speaker intended. 
''Lydia was a great-aunt t o  her." or 
lVLydia was a great aunt t o  heir-." 
Were there "ten acre fa??msn or  were they 
"ten-acre farms"? 
Do you want "two-dollar ticket;sl' or 
''two dollar ticketsn? 
I 
b. Editors must circle the hyphen of a hyphenated word to 
alert fYnal typists when it 
(1) is inserted i n  editing, 
(2) appears a t  the end of a line of type. 
Suppose ntruck-farmingn was divided durbg 1 
transcription and was on one Une 
and "famLngll on the next. If the hyphen 
were not circled during editing, the final 
typist  would be justified in typing 
lltruckfarmingll if the word cam mid-- 
in the final copy. , 
c. Ranscriptionists and final typists nrat dlvide a 
hyphenated word only between the words. 
Suppose "tmck-f-" does mt iLU fit 
on a line. It cannot be divided " t ' t ~ c k - f m n  
on one Une and ' l ingn on the next. J 
Quotations, Quotation Marks 
1. Use quotation mrks t o  show a related convematim, a 
direct tho-, o r  directly quoted miterial Prcm a book 
ornewspaper. 
id inside the clos- 
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Our &de said, t'M;lke your way t o  the 
back of the bus." I I 
"Make your way t o  the back of the bus," 
' 
our guiae saici. i I 
Our guide said, "Make your way t o  the I 
back of the bus," and then he helped the 1 
next person up the steps. 
- -.. 
I 
- A -  
b. Place colons and semicolons outside the closing quo- 
tat ion marks. 
Our guide said, "Make your way t o  the I 
back of the bustt: a remark we were t o  I 1 
hear often. I 
Our guide said, "Make your way t o  the 
back of the bus"; he wanted t o  f i l l  it 
I 
in an orderly fashion, I guess. ! I 
c. Place exclamtion points and question narks inside the 
quotation narks when they belong t o  the quoted m- 
te r ia l ;  outside, when they belong t o  the sentence 
as a whole. 
I - - "Make your way t o  the back of the bus!!' I thought as I got on the umpteenth time. I 
I was so tired of hearing, lW&e your way 
to  the back of the bustt! 
I We asked, "Will the mney be used for  their benefit?" I I I Did anyone ask, "Will the m e y  be used I for  the* benefit"? 
i 
2, U s e  single quotatim imrks (the apostrophe on the type- 
writer) t o  enclose a quotation within a quotation. When 
there is a third quotation within a second, enclose it 
within double quotation marks. . 
f 1 
Aunt said, "The minister came in and I 
hesaid, 'Well, b k y ,  Itvecome t o  te l l  you 
! sanething. YOUP father is on his way hem 
now.'" Aunt Mmy said, "I tho-, 'why is 
Father C a n i n g  so soon?' And he said, ' V a n  ; 
father askc F *  
I he got hem vts , ! ~Ister ."~'  
Ressage 
ar dead 
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. Colloquial expressions aid s lq ;  shculd not be placed in 
quotation marks. ?he following examples are incorrect. 
r 
Our family was f u l l  of "kissing cousins ." 1 
Everybody was drinking lkhite mletl-that ! 
was boot leg whiskey. I  
4. Inanimate objects cannot speak, even thcslgh we say they 
give us mssages. Do not place such messages in quo- 
ta t ion mrks. 
The sign said No Trespassing. 
(Capital le t te rs  are used t o  give a 
sign-like appearance. ) 
'Ihe m n l s  clothes and car said money. 
(Note that no capita1,letters are 
used. ) 
k 
5. Do not use quotation marks t o  enclose only approximations 
or sumations of what another person said. 
our plans. 
The boss said do it that way, so we 
did it that  way. 
. When a speaker says the word quote before relating same- 
one else's wards or before making a tongue-in-cheek can- 
ment, set the word quote off with camas or dashes, if 
camas would cause confWion, and use quotatim marks 
around the words that f o l l m  it. 
It s d  to be that he was, quote, 
lltoo busy. " 
People said that he wasn't able to-- 
quote-"serve the congregation," that 
he wasn't w e l l  encugh t o  do it. 
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IX. S-G 
A. Verify the spelling of the names of people, places, oqgmizations, 
etc. ; the t i t l e s  of books, etc. ; technical terms, jargm and col- 
loquialism. See pages 101 - 102 for how t o  rrake and use an editort s 
word list. 
B. Words with mre than one accepted spelling should be spelled in  
only one way throwout  the transcript. 
C. Cannon contractions used in  writing should be typed and retained 
if  they are verbatim. Don't invent contractions t o  try to  can; 
vey. dialect. 
1 that 's ,  could'vebut not-oretnlenuf', lotstaltime I 
D. Do not drop word endings and misspell insignificant mispromxuu=ed 
words t o  try t o  convey dialect. See pages- am3 of the manual 
for  hm t o  handle sigdficant  mispronounced words. 
E. Compile an office reference list of w a d s  which are frequently 
misspelled, hamnym and similarly pronounced words wfiose 
spelljngs ard meanings are sometimes conf'used. Sane problem- 
a t i ca l  words appear below. 
abbreviation 
accidentally 
accmmdate 
all right (two words) 
argument 
till o r  unti l  
okay (one word) 
a l o t  (two words) 
apiece (one word) 
cemetery 
desirable 
describe 
insofar (one word) as 
naive 
rmwadass (- -1 
publicly 
toward 
vice versa (two xds) 
abreviatim 
- 
accidently 
accOmadate 
w-t -
argUement 
' t i i i  
- 
o kay O.K. ok 
alot 
a piece 
cemetary 
disirable 
&Xcrlbe 
in-50 f a r  as 
niave 
=*-days 
visa (vlca) versa 
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affect = amtion, mood (noun); to influence or have effect on (verb) 
effect = result (noun) ; to  accanplish (verb) 
aid = a help, an assistant (noun) ; t o  help (verb) 
aide = an assistant--military term--(noun) 
capital  = city, wealth 
capitol = building 
irmnigrant = one who enters 
emigrant .= one who leaves 
principal. = a chief or gmerning person, as of a school; 
a term i n  finance 
principle = ultimate origin; rule of conduct 
NOTES (Use the space below for notes on style problems and their solutions.) 
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k a n l n ~  Intended Making the mrk 
Capitalize Underscore the letter with 
three lines. 
He )he  his nmk. Set in laver case Make diagonal Une thrcugh 
letter. 
Ulderllne M e  a single underscore. 
~ s e w o r d s o r  Draw a line arcnmd and 
letters within a word between the wards/letters. 
It was in the 
He h a d o  slste  
He was (6&-> 
Use other fan+ Circle the word, abbrevlatim 
spell out, set in f igures ,  or rimer to be changed. 
or abbmvlate 
Leave in or le t  stand UnderUnewithdats. 
as it was old.@duY 
have a space Bhke a line between won% 
to be separated. 
f i  
He wme his o v e r p t .  Cl0seUPthespaCe Use the close-up nnrk . 
that coat. 
P Hemdehiswrk. H e m  New paraeTgph here use n, -01 9- .
He.wde his &. 
sHe-' 
me caret Micates the point 
of insertion . 
0 
-*half the usual aaaaart. Use the cazlet and enciFcle 
the -. 
Use the caret and lnsert 
- (two mhens). 
Insert pnrctuati- Place in the pmwr posltian. 
apostrophe, Corn, 
question nark, quatation 
Imrks, d c o l m  
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For backgmund and technical infomation on oral history, consult 
Willa K. Baum, Oral History for  the Local Historical Soclety ( N a s h a e ,  
Tennessee: American Association for  State and Local History, 1971) i the 
Califomfa State University a t  Fullertan, Oral History Pmgram manual; 
Elizdbeth W o n  and b u i s  Starr, 'k Oral History Collection of Colmbla 
University ( O r a l  History Research Office, 1974) ; William W. Moss, Oral 
History Program Yhnual (New York, 1974); Louis M. S t z ~ ,  " O r a l  Hlstcuy: 
Problem and Prospects," pp . 275-304 in Melvin J. Voigt (ed. ) , Advances 
i n  L ibmansh ip ,  Vol. I1 (New York: SeTIllnar Pmss ; 1971) ; and WilUam 
G. -11, Tape Recording bcal History, Technical Leaflet 35 (Nashville: 
Amrim Association fo r  State and Local History, 1966). 
Scm bibliographies of oral history program include Alan lvleckler 
and Ruth McIvhillin (eds.), Oral Histcry Collections (New York: Bcwker, 
1975); Gary L. Shunway, Ordl History ir l  the United States: A Dbxtory  
(New Ywk: Oral History Association, 1971) ; and Manf'red J. Wasem,  
Bibl iomw mstory (NW York: Oral History Association, 1971). 
following are sanr, ~col1~11ded reference books f o r  use in your 
ordl history office: Kate L. Turabin, A Mual for  Writers of Term 
Papers, Theses, and ~ s s e r t a t b m  (Chicago, 1967) ; Webster s Imtant  
Word Guide (Sprhgf'leld, Wss . , 1972) ; Words Into Type, based on studies 
by Marjorie E . S k i l l i n ,  Robert M. Gay and other authorities (New York, 
1974); and a good atlas, full-sized dictianary and various bi~g~@hical 
dictionaries. 
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For same general infomation on Lndexinl: and cataloging y o u  oral  
history collection, you should refer t o  Trim V. Atkins (editor-in-chlef) , 
Cross-%femme Index, A Subject H e w  Guide (New York, 1974); John J . 
Boll, Introduction t o  CatalogFna, Vols. I and I1 (New York, 1970); Robert 
Colllson, Indexes and Indexin& (New York, 1969); J o h  Imnroth, Library 
Cataloging (New Jersey, 1971); Grant W. Morse, ~~ W e s ,  A Three-Way 
Mvided Catalog (Hamien, Connecticut, 1971); C.D. Needham, Organizinq 
Knowl- in Libraries, An Introduction t o  Information Retrieval (Serainar 
Press, 1971); Nwgwrite V. Quattlebam (editor), Subject H e w  Used 
In the Mctianary Catalog of the Library of Congress (Washington, D.C. 
1966); Bertha M. Weeks, FYling and Records Management (New York 1964); 
and Barbara M. Westby (editor), Sears List of Subject H e w  (New York 
1972) 
Other books which use oral  history sources f o r  their l n f o m t i o n  
are Paul Wlllock, Watts: The Aftermath. An Inside View of the Ghetto 
(New Y-, 1969) ; James MacGmgar Burns, Roosevelt : Soldier of M o x n  
(New York,  1970); Felix -er, FeI3.x Rmkfbter Reminkices (New 
YO&, 1960); Peter Joseph, Good 1Mmes : An Oral History of America in the 
Nineteen Sixt ies  (New y e ,  1974); Joseph P- Lash, Eleanor and R.anklln 
( N ~ W  York, 1971); Miller, Plain  SpeakLng: An Ordl B~O- of 
S. TMen (New Y e ,  1974); Williiim MmteU, ihe saga of toe ~idge: 
A St* i n  Oral. fIistorY ( m a ,  Term., 1970); Theodde m e ,  
m t s  Dangers: Ihe Liie of Mite sbaw" (Neu York, 1974); Studs Te-1, 
M nEs: An OIYLI. m t O W  of the Great ~~ (New York, 1970); 
Eliot (earn ) ,  I W I1 OSer YO&, 1972); rab 
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